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LETTER

OF TRANSMITTAL
Knoxville, Tennessee, January 1, 1946

To His Excellency, Jim McCord, Governor of Tennessee:
Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith, on behalf of the
Board of Trustees of the University of Tennessee, a report of the
work and expenditures of the Agricultural Experiment Station for
the year 1945. This report is submitted in accordance with the law
requiring that the Board having direction of the Experiment Station
shall annually submit to the Governor of the State a report of its
operations and expenses.
Very respectfully,
JAMES D. HOSKINS, President

FINANCIAL

STATEMENT

THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT

STATION

In account with
The United

States Appropriations under the Hatch, Adams, Purnell,
and Non-Federal Funds, 1944-45

--=========

and Bankhead-Jones

_._------=------==-----=-------==---=

Federal Funds
--------.--------____ ..!Iatel1

---------

Receipts
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Transportation
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POLICY

AND OUTLOOK

C. A. Mooers, Director
For many years, the administrative policy of the Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station has been directed, as it is now,
strictly to research on problems which concern Tennessee agriculture, with special regard to those matters which would bring about
increased efficiency on the part of the farmers.
GENERAL POLICY
The general policy of the Station may be outlined as follows:
First, to get highly competent men as heads of departments;
second, to organize only such departments as can be supported at
least to the point of efficiency; third, to cooperate with other
agencies as far as possible whenever cooperation appears to be to
the interest of Tennessee agriculture; fourth, to support fully the
other agricultural departments of the University and the State;
fifth, to support the overall policy of the University of Tennessee,
of which the Station is a part.
With the limited funds at the Station's disposal, it has been
impossible to promote all the desired lines of endeavor, so that much
important project work has had to be postponed. Federal funds
have been the chief support of agricultural research at this institution.
THE SPECIALIST, A KEY MAN IN RESEARCH
Farmers, of course, present numerous problems to the Station
:forsolution. Most of them are of a simple nature. Many of the more
difficult ones are old problems on which investigators of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture and of this or other states have labored
more or less successfully. The originality of a research worker and
the special value of his labors are often outside the farmer's experience, but at times give rise to very valuable accomplishments. The
production of hybrid seed corn, for example, with yield increases at
this time of 10 percent or more over the best open-pollinated varieties, was the discovery of an agricultural scientist. Cryolite and certain other fluorine compounds were introduced by an entomologist,
S. Marcovitch, of the Tennessee Station, and have proved to be very
valuable insecticides against certain truck-crop and orchard insects.
Superphosphate as a valuable fertilizer was the discovery of a
chemist, as was the insecticide commonly known as "DDT". These
are examples of a great number of discoveries which are in daily
use as the result of scientific research.
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PROSPECTS
What are the prospects for research? I would unhesitatingly
answer, most excellent. The limit of crop improvement for both farm
and horticultural crops is far from being reached, whether considered from the point of view of yields; of quality, including adaptability to different uses; or of disease resistance. Diseases of livestock offer a fertile field for research, in particular the practical
control of parasites.
Better cropping systems, which will include erosion control and
cheaper methods of crop culture and utilization, are either here or
in the offing. Superior new insecticides and fungicides are coming
out in numbers. Sprays which kill the weeds but leave grass unharmed are available and probably are only forerunners of great
achievements along that line.
Engineering projects offer enticing opportunities to the research worker. Mechanized agriculture has made great strides.
Adaptation to small-farm conditions has lagged, but has been given
material attention, as the reports of this Station show.
STATION SUPPORT
At the present time there is no direct appropriation from the
State of Tennessee for research in agriculture. State money is used,
but it comes as an allotment from the University. This is unfortunate, because the University is nearly always pressed for funds
with which to take care of the academic departments for which it
was primarily designed.
Tennessee is an important agricultural state, but is not as dependent on agriculture as some of its neighbors. It is becoming
more and more an industrial state because of its mineral resources,
its favorable climate, abundant water power, and its central location with respect to the region east of the great plains. Also the
tourist attractions of the National and State parks and the numerous good-sized lakes in its boundaries are not to be overlooked as
sources of income. In fact, there are various reasons why Tennessee is better able than many other states in this region to supply
TABLE

I-Income

of experi1l1ellt stations from non-Federal
~tation

Alabama
Arkani"as
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Louisiana
Mississippi
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
_.--_._-.-.-.-

-

1From Report on Agricultural
Stations.
2Included under "Income".

Experiment

Statlons,

funds for year 1944'

Income

Balance from
previous year:.'

$ S48.660.07
240.356.02
867,897.5~
172.051.12
576.893.07
330.671.~1
419,531.66
249,183.62
487,194.10
180,479.51
1,131,974.08
___~l,8~.n
__

$~85.808.42
26,418.00
164,650.50
29,178.64
122.088.~1
Non"
134,668.90
15.58UlS
52.085.90
None
247,867.~!l
----,0,732,87

1944, prepared

by Office of Experiment
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funds for needed research in agriculture. Table 1 gives the nonFederal grant income for 12 southeastern states for the year 1944.
It may be noted that the Tennessee Station is third from the lowest. With regard to Tennessee's total of $180,479.51, attention is
called to the fact that $95,104.80 was derived from gross and not
net sales, so that the amount actually available for research would
be materially less.
PRACTICAL RETURNS FROM RESEARCH
TENNESSEE STATION

BY THE

To summarize in dollars the true value of the Station's work is
impossible. Years may pass before a new discovery is utilized to
any material extent. Dr. Marcovitch, the Station's Entomologist,
published in 1924 Bulletin No. 131, which gave for the first time a
practical survey of his discoveries relating to fluorine compounds,
including cryolite, as highly efficient insecticides. Six years later
extensive use was begun in Oregon orchards, where it was found
valuable in the control of the codling moth, a very destructive apple··
orchard insect. In 1936, twelve years after publication of the bulletin, fluorine compounds were first generally obtainable in Tennessee.
Now they are in common use.
Burnt lime has been used as a soil amendment from earliest
times, but 40 years ago it was only rarely used in this State. The
first Station publication to call direct attention to the widespread
acidity of Tennessee soils was Bulletin No. 78, "The Soils of Tennessee", published in 1906. In this bulletin, the reaction of 24 soils,
representative of all sections of the State, was given. Of these, 20
were decidedly acid and only 4 were found to be neutral. Even soils
of limestone origin were found to be generally acid and in need of
lime, especially for clover and other leguminous crops. In 1913, Bulletin No. 97, "Liming for Tennessee Soils," was published. This
bulletin, of 35 pages, gave data from numerous field experiments on
different soil types found in all three divisions of the State, showing
the great practical value of liming. Results from moderate applications of ground limestone as compared with burnt lime showed that
ground limestone was a very efficient form of lime that could be
used profitably instead of burnt lime. In 1917, Bulletin No. 119,
"Ground Limestone and Prosperity on the Farm," was published and
emphasized further the widespread value of liming.
The practical use of ground limestone developed slowly throughout the State, with some exceptions. In Robertson County, the County Agricultural Agent, by a sustained special effort during the period. so aroused the farmers that liming became a general practice,
which has continued up to the present time with outstanding crop
improvement and bettered farming conditions.
During the last 15 years, the use of ground limestone has become far more general than at any previous time, but even now it
j~ decidedly below what it should be.
In contrast to the slow utilization of some important discovpries, such as thoHe mentioned, there are other prorlucts of research
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which are more readily utilized. Improved varieties of farm crops
come under this head. Of the new oats developed by the Station,
160,000 acres were planted in the State in 1945, and of the new barleys, 20,000 acres. Recommended varieties constituted 85 percent
of the State's cotton plantings, and the acreage of Tennessee's hybrid corn has increased of late in a substantial way.
Departmental reports for the year follow.

AGRONOMY
GENERAL
J. B. Washko
WEATHER

CONDITIONS

AT KNOXVILLE

The 1945 crop season at Knoxville was characterized by several unusual weather conditions. The months of March and April
were mild-temperature
readings in the 80's were not uncommon.
Small grains and other vegetation were farther advanced than for
corresponding periods in normal years. These first two months of
spring were followed by a cool, wet May. This delayed the planting
of corn, soybeans, and other warm-weather crops until the latter
part of the month. The summer months of .June, July, and August
were normal both as to rainfall and temperature. Rainfall in September was below normal. October for the most part was characterized by fine fall weather, which facilitated crop harvesting. Latecrop harvest, however, was seriously retarded by one of the wettest
Novembers on record.
The lowest temperature recorded was 11of. on February 1; the
highest was 97°F. on July 24. The last killing frost in the spring
occurred on April 7 and the first in the fall on November 5, making
a growing season of 212 days.
The early spring weather was particularly favorable for the
growth of small grains, early hay crops, and pasture plants. Corn,
though delayed by late planting, produced good yields. The 1945
season was very favorable for the production of hay, and farmers
were able to replenish their stocks depleted by the 1944 summer
drouth. Pastures produced well throughout the season but were
somewhat short in September.
CROPS

Soybeans.-This crop continues to be an important contributor
to the edible-fats-and-oils program of the Nation. The Station places
particular emphasis on oil ccntent. Twenty of the leading varieties
in the Southern States, were again tested at Knoxville, Crossville,
Columbia, and Jackson, as part of a regional soybean study cooperative among the Southern States Experiment Stations and the Di-
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vision of Forage Crops and Diseases of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
Yields were obtained and chemical determinations were made
for oil content, oil quality, and protein at each location. The average
seed yields and oil content for 1944-1945 of 19 varieties, grown in
these tests both years, are presented in table 2. The two varieties
TABLE

Z-Seed

yields and oil content of soybeans grown at l\l!o:ruille, Crossville,
Columbia, and Jackson, 1944-45.
Seed yields
Average

I

,

Variety

per
acre
1944-45

Oil content
Average

Knox~ Cro~~ OoIum· Jack~--~--;~:
ville _~
~?_!1_ ~~

I

1_ Ville,
I

Bu.
25.7
24.5
'20.1
I 17.!1
19.1
18.3
20.2

Volotatc
Og-den

i

ArkHOY 2!H
Mamredo
G-40M
Mag-nolin
Arml'cdo
Raboy
F.P.I.
970()(-;
SIOO
ClOI
S',,-IO
C;ihson
Mucoupin
Patoka
S:)f)-:~r)
BoonE'
Chief
Lincoln

20.1;
18.8
HI.l

17.6

' ..

I

17.0
17.4
17.f:i
11).2
16.R
16.1

Bu.
27.9
29 ..5
2G.9
25.0
26.7
25.3
20.6
23.2
2.5.2
28.0
26.1
.21.6
: 22.7
22.9
22.1
20.5
18.R
20.0
20.3

~o~vil~

Bu.
23.7
17.3
18.6
18.5
16.2
14.8
17.7
lii.O
14.7

Bu.
25.5
23.2
21.7
22.0
21.0
19.8
18.4
19.8
17.9

Bu.
25.7
23.6
21.8
20.9
20.8
19.6
19.2
19.1
19.1

Pet.
21.8
22.0
20 ..5
19.9
20.8
21.2
20.4
21.8
_19.8

12.8
11..5
9.3
9 ..5
~LO

22.5
18.0
19.0
Hl.Ji
16.8
17.5
16.8

20.9
18.6
17.3
16.6
16.4
16.4
15.5
14.9
13.R
12.8

1 !l.l
21.0
20.6
21.2
22.2
21.1
19.6
21.0
20.7
21.4

R.n
7.0
7.7
8.2
2.5

16.7
15.3
12.2

of H(,'f~d
1944-45

Matur"ity

Cross---6~lum,Jack-, Averville
bia
Kon'
~gc
Pct.
21.5
20.9
20.1
19.2
19.5
21.1
19.0
20.8

Pet.
22.5
20.0
20.4
20.3
20.8
20.2
20.8
19.8

J9.5
20.8
22.1
22.2
21.8
22.7

22.5

21..5
22.1
22.4
22.2

I

lK.5
19.0
1!1.1
1!1.0
21.1
18.7
18.1;
20.3
20.4
_

...

-,

Pet.
23.2
23.0
21.4
20.6
21.8
21.9
20.8
22.0
21.4
20.2
21.8
22.2
22.5
22.!1
21.7
21.1

22.5
23.1

Pet.
22.1
20.ii
20.0
20.5
21.3
20.1
21.1
20.1
19.5
21.0
21.0
21.1
22.2
21.0
20.2
21..5
21.7

Date
Oct. 25-30
Oct. 10-20
Oct. 10-20
:Oct. 15-25
Oct. 10-20
Oct. 1.5-25
Oct. 10-20
Oct. 10-20
Oct. 10-20
-·-Sept.20-30
1 Sept.1.5-25
Scpt.15-2ii
Scpt.15-25
Sept.1.5-25
Sept.1.5-25
Sept.15-25
Scpt.20-30
Sept.15-25
Sept.10~20

I

developed by this Station outyielded all others in the tests. Of the
early varieties, S100 continues to show up best and C101 second
best in seed yields. It is to be noted that in general the medium-Iateand late-maturing varieties tend to out yield the early-maturing
types. The Lincoln, a new improved Corn Belt variety, is too early
for Tennessee conditions, as indicated by its low seed yields.
In oil content, all varieties tested are comparatively high-in
the neighborhood of 20 percent. The two Station varieties, Ogden
and Volstate, exceed in oil content as well as in seed yield. In the
earlier-maturing group, Macoupin and Chief analyzed highest in oil.
Rate of Seeding of Soybeans.-A rate-of-seeding test was conducted at Knoxville during the past 3 years. The Ogden variety
was seeded in rows 3 feet apart, at 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 pounds
per acre. The average seed yields per acre obtained for this 3-year
period at these seeding rates were 20.3, 22.3, 23.4, 23.6, and 23.0
bushels respectively. These yields indicate that a rather wide range
of seeding rates can be used for planting soybeans in rows on soils
of good productivity, since the yields obtained from rates of 20, 30,
40, and 50 pounds were approximately equal. The 10-pound rate was
inadequate and the 50-pound rate could not be considered an economical use of seed.
Spacing of Soybeans.-If identical row spacing could be used
for all cultivated crops grown on a farm, considerable labor would
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be saved which normally is taken up in adjusting farm machinery,
such as 2-row planters and cultivators, to handle differently spaced
rows. This applies particularly in the case of either corn or soybeans. During the past 3 years a row-spacing test, using the Ogden
variety, was conducted at Knoxville to determine the influence of
row spacing on seed yields. Rows were spaced 42, 36, 30, and 8
inches apart and the tests were conducted on soils of good productivity. The 8-inch rows were seeded with a grain drill. The average
seed yields obtained per acre over the 3-year period 1943-1945 were
as follows: 30-inch rows, 18.8 bu., 36-inch rows, 19.3 bu., 42-inch
rows, 18.4 bu.; and in drills 8 inches apart, 16.3 bu. The 8-inch
spacing was slightly poorer than the others. Differences between
the other spacings are small, indicating that on good soils, row
spacing within these limits is not an important factor in determining yields. Soybeans, therefore, can be planted in rows 42 inches
apart, as is corn, without any sacrifice in yields, on productive soils.
Sweet Sorghums.-During
the past 3 years, several varieties
of sweet sorghums were tested for yields of cane. Sugar Drip and
Kansas Orange produced the highest tonnage, as shown in table 3.
TABLE

3-CaJlc

production by varieties of sweet so r!JhU111S,

Variety
__
Sugar

Tons
20.8

Drip

~~~R~m~:range
Rox Orange.
Rex.

_ _ b-i43--1_f~~n

__

'I

Tons
10.8

~ ~~;Tons
19.7

:=i~;.
Tons
17.1

i~:~, ~:~
~~:~i~:~
8.8
17.5
1~.9

_..:__
::.I
. ..... 1 10.4
. .. i 11.4

I

9.~

,12.0

10.9'

o.1"i,,·/Ic, 1943-1945.

Kl1

Dry matter;
~194ill~i!)44-

194,,:

Tons

Ton'"

Ton",

3.7
3.3
2.7

G.G,

5.7
5.7

I

4.G

I

~:~

I

Av~.
I

{j.:~'

o.!l

:t~ ~:~

Tons
f).:~
G.1
4.4

4.1
3.1

1Air-dry basis.

On the basis of its performance for this period, Sugar Drip was
recommended for seed certification, thereby enabling farmers of
Tennessee to get dependable seed of this superior variety. Sugar
content was determined, and results for the past two years are given
in table 44, in the General Chemistry report. The Sugar Drip variety
exceeded not only in yield of cane per acre but also in total sugar.
The Rox Orange variety was next highest in total sugar and Kansas
Orange was lowest.
Grain Sorghums.-During
the past few years, plant breeders
in several of the southwestern states have developed superior varieties of the grain sorghums, particularly short-growing types which
can be combined easily (Figs. 1 and 2). During normal seasons of
rainfall, Tennessee farmers can expect corn to produce more feed
per acre than the grain sorghums. Observations indicate, however,
that the grain sorghums may be an important source of feed during
dry years because of their drouth tolerance. Eight varieties of the
grain sorghums were tested in 1944 at Knoxville for yields of grain.
Tn 1945 the number of varieties was increased to 12 and Tennessee
hybrid No. 10 corn was added for comparative purposes. The aver-
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age yields of grain per acre for 7 varieties grown both in 1944 and
1945 are: Early Hegari, 2360 lbs.; Bonita, 2096 lbs.; Club, 1905 lbs.;
Caprock, 1822 lbs.; Plainsman, 1812 lbs. ; Westland, 1776 lbs.; and
Black-Hulled Kaffir, 1316 lbs. Tenn. Hybrid No. 10 corn in 1945
yielded from 400 to 500 pounds more of grain than the highestyielding grain sorghum in two tests planted on different dates.
Several of the combine types planted as late as July 1 matured their
seed in 1945 before frost. This indicates that the grain sorghums
might be planted for grain during years when late May and June
drouths damage corn severely, as was the case in 1944. The work
with grain sorghums is being continued with a view to obtaining
further information on this crop.

Fig. I-General

view of the grain-sorghums tcst.

Tall sweet-Horghum varieties l top) compared with the
grain-Rorghunl vnl'ietie~ (bottom).

Hhol'tt.>r

compaet
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of grain sorghums. Westland (right), very short; Early Hegari
(left), of medium heig-ht.

Annual Lespedezas.-The
Station has been testing various
strains of the different kinds of annual lespedezas for hay and seed
yields at Knoxville during the past two years, A new strain of
Korean lespedeza, Climax, developed by the D, S. Department of
Agriculture, looks very promising. Climax is somewhat later and
taller than common Korean. The hay yield of Climax averaged 1.7
tons per acre, compared with 1.5 tons for common Korean, for the
past two years.

Fig, 3-A comparison of Ladino clover (left),

and Louisiana

white Dutch (right).
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White Clover Strains.-White
clover is an important pasture
species in this State. Three strains of white Dutch, namely, Louisiana white, Wood's Dixie white, and common white, and the giant
form of white clover, Ladino, are being evaluated at Knoxville. The
Louisiana strain has shown up better than the other two white
Dutch strains in forage production during the past two years. The
situation as regards the Louisiana white and Ladino (Fig. 3), is
not clear. In the first year of the test the Louisiana white yielded
more forage on an acre basis than Ladino. The second year, the
reverse was true, Ladino producing the higher total seasonal yield
even though surpassed by Louisiana white in forage production at
the first cutting. This test is being continued for further evaluation
of these strains.
Alfalfa.-Within
the past three years, two new varieties of
alfalfa, Ranger and Buffalo, have been released, the former by the
Nebraska Experiment Station, the latter by the Kansas Station.
Both varieties were developed cooperatively with the Division of
Forage Crops of the V.S.D.A. Since this Station had previously
found that alfalfa seed produced in Nebraska and Kansas is well
adapted to Tennessee, these new varieties are being tested to determine their value. Both varieties are being compared with Kansas Common, known to be well adapted to Tennessee. The Ranger
variety has yielded less than either Buffalo or Kansas Common during the past two years. Ranger is also somewhat shorter and does
not recover after cutting as quickly as either of the other two varieties. The yields of hay for the 1944-1945 period were as follows:
Kansas Common, 4.2 tons; Buffalo, 4.1 tons; and Ranger, 3.8 tons.

Fig. 4-Button

clover seeded alone (left) and with Italian

ryegrass

(right).
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Button Clover.-This winter legume continues to show up well
in tests at Knoxville. It can be seeded alone or with Italian ryegrass. More forage is produced when they are seeded together, and
the ryegrass also helps prevent the clover from lodging during the
latter stages of maturity (Fig. 4). For a 3-year period this legume
Reeded alone produced 1.59 tons of dry matter per acre, and thp
combination with Italian ryegrass produced 2.16 tons. On soils of
good productivity this legume surpasses crimson clover in yield of
dry matter. The average for the past 4 years was 2.31 tons, compared with 1.76 tons for crimson clover.
Grazing Small Grains. - The small-grain grazing experiment
with oats, barley, wheat, and rye, initiated in 1942, was continued
during the past year. The forage yields of the various grains when
grazed are given in table 4. The forage production at the time of
TABLE

4--Forage

awl grain yields of small grains when grazed,
Kn0.1: Z'ille, 1943-1945.
I
i

Grain

Variety

H.. ab.it of

_.__ ...

Wheat
Oats
__..~.

Grain yil'ld~
per acre
g
..r.\\.'C'.ra (' 1 \).1:1-/1 ..5.

Redu(--

tion
growthl ....
----- Aver..ag('~_~94~i-45.
~~El~Li~?_tal
il}r~~Eaz('di Graz~'~j
Pounds
Pounds
Pounds! Pounds
Pounds Pere('llt

Balbo
Erect
Semi-ll'rostrab-> I
Mo. Beardless
En-'ct
Jackson No 1 Prostrate
I
Carala
Erect
I
Fulcastcr
:
No. 612
I Prostratt~
I
Fulgrain
I Erect
._F_ul~.in
i Prastr_a~te~.
__
HiwasHee

Barley

Dry foragel
removl'o
acre
when gra7.f.'d

~-~-~
711

I.

'1:147

10~)5
1112

51.\
1fi.l

(jiG
l:n~

i)

20~8
l(i!)!)

1:Z12

28.7

HO~I

](;51

1:J4H

HOH
14HH

"1,,54
"2:n7

18.\
:":4K.S
:"::14.f)

732

12()(j

2058
lB!)~

(;:j~
7:)~
508

D:j3
927
10~H;

Hi7l
lfi()fi

160-1

535
80fi
720

874
G04
7G8

22;IH

20:26
1:i;")7

'~OO
:!Hi17

O.;~
3G.'"i

1 Air-dry
basis.
2Two-year average.

fall grazing by all the small grains except wheat was approximately
the same; rye, barley, and oats produced about 700 pounds of dry
forage, compared with 500 pounds for wheat. Yield differences between varieties of the respective grains at the time of fall grazing
were minor. When grazed in the spring, rye produced the highest
forage yields, ranging from 1266 to 1347 pounds of dry matter per
acre. Barley and wheat produced approximately the same yields,
varying from 874 to 1096 pounds per acre; and oats produced the
lowest forage yields, ranging from 604 to 768 pounds of dry forage
per acre. When both spring and fall forage production are considered, rye produced the highest yields, barley and wheat second
highest, and the oat varieties lowest. Differences in forage production between prostrate and erect varieties of each of the small grains
were minor, indicating no superiority of one type over the other
with respect to forage production. This removal of forage by grazing was harmful to all grains as measured by reduction in grain
yields. Grain yields of rye were reduced most, of barley and oats
next, and wheat least. It is to be noted that the small-grain varieties with prostrate growth habits were injured less than the erect
varieties. The implication is that if the small grains are grown for
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both grain and forage production the prostrate types are more desirable than the erect types.
The chemical composition of the forage produced by the various small grains is given in table 5. The pasturage furnished by
T,\BLE

5-- Chemical com!'ositi()I!' of small-grail!

Grain

!{ye
BarJ~~y

Balbo
Hiwassee
.Mo. Beardless
.Jackson No.1
Carala

Oats

Fulcaster
Fulgl'ain
Fulwin
1

A ir-dry

Knoxville,

1945"

:,.:;~:!::~:::;t::~;~~:=:,1
p:;;,J:~:~
i

Variety

WhpaL

forage,

No. 612

,27.44
27.HI
25.38
21.Hl
27.88
27.94
26.75
____~'1.~

17.17
16.60
15.35.
11.91'
15.97
18.08
18.85

I

__ L3.9_"'___l

.96
1.02
.94
1.07
.90
.85
.67

_ ___'~

.39,
.41!.71
.41
.54
.49
.45
.46
___!3 __
'I

I'

.79

.63
.62
.73
.69
.60
.l)~

.57
.5f;
.52
.45
.51
.5~
.41
.42

ba~if'.

:.'Chemical dl't('rmination.s

made

hy K. B. Sanders,

General

Chemh,try

Department.

the small grains is a highly nutritious feed, as indicated by chemical analyses, and the fall pasturage has a higher feeding value than
the spring pasturage. The protein content of the fall small-grain
pasturage varied from 21.81 percent for Jackson No.1 barley to
27.94 percent for Fulcaster No. 612 wheat; the spring pasturage
ranged from 11.91 percent protein for Jackson No.1 barley to 18.03
for Fulcaster No. 612 wheat. Differences in protein content between
The various kinds and varieties of the small grains were minor, except in the case of barley. The forage of Missouri Beardless barley
was higher in protein than Jackson No.1 in both fall and spring.
The calcium and phosphorus content of the forage was also higher
in fall than in spring pasturage. The fall forage of both oat varieties
was lower in calcium content than any of the other small grains,
whereas, in the spring forage, only minor differences existed. While
minor differences were found in phosphorus content of forage among
the varieties the differences in both fall and spring forages are not
large enough to be considered significant.
Plow-Sole Fertilization of Corn.--Several states have been recommending the use of large amounts of high-analysis fertilizer for
corn applied at plowing time with a fertilizer attachment on the plow
which distributes the fertilizer on the bottom of the furrow, or plow
sole. This method of fertilizer application was tried in 1944 and
1945 to determine its value under Tennessee conditions. The 1944
results with plow-sole applications to corn were invalidated by the
severe drouth, which caused a crop failure. In 1945, when plow-sole
applications of a 10-10-10 fertilizer were compared with band applications along the row at 250, 500, and 1000 pounds per acre, higher
\.'ields of corn were obtained at all rates where the fertilizer was
applied on the plow sole. It was observed also that the corn roots
were deeper. This method, therefore, would seem to be advantageous during periods of drouth, although further work is necessary
to evaluate the method of application in comparison with the more
conventional methods in present use.
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MILLETS AND SUDAN GRASS AS EMERGENCY
J. B. Washko and K. B. Sanders

HAY CROPS

The millets and Sudan grasses are frequently grown as emergency hay crops. The objections are often raised that such hay is
coarse and of comparatively low feeding value. During the past two
years an experiment was conducted with several of the millets and
Sudan grasses to determine their comparative yields and whether
their protein content could be increased by growing with a legume
-soybeans-and
by nitrogen fertilization.
TABLE

6--Hay

yields of millets mid Sudan grasses when grown alone, with soybeans,
and with nitrogen, Knoxville, 1944-1945.
====-~-~----'--- ---~-- -_.
____
Crop

nn(l

P_roduction of hay per acre

_ CuttiIlg-"'--.!944

variety

_J".t_'

I

_i_2nd

-_1=-

_2I1d_l

Grown

1.89 I 3.17

I,

:6Z:

l ..
I ~:~~ I
2.23
_ _----"1... _ .!l:\-,-l.[)4_1 _1.8:3_1_ .00 I l.88

i:i~-I~'
T~fTI~f

F~tili.~ed

I

1.57
1.86

_____ ~

~!
p~~~~~_

_wi~~

2.21 \ 3.78
1.29
3.15

:~~_JLLii~

I

2.61
2.41

2.31i

1.47
1.69

Soybeans

.81
.00
.81 I 2.32 I
.00
_ ,.86..._.~8 __ 1-,69...'...1.1J!-,- .. '00

Tift Sudan ~~~~~
~~~~~
~~~~
...~~~
Common Sudan ...__
Tenn. German millet
.Browntop millet

I

r~~2-:-fii

Grown with Laredo

-i1CI'

Tift Sudan ~...~~~
Common Sudan . _
Tenn. German millet
Browntt?,L ~~l,l~t

Tons
:1.27

Ton~
.65 I ~:~~

2.72

ig I 1:8g : 2:~g

2-year

Total'laV_erag,

Alone

I-T~~-T·T~~··fT~~1
T~ns
I

Tons
1.28

Tift Sudan
Common Sudan . _
Tenn. German millet
Browntop --",ille~~::.::-~~ ~

Ctltting~,i94Ji-=\

Total...~t_l

I
r

:1.47
2.88
1.57
1.7"

2.32
' 1.81
I

o~_~tr~gcn
.77
.62

I

,J:ll.J__J8 j

3.58
3.09
1.52
1.57

8.88
8.03

Ug

The yield data on hay production of two millets and Sudan
grasses are given in table 6. Highest hay yields were produced by
the Sudan grasses, Tift yielding better than common, irrespective of
whether they were grown alone or in combination with Laredo soyTABLE

7-Chemical composition of millet ilnd Sudan grass hays when grown alone,
with soybeans, ilnd with nitrogen, Kno.ri'ilie, 1944 and 1945.

Crop and variety
1 \)45

Avg.

Grown Alone

P~-rce~tlp~~~~-~lpe;~~~1
\P-~~~-~-nth:Jerc~;rtII~rcentrp~~ccnt
Ipereent
Tift Sudan ~
Common Sudan
Tenn. German millet
Browntop millet
_

9.61
8.59
11.68
. 1:1.78

'I

.96 I
.77 i
.8:1 I
.7r\ I
.75 I
.r;]
1.0() _.n

8.44 I, 9.03!
9.18 I 8.86,
9.6:1 I 10.65 I
10.2.5, 12..0!. I
Grown

Tift Sudan .~~~
~~
Common

Sudan

"~~ -9:23'1-8:31
.

..

8.56

8.50

-i:77

I,

8.5:i

I

Tenn. German millet ~~~~~18.00
10.81 I l1.nO I
Browntop millet
~~
..~~... 15-l2_ ,12.2s......18"r;~_
Fertilized

with

.75

-1.01'1

.n3

19~

~~~~nt~~r':ciUetm~.ll~t...........

ig~i~:ig tNi

-I ~

.75

:~~

II

!

.28',
.27'
.81'
.26 I

.:jG'
.:12 I
.:1"
.:12

.20
.25

.86
.31
.40
.:19

P erc~nt
.:j2
.:;0
.:j:1
.2!J

Soybeans
~8s'I'
1.07
..1:.16

with 30 Pounds
'II

_.!J~. I

.X4

I .G8
ys__ 1Jl4_
I.4G

I-Ig~'1-f:~1-11-i~

g~~~~~aS';dan

Laredo

.87 I
.80 I
.G~:

.2~)

.31

.:n
.2~

.35
.35

of Nitrogen

:~Z I

.36
:~~!I

i:~~ :~~ d~ :~~I

.:11
.89
.34

.31
.28
.3G
.81
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beans, or were fertilized with nitrogen. The millets produced less
hay than the Sudan graRReRwith only minor yield differenceR noted
between TenneRsee German and browntop. The higher yields obtained from sudan were due in part to the fact that two cuttings
of hay can be made from them and uRually only one from the milletR. Higher hay yieldR were produced generally by both the Sudan
grasses and milletR when grown in combination with soybeans, and
when fertilized with 30 pounds of nitrogen, than when grown alone.
The chemical composition of these hays is given in table 7.
Browntop millet was highest in protein content, Tennessee German
millet next highest, and the sudan hays poorest, the Tift variety
heing higher than common sudan.
The protein content of both millets was increased by growing
in combination with soybeanR and by nitrogen fertilization, whereas
the protein content of the sudan grasses was influenced little by
these factors. The yields of protein on an acre basis of these various
annual hays are summarized in table 8. On a percentage basis the
8--Protein yields tier acre of millets and Sudan grasses grown alone and with
soybeans, and fertili.::ed with 30 pounds of nitrogen, J(nox'7Jille, 1944-1945.

TABLE

I

Crop and variety

I

Grown alone
_.
19441

1945 [ Avg.
Pounds
508
530
414 I 378
391
270
339
360

P~n~ p~~~
Tift Sudan
Common Sudan _
Tenn. German millet
Browntop millet

.....
.-- I

' __"'1

__
..__
.

551
341
149
381

I

Grown with soybeans
.
._.

Fertilized with
~i_~rog:en "__"' _

1944.
1945 . Avg-.
1944 I 1945
Avg.
Pound--; Porunds Pounds Pou~(h;
POIUnds
587
510
04(j,
700
535
620
412
476
444 I 467
492
480
191
453
322
197
441
3Hl
456
401
429
353
37" ---------364
-I'

PO~;l~l~

I

millet hays were higher in protein than the sudan graRs hays. When
calculated on the basis of protein production per acre, however, both
Rudan grass hayR were far superior to the millets becauRe of their
greater forage yields per acre. The highest protein yield was obtained with Tift sudan when fertilized with 30 pounds of nitrogen
per acre. Regardless of how grown, this variety produced more protein per acre than any of the other grasseR grown in the test. Of
the two millets, brown top yielded more protein per acre than Tennessee German when grown alone, either with soybeans or fertilized
with nitrogen. When the crops were grown alone the respective
yields of protein on an acre basis were 530 pounds for Tift sudan,
378 pounds for common sudan, 360 pounds for brown top millet, and
290 pounds for Tennessee German millet. In combination with
Laredo soybeans the highest yield of protein waR obtained with Tift,
549 pounds; next highest with common sudan, 444 pounds; then
browntop millet, with 429 poundR; and finally Tennessee German,
with 322 pounds. When fertilized with nitrogen, Tift produced 620
pounds of protein per acre, common sudan 480 pounds, brown top
millet 364 pounds, and Tennessee German 319 pounds. These data
indicate that to produce higher yields of protein per acre both the
millets and the sudan grasses should either be grown in combination
with soybeans or receive nitrogen fertilization.
The calcium and phosphorus content of these hays is given in
table 7. Differences between the various millet and sudan grass
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hays as regards these mineral constituents are relatively minor and
reflect the soil fertility levels on which the hays were grown.
In calcium content the various hays were very similar, except
for browntop millet, which was somewhat higher than the others
irrespective of how grown. The phosphorus content of the various
hays averaged approximately .3 per cent, only minor differences
existing.
UNIFORM VARIETY TRIALS OF GENERAL FARM CROPS
Knoxville, Crossville, Columbia, Springfield, and Jackson
O. H. Long
Variety trials have been conducted at Knoxville and at the two
substations at Columbia and Jackson for several years. Beginning
in 1944, uniform trials were established whereby all stations test
certain standard, or uniform, entries. This plan has several advantages. Among these are: (1) seed supplied to all stations is from a
common planting stock, (2) the same planting plan is followed at
all locations, and (3) the average performance of a particular
variety can be compared directly with any other uniform entry
without any yield adjustments. The uniform trials permit the addition of any varieties of purely local interest or importance, but
the standard, or uniform, entries are common to all trials. In 1945
the newly acquired substations at Crossville and Springfield joined
in this testing program, so that for this year the performance of a
barley variety, for example, can be studied at five widely scattered
locations in Tennessee. In the case of corn, the variety performance
can be studied at six locations, since the Tobacco Experiment Station at Greeneville joined in this project.
The yields, together with a brief discussion of the various crops,
follow.
SMALL GRAINS

Winter Oats.-The yields of oats at five places are shown in
table 9. Forkedeer, one of the Tennessee winter-hardy varieties,
gave the highest average yield for the five locations, ranking among
the first three in all trials. Stanton, a cross of Lee X Victoria, was
TABLE

9-Average

Variety

acre yields

of

Knoxville

winter oats at fi,!e stations, 1945.
Crossville

Cohlm
lYia

w

Springfield

Bushels
Bushels
l~ushels Bushels
57.4
68.1
50.6
75.3
F'orkedeer
51.6
65.2
40.5
84.9
Stanton Strain 2
090 X Bond
51.0
66.4
140-17-63-75-243'
... 1
73.1
\ 49.2
090 X Victoria
43.4
56.8
13!l-13-102-248'
.....................
i
~~:~
60.r;
88.8
Fulgrain Strain 6 _"""
47.4
58.0
Tennex
...
i
48.8
55.~
Fulwin ... '
50.8
49.9
............
!
69.2
I 45.2
Lee---,~---, __
--, ..._---------1New Tennessee rust-resistant crosses in uniform test fot" first time.

~t~

gti ' ~g:~

74.8

62.8

!IO.O

62.8
60.r;
59.7
59.fi
58.0

97.9
88.9
85.5
75.4

I
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second. Stanton, 090 X Bond, and 090 X Victoria, are some of the
newer rust-resistant selections. Most of these are semi-winter-hardy
and could not safely be recommended for late-fall plantings. Apparently, Stanton is more winter-hardy than Fulgrain. The relatively
poor yields of Tennex and Fulwin can be explained partly by the
fact that these two varieties lodged badly.
Barley.-The performance of the barley varieties is shown in
table 10. The Tennessee smooth-awn variety, Jackson No.1, led in
yield among the barley varieties, with an average of 42 bushels.
Tennessee No. 52, the standard check variety, was about 5 bushels
TABLE

10--Ai·t'}"a.'lC acrc ~'iel"s ()f barlcy a{ fi.'e stations,

Variety

.Jackson
No. 1
KentUCky
No. 1
1\·nncss('l..' No. ;;2
.Ja('kson
]':arly Bcardh"s:5
Missouri
T"nn. H(H)(!cd No. r;

Knoxville

C'roHH-

Bushels
48.6
a9.:J
a9.!J
40.:1
a7.3
28.9

Bushels
27.9
aO.8
27.R
28.1
20.6
16.8

ville

Columbia

Spring--

Bushels

Bushels
23.5
21.D

field

42.7
42.~l

42.6
·10.1
26.4
35.S

22.5

HI.R
15.R
21.2

1945.
JackHon

Average

Bushels

llusheh::

()7.f>
f)~.5

0:1.:1
57.0
88.4
2R.5

42.0
aR.7
:17.2
:17.1
27.7
26.1

under Jackson No. 1. The two hooded, or "beardless", varieties,
Missouri Early Beardless and Tennessee Hooded No.6, gave yields
considerably lower than the awned, or "bearded", types. This has
been true in previous years. As a general rule, the hooded barleys
show more "leaf burn", or top-killing, at low temperatures than the
awned types. The hooded types also shatter badly when ripe. Missouri Early Beardless apparently has some advantage in yield over
Tennessee Hooded No.6.
Wheat.-The variety Carala, a beardless early-maturing wheat
from North Carolina, led in the wheat variety tests (table 11). Its
1945 performance, supported by its record in previous years, justifies its trial on a small scale. It should not be seeded late, howT,\BLI;

Variety

ll-A.'crage

acrc ~'ields of .vhcat at fi~'c statiOlls, 1945.

~~O~Bushels

Cal'ala
(;1~ lFulcastel")
'\\·n t\1':";St'f'
2

T(·nll.

Thol"lH.>

lp<lp
l{t'd

I{(lel\.

}'\;"ul"t'd

F()n\"a~>d
ClllTcll's
l'rolific

87.a
:J6.0
a5.a
32.~)
32.5
2(1.:J

I

Crossville

Columbia

Springfield

Bushels
26.0
28.6
28.9
24.8
21.2
22.0

BW3heb
25.4
21.!J
24'<i
19.3
20.0
20.7
28.7

Bushels
20.4
16.5

12.1
12.6
10.9
1:1.1

Jack~on

Aventge

Busheb

Bushels

37.~
40.2
:11.8
:J7.8
35.7
34.2

29.4
27.6
26.2
25.5
24.1
23.9

21.2

13.7

ever, since it is less winter-hardY than most of our adapted wheats.
Tennessee 612 (Fulcaster), TenneRsee 2, and Thorne alRo were in
the higher-yielding group.
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The corn entries shown in table 12 were planted at various stalk
rates. The yields as shown are the averages of all spacings. TenneRRee10, one of the Neal Paymaster hybrids, gave the highest
average yield, ranking first or second at all locations. T5001, a TenTABLE

12-Avcraye

acre yields of corn in seven trials at six stations, 1945.

-------1

.
:
.Jackson
Sprtng---------=---Avg.
_fie~~
fal~tlJ:~L~trial'
!

Entry

__
Tennessee 10 .
T 5001' _.,
Funk G
Funk G
,Jellicorse
Kentucky 102'
Neal Paymaster
lJ. ,;. I:"
JarviB
Golden l'rolifit'
1

Y c1lo'vv

.

Greenevil~~

Knox~ville

Crossville

Colum~~"'-

Bushels Bushels Bushels Bushels Bushels Bushels Busheb Bushel:-;
91.8
67.8
67.3
49.1
43.1
(;4.~) I 14.4 I 56.9
\ 76.8
67.0
70.1
40.2
41.9
58.7
15.2 . 02.8
2(82.4)
61.5
64.9
42.6
46.1
57.6 i
9.5 I 52.1
79.7
66.1
67.3
37.5
39.8
56.0
10.(; , 51.0
81.0
62.6
63.2
36.7
36.5
61.51
14.5 I 50."
77.5
60.2
63.4
39.7
41.7 I 56.0 I 11.4
50.0
81.8
51.1
62.9
37.fi
3902
5R.8
l1.H,
49.0
2(75.0)
59.6
55.9
33.5
40.6 2(55.4) 12(lJ.HI
47.4
62.8
43.3
48.3
24.4
26.9
51.3
9.2
38.0

I

1

1

hybridK.

C:I,::-;tlmated

yl(·ld~

hast'd

on

p('rformance

in

other

trial::5.

nessee experimental yellow hybrid, gave the second highest average
yield. The latter contains the same inbra{! lines as Dixie 44, the
new Tennessee yellow hybrid, which will b~ in production in 1946.
The performance of Funk hybrid G 711 justifies further testing.
The two open-pollinated white varieties, Neal Paymaster and Jellicorse, gave yields about the same, which was expected. Jarvis
Golden Prolific ranked lowest of all entries.
SOYBEANS

Soybeans were grown at four places. The yields of seed and
hay are shown in tables 13 and 14, respectively. The variety Ogden,
a development of the Tennessee Station, gave the highest average
yield of seed for the four places and was second to Volstate, another Tennessee variety, in yield of hay. The standard Tokio variety also gave a creditable performance. Such varieties as Tokio,
Volstate, and U. T. 296 might be classified as late-maturing; Ogden,
Arksoy, Delsoy, and Easycook as mid-season; and Macoupin, C-185,
TABLE

13-A'<.'erage acre yields of soybean see'd at four stations, 1945.
'--

Knoxville

Variety

Bushels
22.3
22.5
21.8
21.1
17.2

Crossville
---_ _----"---Bushels
22.6
21.7
20.2
17.0
21.2

(21.2)
16.4
19.8
21.5
16.0

20.1
20.6
23.4
18.0
22.3

Columhia

.Jackson

Bushels
21.4
21.9
22.8
22.3
15.3

Bushels

Avcrag

i'

..

Ogden
Tokio
Volstatc
U. T. 296 ..
Delsoy ..
Easycook
Arksoy
C-185
Macoupin
_
F.P.1. 84922
------'Estimated.

1

---

-

-----

.. _---------_

..-.

12.0
14.3
11.2
9,8
8,4

26.0

Bu~hels
24.4
24.2
24.1
22.0
19.9

25.4
21.4
17.2
16.6
18.5

19.7
18.2
17.9
16.5
16.3

31.1
30.7

:n.7
27.fi
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Variety

Ea.sycook
C-185 __
Macoupin
F.P.r. 84922
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1

!

1945.

.Jackson

Average

Tons

Tons

4.25

2.58
2.5~
2.84
2.28
2.aa

1.7~
1.7~
1.5D
1. 71
1.40

a.n

2.7S
2.68

4.02
3.:~5
a.l0

2.47
2.a4

2.a:,
2.14
2.02
1. 72
1.77

1.50
l.4a
1.40
1.20
1.16

:,.26
a.Ol
2.84
2.5a
2.61

2.81
2.27
2.1:1
1.92
1.90

2.53

~;f'timated.

and F.P.I. 84922 as early-maturing varieties. The early and mid::;easonvarieties gave relatively better seed yields on the Cumberland Plateau, at Crossville.
FERTILIZER INVESTIGATIONS
11\ COOPERATION

WITH
AGRICULTURAL
.r

TENNESSEE
RELATIONS

VALLEY AUTHORITY,
DEPARTMENT

O. H. Long

Field fertilizer experiments on private farms were continued
in 1945, in cooperation with the Tennessee Valley Authority. The
work involved primarily a comparison of phosphates, but nitrogen
and potash requirements also were studied. These experiments were
conducted in Knox County (East Tennessee) and Carroll County
(West Tennessee). The work which had been in progress in Bedford County (Middle Tennessee) since 1940 was discontinued. The
principal crops grown in Knox County were whea t, corn, and alfalfa;
in Carroll County, cotton was grown exclusively.
EXPERIMENTS

IN KNOX COUNTY

Wheat responded well to fertilizers on two soil types. On a
Fullerton silt loam, acre yields ranged from about 22 bushels on the
unfertilized check plots to 36 bushels on the high-fertilizer treatments. A 16-pound N application (equivalent to 100 pounds nitrate
of soda per acre) was responsible for a gain of 6 bushels. On a Leadvale silt loam, a 40-pound P20r. application (equivalent to 200 pounds
of 20-percent phosphate) resulted in a gain of 5 bushels. Additional
amounts of both nitrogen and phosphate resulted in further gains,
with indications, however, that these gains were greater from increased nitrogen rather than from increased phosphate applications.
This trend merits further study. That nitrogen without phosphate
on a phosphate-deficient soil is ineffective is demonstrated in figure

5.
In four trials, corn also responded well to fertilization. On a
Leadvale silt loam, acre yields ranged from a low of about 52 bushels
where nitrogen alone was applied to 79 bushels for the higher com-
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complete fertilizer compared with nitrogen alone on wheat.

Left. 32-80-50 Ib~. per acre (N. P~O'" K20) : yield. 21),1bu. pel' a('rc. Right. Hi lb~. N: yield,
\1.1 bu.

Fig. 6-A

complete fertilizer

ppr

acre.

compared

with nitrogen

alone on corn.

Left. 32-80-50 Ibs. per acre (N, P::!Or,. K~O): average acre yield, i;l.·t hUt
Right. :1:2 Ills.
N: average acre yield, 52.1 1m. (Taller plants in right background an' 011 anothpl'
~omldt,t:I'fertilizer plot.)
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plete fertilizer treatments. All three elements-N, P, and K-were
factors in these gains in most trials. Phosphate was responsible for
the greatest increases, followed by nitrogen and potash in that
order. Thus, on the Leadvale soil mentioned above, a 40-pound
P~O"application was responsible for a 14.5-bushel increase. On two
other soils-an Emory silt loam and a Fullerton silt loam-a 32pound N application resulted in gains of 8.5 and 9.0 bushels respectively. On the Leadvale and one of the Fullerton soils a double application of nitrogen (64 pounds N) resulted in further gains of 8.7
and 13.3 bushels over the single rate, but failed to show a gain in
the other two trials. A 100-pound muriate of potash application was
responsible for gains ranging from 2.5 to 4 bushels in these four
trials. A comparison of results from a complete fertilizer and nitrogen alone is shown in figure 6. On corn as well as wheat, nitrogen
without phosphate is ineffective on soils low in phosphate.
The importance of phosphate on yields of alfalfa is demonstrated in two experiments in Knox County. One trial on a Dewey
silt loam produced 3.02 tons of hay per acre for the no-phosphate
tTeatment, and 4.14 tons where 400 pounds of 20-nercent phosphate
was applied, a gain of 1.12 tons. This was the ,second year's crop.
For the two-year period this phosphate applicahnn has already ac('ounted for 2.28 tons additional hay. The tri'l1 will be continued.
Likewise, on a somewhat poorer Decatur silt IO',lmthe yields were
0.93 ton for the no-phosphate treatment and U)G tons where phosphate was applied. Lime and potash also are necessary in growing
alfalfa, but were supplied in adequate amounts in these trials.
EXPERIMENTS

IN CARROLL

COUNTY

The year 1945 was the first year of the fertilizer investigations
in Carroll County. Cotton was used as the test crop and was planted
in six widely scattered trials. With the exception of one field where
cotton followed red clover, yields were increased by nitrogen applications. Rates were 16, 32, and 48 pounds of N, the 32-pound
rate giving very satisfactory gains. The average gain from a 32Jlound N application was 237 pounds of seed cotton per acre for the
~ix tracts. A 16-pound N application was definitely not enough in
most trials.
'L\BLE

15-Inf/uence

of superphosphale on acrc yidds of secd cotton on three
soil types in Carroll Couilly. 1945.
~~~~(~_ ~0l!~r~_~{)~ S~i)~ry~e._
L. D. Hasting-s
~~. E. Wilson
MemDhis silt loam
Faulkner silt loam
llpar
McKenzie
near
~e~tp?y~
Pounds

Nil nJ.I.!.'t.:'ll,
phO:-illhate
and llotash
Nitl'ot(('ll
and
potash
}{psponsc

to

1060
ri9G

phosphate

1'L'n'atnlL'nts
p tJu:...;plw It', and

the equivalent
poullds
nlllriate

w('tOe

100

~r(~

LOc~i?~
~
A. B. Hays
Loring silt loam
ne~t.:__~~~ood

Pounds

----I

464
of 200 pound:-; nitrate
of potash,
a(~l'l~ ha~i~.

of
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5~S
117

1124
596

471

528

soda,

-.------,,----

200 poun(h~

20-pereent

super-
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One field, a Dexter silt loam near Buena Vista, showed a significant response to potash, producing a gain of 440 pounds of seed
cotton per acre or a 36-percent increase, where 100 pounds muriate
of potash was applied. Definite gains were made with phosphate on
three of the six fields. The extent of these gains is shown in table 15.

CROP IMPROVEMENT
N. I. Hancock
COTTON

The 1945 season was abnormal for cotton growth in Tennessee.
High rainfall and low temperatures at planting time caused such
poor stands that it was necessary to replant. The tests at Jackson
were replanted May 21. The same unfavorable conditions continued,
however, through June, so that cotton did not begin to bloom until
around the first of August. Heavy rainfall did not cease until October. The result was tall, weedy plants and delay of first picking
until October 25. Normally the first picking is around September 10.
Weather conditions were very nearly the same at Knoxville, and
in addition there was heavy infestation of tarnished plant bug. as
well as an outburst of hail, which destroyed many of the plants.
Consequently, the cotton test at Knoxville was not considered worth
picking, and no data relating to yield comparisons were obtained.
The assumption that staple length would be increased by abnormally high rainfall was confirmed. The fibers of all varieties
in the test are the longest on record (table 16). The average
strength is decreased and fineness increased, though not in exact
proportion to change in length.
TABLE

0/

16-Rank

first

fOllr ,'ariffies

in length,

sfrcnytlI,

and fineness

of fibers.

Knoxville

.Jael"son

Length
;{2ncls

I Coker

inch
:{:-::
:lS

Washi ngton 33H-3-2-(j
Stoneville 2C
,Stoneville
213

Washington
33~)-:~-2-6
Stoneville 2G _
Stonevine 2B-a275
Coker 100-9

1 OO-~\

Strength
Stoneville
DeHos

Lbs./mg.

Lbo./mg.
6.37

2B-3275

9Hlf)

Bobshaw No.1.
Stoneville 2C

Stoneville

Coker' 100-n

6.1R

Stoneville

6.1G

I

(i.lin
(-i.G;';
(l.··1E
(i.1~

2B-;{275

6.25

2C

Bohshaw No.1

Finenes::5
CIll.

Stoneville 2B-:1275
Stoneville 2C' .
Coket· 100 Wilt St. 4 .
Coker 100-St. 9

·::::1"_-_'-

......

~inlJ','.

:1.111

2.9:-\
...

2.n

2.~,,",

Under these abnormal conditions, Stoneville 2B and 2C, Deltapine 14, and Coker 100 Wilt St. 4 continue as leading varieties in
money value per acre.
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Further tests indicate that potash has very little influence on
lint characters and measurements of cottonseed. The data corroborate findings given in last year's report.
Every year, inbred lines are being developed at Jackson and
Knoxville. Around 400 are carried at each Station. The testing of
these lines, however, is done entirely at Jackson, where conditions
for growing cotton are more like those under which cotton is produced than at Knoxville. These inbred lines have been recombined
or crossed and selections from the crosses are now being tested.
Sometimes the recombination is backcrossed to a particular inbred
line which carries some one character of importance. Selections of
the backcrosses are being tested. Thus far, the selections of Stoneville 68-3 x Stoneville 136-4-4 backcrossed to Stoneville 68-3 are
showing much promise.
OATS

The winter of 1944-45 was an abnormally mild one for fallsown grains; temperatures were above the average in January, and
in March were almost as high as in May. The climatic conditions
caused an early infection of rust, the heaviest on record for the past
18 years. But this early infection apparently did not lower the yields
of susceptible fall-sown varieties a great deal. Forkedeer, which is
susceptible to rust infection, had the highest average yield in tests
over the State.
The new rust- and smut-resistant selections of the crosses
Tenn. 090 x Bond and Tenn. 090 x Victoria ranked 3rd and 4th,
having higher average yields than Fulgrain, Lee, Fulwin, and Tennex. The selection 140-17-63-75 of Tenn. 090 x Bond is very earlymaturing, being ready to harvest at the same time as crimson
clover. It has the added qualities of vigor and stiff straw from Bond.
The high rainfall in May caused all small grains to grow taller than
usual, and lodging was generally encountered. Stiff straw, therefore,
is a character of major importance in oats.
BARLEY

Jackson No. I, smooth awn, again led in tests at all stations
except Columbia, where there was only .3 bushel difference between
it and No. 52 or Ky. No. 1. All awned varieties average 10 to 15
bushels better than the hooded, or beardless, varieties.
It has been reported that new smooth-awned selections as early
maturing as Missouri Beardless were being tested. Average yields
d 977-8-1 and 977-10-1 were 57.0 and 53.2, compared with 52.9
bushels for Jackson No. 1 in the new-strains test at Knoxville.
There was pronounced infection of mildew at time of tillering
on account of humid conditions. No data are available showing loss
of yield due to mildew. In most seasons, mildew infection, like rust
on oats, comes too late to affect the yield. But a heavy infection
does cause lodging, which was observed particularly in selections
out of the awnless x smooth-awn crosses. Awnles8 and Wong are
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very resistant to mildew. The resistant selections stood up better
than the infected ones, especially this season where infection was
heavy.
CRIMSON

CLOVER

The improvement of crimson clover by selection was begun two
years ago. Inbred lines are being established by means of selfing.
rt has been found that tobacco cloth tied over a bloom in early stages
doeRnot diminish very much the amount of seed set. Crimson clover,
however, is largely cross-pollinated, and pollination by beeRmust he
resorted to when plants are caged.
All legumes have certain percentages of hard seed-and crimson clover is no exception. The ability of the plant to reseed itself
is dependent upon the hardness of its seed coat, and its dormancy.
Selections have been found to vary considerably in these respects.
The hard-seeded strains are easily recognized in germinator tests,
where optimum conditions are provided for germination.
Selfing of crimson clover reduces the vigor of the plants, and
they become more susceptible to insect infestations and disease infections than cross-pollinated plants. A few survive, and from these
plants pure lines are bred with the purpose of recombining for improved strains.
CORN BREEDING
Frederick D. Richey and James R. Meyer
The corn-breeding program, cooperative with the Bureau of
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, of the Agricultural Research Administration, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
was continued. The results have been evident in Tennessee hybl'ids
10, 14, and 15, which have been available for some time. How good
are they? Their husk protection is adequate for most Tennessee
conditions, but they are unduly susceptible to lodging, particularl~'
Tennessee 14 and 15. These two hvbrids are much alike, being different combinations of the same 4 "parent lines. An estimate of the
value of Tennessee 10 and 15 is provided through the summary of
tests in various parts of the State from 1939 to 1945 reported in
table 17. The average yield of the two hybrids exceeded those of
'I'M)LE
17--A'i,eraye
aere yields
of corll froJII
'i'arielies
alld h}!brids,
ill Ih,'
nU1l1ber of {,'sts alld the I'arls of Tenl1csscc
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the two outstanding Tennessee varieties, Neal Paymaster and Jellicorse, by 8 percent, or 5 bushels per acre, in the State.
The definite inferiority of the other four certified Tennessee
varieties in the 18 tests in which they were included is obvious. But
there !lre com;iderable acreages in Tennessee grown to these and
to even lower-yielding varieties. The average gain to the State's
agriculture from the growing of Tennessee hybrids instead of the
general run of varieties, therefore, is considerably more than the
~-percent excess over Neal Paymaster and Jellicorse, though somewhat les" than the 25-~0 percent excess over the other varieties
shown in the table. An estimate of I5-percent gain on the acreage
planted to the hybrids would seem rea"onable.
Among the items tested at three or at five locations in 1945
were 9 new experimental hybrids. The comparison of these with
Tenne""ee 10 is shown in table 2. It is gratifying to have these hybrid" do as well as they do, as shown by their yields, erect plants,
and husk grades, in the table.
T5109 is a cross of (T13 x T61)-the better half of Tennessee
10-with (NC34 x NC37) from North Carolina. It was the only
white experimental Tennessee hybrid included in these experiments.
]t" indicated superiority of 4.7 bushels per acre above Tennessee 10
must not be considered too definitely proven from this one-year test.
It did have a very good yield, however, and had more erect plants
and much better husk protection than Tennessee 10. The plan is to
certify it for Tennessee in 1947 if it makes as good a record in 1946
as it did in 1945. It should be of special interest to Tennessee producers having sales in states to the south. There the better husk
protection of T5109 will make it more desirable than Tennessee 10,
] 4, and 15, even though it had no other advantages.
Of the yellow experimental hybrids shown in table 18, Dixie 44
had the highest average yield among the 18 entries tested at three
locations in 1944. Its vield at five locations in 1945 also is good. Its
husks give inadequate'protection, but are better than those of most
'[",\HLE
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of the yellow hybrids previously tested in Tennessee. It is reasonably resistant to lodging and has some eye appeal. Because of its
1944 record, single-cross stock for growing 150 acres of seed of this
new yellow hybrid were produced in 1945, and are available to the
members of the Tennessee Crop Improvement Association through
the Tennessee Seed Producers, Inc.
Of the other experimental yellow hybrids shown in table 10,
T4002, T4003, and T5002 are being discarded as inferior relatives of
Dixie 44. Hybrids T5003, T5004, T5005 and T5006 warrant further
careful trial. They appear to be about equal in yield to Tennessee
10; they remained reasonably erect under rather adverse conditions;
and they have better husk protection than any promising yellows
so far tested in Tennessee.
Other new whites also offer possibilities. Three white experimental hybrids were compared with Tennessee 10 at the U. S. Cotton
Field Station near Knoxville, in 1945. The results are shown in table
19. T5106, T5105, and T5107 were made by crossing (T13 x T61)
with the three open-pollinated varieties A, B, and C. They yielded
well and had good husks, but lodged badly. Inbred lines are in process of isolation from the three varieties. The best of these should
yield more and lodge less when crossed with (T13 x T61) than did
the average varietal germ plasm from which they were isolated.
']"\RLE

19-IJafll
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GRASS BREEDING
J. K. Underwood
Breeding work with grasses has continued, emphasis as usual
being placed on their adaptability as shown by their vigor and yield.
Kentucky Bluegrass.-The Kentucky bluegrass-Texas bluegrass
crosses have yielded nothing as promising as several isolates of
Kentucky bluegrass. Of the original 25 Kentucky bluegrass selections, all have been discarded except 6-06, 6-06-1, 8-78, and 9-61.
These are superior to commercial Kentucky bluegrass and equal or
superior to strains developed elsewhere. Number 6-06 is on trial at
the Columbia substation. Work continues in the selection of new
lines.
Smooth Brome. - Although several other species have more
promise, a few selections of smooth brome (Fig. 7) have shown sufficient aggressiveness and yield to be considered seriously and con-
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inermis (smooth brome grass) in the breeding nursery.

tinued in the breeding trials. Six lines, varying from bunch type
to aggressive sod formers, and from early to late flowering, have
proved to be the best of many lines carried.
Meadow Fescue.-Two

superior strains of Meadow fescue, Fes(Schreb.) Wimm., have been saved out
of many isolated lines originating from the old field strain known
as Kentucky 31, which has done well here but which has run out
somewhat after several years under Knoxville conditions. These two
strains have been put out in multiplication plots, seed of which will
be saved for trials at the various substations. Work with these two
strains is being pushed to the exclusion of other less promising
grasses (Fig. 8).
Ilica

c[atior var. arundinacca

Fig". 8-1,1'e:stuca elatior var. arundin8cea

(tall tn~adow fescue, reed variety) in the breeding nursery.
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Limited work is being continued with domestic and perennial
l'yegrass, orchard grass, timothy, tall oat, and Harding grass.
Strains isolated in these groups are being multiplied enough to hold
the gains made.
EROSION CONTROL IN THE PRODUCTION OF TRUCK CROPS
N. D. Peacock, K. B. Sanden;, and A. L. Kennedy
The effectiveness of strip cropping, rotation, and certain other
practices in controlling erosion were studied during the 5-year period 1938-1942, and the results were discussed in the 1943 Annual
Report, page 95, and in the 1944 Annual Report, pages 18-21.
During 1943, 1944, and 1945, all six plots were cropped and
managed alike, with the object of noting residual effects of previous
management. In April 1943 the entire experimental area of the six
1/20-acre plots-the sodded portions and the fallow portions-was
plowed, and thereafter was cropped in the following sequence: In
1943, sweet corn followed by rye; in 1944, rye followed by a sod
mixture consisting of red clover, orchard grass, and timothy; and
in 1945, a continuation of the sod from the 1944 seeding. Erosion
losses during the 3-year period of uniform cropping and management are shown in table 20. It will be noted that the residual effect
of both strip cropping and sod were decidedly in evidence through
the second year of uniform cropping as regards both water and soil
losses, and through the third year as regards water losses; and that
through the second year the residual effect of the all-sod plot was
greater than that of the strip-cropped plots, only half of vvhich had
been in sod prior to the period of uniform cropping.
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The sampling devices (Fig. 9) for collecting a small and representative fraction of the runoff from each plot were calibrated with
water at monthly intervals. These devices and their operation were
described in the 1939 Annual Report, page 18, and in the 1940 Annual Report, pages 12 and 13.
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devices. with plots in backJ{round.

Plans for studying another phase of strip croppIng, which
could not be undertaken earlier on account of the limited number
of plots, were prepared and work was begun. Plot 5 will be kept in
sod during 1946; plot 6 will be in cultivation; plots 1 and 3 will be
strip cropped with the lower strips in sod; and plots 2 and 4 will be
strip cropped with the lower strips in cultivation. Thus, a comparison of erosion losses from strip-cropped versus sod or cultivated
land will be resumed; and, in addition, comparative erosion losses
from strip-cropped land with the lower strip in sod versus that with
the lower strip in cultivation will be observed. Figure 10 shows a
general view of the erosion plots.

:FiK. to-General

view of erosion

plot.s.
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AND BROADCAST CROPS TO CONTROL EROSION
K. B. Sanders and J. L. Vandiver

The effectiveness of pasture and broadcast crops in controlling
erosion has been studied at the Greeneville Station since the spring
of 1937. Six 1/20-acre plots have been used for this study. Erosion
losses from permanent pasture and from a 2-year broadcast-crop
rotation of barley and crimson clover have been compared with
erosion losses from a 3-year rotation of corn, wheat, and lespedeza,
a commonly practiced rotation in upper East Tennessee. These runoff studies constitute one phase of a farm-scale broadcast-farming
experiment in which erosion control is the paramount objective.1
The equipment used in measuring runoff and soil losses is shown
in figure 11.

Fig. II-General

view, showing work shed, concrete catch ba:-;ins and overflow can!'. raingag'es.
and plots (in background).

Erosion losses during the 8-year period April 1937 through
March 1945 are stated in table 21.
TABLE

eight-year
Plot
Nos.

21-1iffects
of different
rotations
on water and soil losses d11rinu the
period 1937-1945, Talbott silt loam, 10-pcrcent slope, Greene"ille
Station.
Rotation

Average annual I
water losses ,

lnch"s
1,

a,

2,

6

Three-year rotation:
Corn-wheat
Wheat-hc"Spedeza
Second-year lespedeza, plowed for corn ..
Average
Two-year rotation:
Barley and crimson clover
.
_!l~~~~~!1_tp~Ht~lre
..
.
:
: ::

2.00
2.20
.27
1.51
1.07

.as

Average annual
soil 1085('S pcr
acre

'1

'Tons

I
I

5.2~
l.8'i

.Hi
2,42
2.(\1
.55

The permanent pasture plot held water and soil much more effectively than either rotation, as would be expected. Average annual losses were only .38 inch of water and .55 ton per acre of soil.
The bulk of the soil loss occurred during the sod-establishing period
of the first year.
The 2-year barley-crimson clover rotation lost decidedly less
water than the 3-year rotation of corn, wheat, and lespedeza-1.07
Annual

1

Report for 1933, page 15.
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against 1.51 inches per year, but slightly more soil-2.61 against
2.42 tons per acre per year. The bulk of the 8-year total soil loss
from the 2-year rotation occurred during July and August of the
first year, when exceptionally heavy rains caught that plot in seedbed condition. For the next 7 years the 2-year rotation lost only .83
ton of soil per acre per year, against 2.46 tons from the 3-year rotation. The following schemes for minimizing erosion losses during
the seedbed and crop-establishing period of the 2-year rotation have
been tried or are contemplated: (1) Breaking with a subsoil plow
and leaving the land in rough condition until ready to seed, (2)
basin-listing, and (3) altering seeding date with reference to expected time of heavy and intense rainfall.
The 3-year rotation has been broken down to its component
parts in order to compare erosion losses from the different kinds of
crop cover in that rotation, as shown in table 21. Each kind of crop
cover was represented in each of the 8 years, the crop year beginning
in April and extending through the following March. The most serious soil loss occurred from corn-wheat cover, 5.22 tons per acre
annually; the soil loss from wheat-lespedeza cover was only 1.87 tons
per acre annually, or only about one-third as much as from cornwheat cover; and the soil loss from the plot of second-year lespedeza plowed for corn was negligible. These results show that, in
comparison with cultivated crops, broadcast crops are effective in
reducing soil losses.
The erosion losses from these plots have been relatively light
tor the respective kinds of crop cover, and doubtless could still be
reduced materially by the liberal use of fertilizers.
STATE SOIL SURVEY
W. O. Whittle
The survey of 380,870 acres was completed during the year
] !)45, bringing the total to 7,137,525 acres. This survey has now
heen completed as to 22 counties, parts of 2 counties, and 6 special
areas. Field work continues on 2 other counties, one of which is
practically complete.
During the year no printed reports were made available to the
public because of other pressing demands upon the Government
Printing Office.
In order to make quickly available the more important data in
these surveys, as soon as the field work of a county is completed
colored maps are prepared by hand for the use of the county agent,
the Tennessee Valley Authority, and the Agricultural Experiment
Station. Four of these maps were supplied during the year.
The weight method of ascertaining the acreage of the various
wil types has been further simplified and measurement has been
made of 3 counties and several small tracts.
As the survey of each county is completed, the Experiment Station is furnished samples of all important soils, and these are being
analyzed and preserved for further use.
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Soil surveyors previously employed by the Station are now being released from military service, assuring increased progress for
the coming year.
This survey of the soils in the State is being made with the
assistance and cooperation of the Tennessee Valley Authority, at
Knoxville; and the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, Washington, D. C.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF COTTON FIBER
K. L. Hertel
FllHm

RESEARCH

LABOI{ATORY

The investigations of the Fiber Resean:h LalJOratory for 1~)45
involved several phases of fiber and yarn testing. The methods developed for testing cotton fibers were tried on other fibers, such as
wool, asbestos, and rayon. The arealometer was given further study
with reference to its accuracy and reliability. The theory advanced
in "A Theoretical Approach to the Problem of Yarn Strength"2 was
used as the basis for the prediction of yarn strengths in 1943 and
1944 Variety Spinning Studies. In addition, the Laboratory continued to investigate its current methods with a view to achieving
greater simplicity and reliability in operation.
The fibrograph, which was developed for use with cotton fibers,
should operate even better on rayon, provided the randomly arranged sample can be prepared. The simple double combing process
of sample preparation used on cotton does not give a proper rayon
sample. Apparently a roughness is produced at the cut ends of
rayon staple that causes an undue number of fibers to be caught
at the ends rather than entirely at random. One possible solution
is to clamp uniform sliver and remove the unclamped fibers. Fibrograms were prepared from sliver Py careful spreading of the sliver
into a ribbon, clamping along a line, and removal of the unclamped
fibers. From the variable shapes of the fibrograms, it would appeal'
that the fibers were disturbed from their random position. Early
work on cotton sliver showed similar sensitivity to manipulation,
regardless of the care with which it was done. In any method involving the handling of the fibers after randomization, it appears
that great caution must be exercised to preserve the random arrangement. This is in direct contrast to the seemingly haphazard
procedure used in the double-combing method, which gives very satisfactory results with cotton fibers.
The fibrograph was used with only moderate success on asbestos fiber, which is very variable in both length and fineness. Reasonably consistent values were obtained from the fibrograms. Asbestos
fibers cannot be handled with as much speed as cotton fibers.
Preliminary measurements of both fineness and length were
made on wool fibers. In general, the wool industry demands evaluation of the distribution of fineness rather than some single inte"R. R. Sullivan.
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graterl yalue. The arealometer gives a single value for fineness, and
hence woulrl appear to have limited application in the wool inrlustry.
It appears that a fibrograph especially adapterl for wool would
have extensive URe. The methorl employerl in tht~ preparation of cotton RampleRcan be uRed for Rhort woolfiberR. Ruch aR noils, but is
not suiterl for the longer fiberR. SampleR were prepared from sliver
~tRin the case of rayon and with more success. The longer fibers
seemed to maintain their random arrangement much better than
rayon. The work is preliminary and offerR encouragement, but no
definite concluRionRare justified.
The arealometer should be-and in general has proved to bevery stable. The particular instrument uRed for routine measure- "
ments remained constant for several years and then started to drift,
,\S indicated by the reRults for well-mixed check cottons. It returned
to its original condition after being taken down for minor repair and
reassembled. The drift has not been duplicated nor explained, and
hence the instrument is being studied further in order that no pertinent factors may be overlooked.
One of the initial reasons for investigating the physical properties of fibers was to arrive at a better understanding of various
yarn properties, such as strength. Sullivan's theoretical approach
was userl in its simplest form to predict the variation in yarn
strength caused by variations in the physical properties of the
fibers. Application was made to the 1943 and 1944 Variety Spinning Studies. The results were comparable to those obtained by
other investigators using empirical relationshipR. There is an obvious need, however, for precise spinning data in orrler that this or
,my other theory may be adequately tested. A precision spinning
and fiber-testing laboratory is definitely needed by the textile industry. It should be established for the sole purpose of investigating
the fundamental principles involverl, and should not be persuaded
to carryon any service testing.
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MULE-TESTING DYNAMOMETER
M. A. Sharp
In connection with the experimental study of types of mules,
it became necessary to develop a machine that would measure the
capacity of the mule to pull predetermined loads for any desired
length of time. Such a machine must meet the following requirementR:
1. It must be Rtrong enough to withstand any load that may
he placed on it and sturdy enough not to be damaged seriouRly by
harrl use or minor accidents.
2. Be easily tranRportable so that it can be readily moved ahout the Experiment Station farmR or from one Rtation to another.
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3. The measuring mechanism must be simple in design, of
sturdy construction, easy to operate, and adjustable for small load
increments.
4. It must maintain a constant predetermined load under all
ground conditions and at all speeds.

Fig. 12-The

complete dynamometer.

The singletree at the left end is connected to the cable that raises the weight. hllclu.'t. The
caster wheel is removable so that the front end may be attached to an automohile bllmlwr fo!'
transportation.

The machine shown in figure 12 was designed to meet all of
these conditions. It consists of a gear pump mounted on a frame
and connected to an automobile differential drive shaft by a clutch.
The mule pulls on a cable that raises a platform on which weights
are placed to give the desired load. The bucket shown was used
during calibration and later was replaced by a platform on which
cast-iron weights of various sizes could be used. Figure 13 shows
the pump in detail. When the clutch is engaged the automobile differential drive shaft is connected with the pump drive shaft. The
pump is filled with oil, and the circuit is closed by valve B, so that
the pump gears cannot rotate. When the mule pulls on the cable
hard enough to raise the weights, lever C is pulled down, opening
valve B so that the pump can rotate. As long as the mule pulls
hard enough to lift the weights, the vehicle will move forward, because the drive wheels force the pump to circulate the oil.
The pump is one formerly used in a dynamometer car at Iowa
State College and was loaned to this Station for experimental use.
Valve A, which is 2% inches, was too large to operate satisfactorily
for small increments of load changes. A by-pass valve B, 1%, inches,
was therefore added, and is satisfactory. Valve A can be adjusted
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Fig. 13-The gear pump assemhh'o
When Ow mull' Dulls hard enough to rabe
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down, olH:mlng

rotate.

to let a part of the oil pass it in order to get valve B to operate
correctly for small variations in loads.
Load increments are 25 pounds at the singletree. The load used
for preliminary testing is 25 percent of the weight of the mule. The
mule pulls this load for 30 minutes, and readings are taken to determine respiration and heart action for comparison with similar
readings taken before pulling the load. When the dynamometer is
to be transported over long distances, the caster wheel is removed
and the front end of the frame is attached to a car bumper. It is
used for straight pulls on level ground, but the mule may travel in
a circle if desired. This machine appears to have all of the desired
characteristics and has been satisfactory from a use standpoint. It
may be operated under any soil or road conditions and at any ground
speed needed for collecting data.
All construction work was done by the Engineering Experiment
Station, as the Agricultural Experiment Station does not have personnel or equipment to do this type of work.
IRRIGATION NEEDS OF TENNESSEE
A. L. Kennedy

FARMERS

For several years the Experiment Station has been working
with farmers to help determine their irrigation needs and to develop
suitable equipment and technics. Farmers recognize the fact that
crops often need more rain and that some very desirable farming
methods are not practical because of rainfall uncertainty, but they
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are not sure that irrigation with present equipment would be worth
while. Many of them are definitely interested, but they are slow
in taking the final step to secure equipment. Some of those who have
tried irrigation have given it up. During the severe drouth of 1944,
three units were idle. When offered for sale at a reduced price, not
one of them was purchased by neighbors who had seen them operate in previous years. A cooperator in Knox County who purchased
a unit in 1944 for field crops lost much of his enthusiasm before the
year was over.
When a farmer fails to succeed in irrigation, the thought naturally arises in the mind of the promoter that the farmer did not
apply enough water or that he waited until the crop was too far
gone before starting irrigation. The findings in this study do not
indicate that the farmer is to blame. Usually when he buys equipment and starts to irrigate he is enthusiastic and wants to do the
job right. The advice given him is to put on plenty of water. After
an earnest try he and his observing neighbors incline to the conclusion that irrigation with portable sprinkler pipe takes too much
time and hard work. involves too much piddling and tramping of wet
soil, and that they had better work at something else. Irrigation
not only takes time and labor but it causes many complications,
psychological reactions, and aggravations. Nearly every time the
average Tennessee farmer needs to put on an application of water
he has the vexing question of whether to take time out for this or
continue with his regular work. If he irrigates and it rains soon
afterward, as it does about half the time, he is tormented with the
thought that he should have kept on plowing weeds out of his corn
or doing other needed work.
For a very small unit, with which the farmer can change the
pipe without seriously interfering with his regular work, the labor
problem is not so bad. Several such units are being operated in
Tennessee with satisfaction. A few operators who have plenty of
labor have found the larger units profitable. The indications, however, are that the labor problem must be greatly reduced before
irrigation on a fairly large scale will be satisfactory for the average
farmer in this area.
This Department has been working to make irrigation more
practical for Tennessee farmers by (1) making the water applied
do the most good. and (2) developing more suitable equipment.
Usuallv there is sufficient soil moisture and rainfall to start
crops in th~~spring. For most spring crops the worst drouth damage occurs during the hot summer months, and very often during
the critical stage of development of the crop. If the farmer must
have the greatest returns from his land, he will undoubtedly need
to figure on irrigation throughout the season. But if he wants to
eliminate much of the labor and trouble, he can get by with very
few applications for some crops. It is a common observation that
one good rain at the right time will make a crop of corn. The same
has been found to hold true for one or two applications of irrigation
water not only with corn but also with many other crops. For
example, in 1943 one application of one inch of water increased the
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yields of Irish potatoes for five farmers in McMinn County by 40
to 50 bushels per acre. When the application was made on June 10,
three weeks after the last rain and one week before the next one,
the farmers thought that some water should have been applied at
least a week earlier. Three or four applications may have been
needed during this drouth, but after an attempt to raise the potatoes without irrigation, one delayed application during- the blooming
stage gave big returns and pleased the farmers. By following the
policy of irrigating only when necessary, the farmer would not grow
maximum yields, but he could depend upon a good crop every year
with very little irrigation.
For this crop-insurance type of irrigation a highly portable and
flexible system with a minimum of pipe and sprinklers is needed.
The limited amount of water applied to any field-and this at a time
when the soil is usually very dry-makes it permissible to apply the
water faster and with a coarser spray. This in turn makes possible
large sprinklers at reasonably low pressures. The larg-e sprinkler
makes possible wide coverage, resulting in a minimum amount of
moving. Equipment developed along this line, and the plan of operation, were described in the 194i~ Station report. Since then further
developments and changes have been made.
It is known that some crops definitely need water ever~l few
days. For such crops as head lettuce late in the spring and crimson
dover in the hot fall, this frequent watering is needed largely for
temperature control. The evaporation from the wet or damp ground
maintains an environment during hot days more in keeping with the
demands of the cool-natured crops. For crops that are getting established from seed or transplanting, plenty of moisture at the surface
i:-;desirable in many cases and necessary in some ca:-;es.
Crops like pastures, which feed heavily near the surface, have
been observed probably by all farmers to respond to a wet season
or frequent rains.
For crops needing frequent watering, especially pastures that
last for a large part of the year and would take intensive irrigation
without erosion and disease complications, considerable thought has
been given to irrigation with permanent equipment. Work was
o'tarted in 1944 on a system of intermittent discharges of water from
a big nozzle. For the tests made, the nozzle attached near the
bottom of a pressure tank was plugged with a stopper. When water
(,ntering the tank raised the pressure, the stopper was released and
~l volume of water was thrown about as far as if it had been a steady
:-;tream.
It is believed possible to make a sprinkler with this principle
of discharge that would irrigate satisfactorily, with one :-;prinkler
per acre and with a steady flow of water to each sprinkler as low
,l:-; 3 gallons per minute. The nozzle of each sprinkler would make
a complete revolution in 1 to 6 or more days, applying 1;1, to 1 inch
of water each revolution. The sprinkler assembly would be complicated and probably expensive, but the extremely low rate of flow
to wide-coverage sprinklers would almost eliminate the cost of
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permanent piping and would make possible automatic irrigation of
a large area with a comparatively small source of water and pumping unit. A continuous flow of 300 gallons per minute would automatically keep 100 acres irrigated. The continuous operation and
relatively small power demand would make a very good load for
electric power. The power cost for continuous irrigation would be
about one dollar per acre per month for the Tennessee Valley area.
A foolproof sprinkler of this type would make irrigation of an acre
or so possible for nearly every farmer, since the sprinkler could be
connected to the home or other small water system and would automatically irrigate when the water was not being used for other purposes. Although it is expected that a sprinkler of this type will be
developed in the near future, it should be noted that this discussion
is of needs and possibilities and not a report of something already
accomplished.
F ARM MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
H. A. Arnold
GRAIN-STORAGE-BIN

DEVELOPMENTS

A round grain-storage bin was designed with a funnel-type
hopper bottom that permits the complete emptying of the bin without hand labor. A damper valve in the outlet provides an easily
controlled throttle for regulating the rate of flow from the bin. It
permits sacking from the bin or running of the grain into elevator,
seed cleaner, or other equipment without any intermediate storage
hoppers. Such bins, when properly arranged in a building, eliminate
practically all manual labor in handling grain. Construction cost,
including labor and material, is low. Each bin has a capacity of 41°
bushels, is 12 feet high and 7 feet 7% inches diameter. The selfcleaning not only is a labor-saving feature, but prevents the mixing
of varieties of seed grain, an essential feature in the production of
foundation and certified seed.
In this particular design, %-inch plywood was used for the bin
walls and 24-g'auge galvanized sheet metal for the funnel-type hopper bottom. The sheet metal was nailed to 2 x 4 framing, as noted
in figure 14. Such a bin was constructed and used as a model for 8
other bins in the new seed house at the West Tennessee Experiment
Station at Jackson. Further construction details are expected to
be published later.
Several new fabricating features were developed and utilized
in constructing the bins. One in particular is the use of carding
nails, which are clinched by being driven through the plywood
against a bucking iron to hold the sheets in place while the glue
is setting. This eliminated the use of clamps or the necessity of
waiting for the glue to harden. The bins have been thoroughly
tested under operating conditions at the Station.
The development of these bins is due to the interest of F. S.
Chance, Assistant Director; N. 1. Hancock, Associate Agronomist;
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Fig. 14-Plywood

grain bin plan.

and B. P. Hazelwood, Superintendent of the West Tennessee Station.
The Douglas Fir Plywood Association was consulted on construction
details.
GRAIN DRYING

In cooperation with the Tennessee Valley Authority, an experimental hopper-bottom plywood grain bin was constructed for graindrying tests. This bin was 8 feet high and 7 feet 7'0\ inches in
diameter. Number 27-wire 8 x 8-mesh hardware cloth was used in
fllace of sheet metal for the hopper bottom. The space under the
hopper was connected to a motor-driven fan and used as a plenum
chamber. Static-pressure measurements with a prod in the grain,
and air-velocity tests with an anemometer over the grain, conducted
h.v George Zerfoss, indicated a relatively even flow of air through
the grain, compared with that found in duct-type bins and driers.
Indications are that the round hopper-bottom bins may be used effectively for drying damp combined grains.
The use of infrared lamps as a source of penetrating heat for
the rapid drying of very wet grain was investigated. Heated air
was forced through a I-inch layer of dampened or water-soaked
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grain at a velocity of about 122 feet per minute. The grain was
held in a tray covered with hardware cloth on the bottom and top.
Only half of the tray was exposed to the infrared rays of 250-watt,
Hall-type lampR placed adjacently in two banks of 9-bulb lampR
each and directed on the tray from a distance of 4 inches above and
below the tray. An enclosure of heat-reflecting walls directed all
the rays on one half of the tray. The lamps were the only Rource of
heat used, but the air waR partially recirculated to maintain a temperature of not over 120°F.
No meaRurable difference was noted in the drying rate, irrespective of exposure to the infrared rays. However, the moisture
content of all the barley in the tray was reduced from 4:) percent
to 16 percent in 261/2minutes.
FORAGE

PROCESSING

Forage-procesRing studies were carried on in relation to the
drying of partially field-cured chopped Roybean hay in a round bin.
The preliminary studieR of the bin design as reported a year ago
served as a guide in the construction and operation of the bin this
year. The work not only concerned hay-drying studies, but include(l
a development of related equipment for the storing, drying. and
handling of hay with a minimum of labor. In fact, it ,vas an attempt
to eliminate economically all labor of handling hay by hand or
with a pitchfork-all
operationR
from the field to the deliver~' of
the hav in front of the cow. \Vith
the a~lvent of field chopperR,
field operations already are fully
mechanized.
ThiR pl'oject was Imlde ))ORsible by a coopel'ative arrangement between the Experiment
Station and the Commerce Department of the Tennessee Valley Authority. Suy:gestionR and
assiRtance were received from
various departments of the l;niverRity.
.10hn Schaller
and
George Zerfoss of the TVA assisted in testing and checking'
equipment.
Because of availabilit.v and
low cost. plywood nailed and
glued to 2 x 6-inch stu(lding.
spaced 2 feet, waR used for the
bin walls. The studding is bolted
to a concrete foundation 17 feet
~·ig. ![,-\{ultlld
I",.y bin IIlId,,, l'UlIstructiulI.
10 inches in diameter. The bin
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air-duct de-tails.

is 42 feet 3 inches high at the eaves. A central opening in the foundation is connected to an outside fan by a tunnel. A framed vertical
duct extending up the center of the bin, 4 feet square in cross section, and fitted with a plug, directs the air horizontally
through the
hay and out through
3-inch slots around the bin. The slots are
spaced 4 feet apart, and a plywood skirt over the slots gives full
weather protection.
Figure 15 shows the bin under construction;
and figure 16 construction
details.
In operation,
hay is delivered
by a blower through the top of the bin into a gravity-powered
distributor.
This distributor
operates on a rotary lawn-sprinkler
principle and consists of a 5-foot length of furnace pipe, 12 inches in
diameter, connected to five 45-degree elbows and balanced on a pivot. The plug in the central duct is essentially
an inverted sack 6
feet long, suspended by a rope so that the top is even with the hay.
The motor-driven
fan is operated until the hay is cured. Only partially-cured
soybean hay, varying in moisture content from 32 to
46 percent, was put into the bin. The total capacity of the bin is
estimated
at about 47 tons of dry hay. Only 19 tons of soybean
hay was put into the bin last year.
Results cover only one season, a single test run. All results
are tentative
until checked by further
tests the coming season.
Figures 17 and 18 show some of the testing and recording instruments used. Figure 19 graphically illustrates
results.
Tentative results are as follows:
1. The mechanical distributor
eliminated the mow labor, and
because of a relatively
even distribution
of hay around the duct,
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of tunnel entrance. showing ventilatiuK fan. tempcrhumidity-. and power-recording' instruments.

and illstrumentl!t

used for measuring static prel!lsuce

and air yelocities.
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leakage loss, or the amount of air required to cure a ton of hay, was
reduced appreciably
as compared with that of the ordinary mowcuring system.
2. At reasonably
static
Round
Hct!:J Bin
T~"'t Ch"rt
Sloti.c. pressure~
b~
-mo."l1.0Tf\ornete.r
a:nc( prod...
pressures,
enough air can
be forced from the center
Vert,'co.L
outward to provide an efAt,.. du.ct
fective cure of the chopped
hay in the bin, according to
the quality of hay removed,
air-velocity
measurements,
and static pressure recordOJ pr~d..
ed with a prod in the hay.
3. The .23 inch of waterstatic pressure
at the bin
I • I i- ,50
wall denotes a restricted air
I
' '<5"
k",~~.b-l
outlet.
A modification
of
the bin wall should reduce
.1,15
the static head.
- .50
! ,,5
Mechanical means for re~C+C-~~.O
J,j!5
moving the hay from the
~oo
-- .75
bin were not completed, be,DO
cause of difficulties in get,25
b+~~_~
---l'__ ~L...L~---!
.0
ting materials
and parts.
OJ2..3'1-56
bO+321.0
HoriZO"n.toL
distaYl.ce.
The completion of the bin,
Out.sid.: or P~~uJoo~ _~Q~l,;
_ .
including
minor
modifica~~~~~ '~tC1-~ut~
~i.~e't_~ 1trtt~~~-).t
- 4;2. Yc.ncz.'hon..
tion. and the construction
Dale
t"'st - Octobe.r2-+
/94.5.
J{A."J.
of a bin with perforated
Fig". 19-Graphic
illu:;tratiol1 of static preSlo;un~
sheet-metal
walls as a parr(·cording's.
allel check unit, are anticipated for next year. The latter bin will include a self-feeder
as an
integral part so that stock may eat the hay directly out of the bottom of the bin instead of having the hay removed by mechanical
means. The self-feeding
bin is to be operated under actual farm
conditions as a final check on the results of the first full-sized test
bin.

PO~ITD:~
l,~~

,

!1.00

-+

1-__

frOYY1..

0

Po

STRA WHERRY CAPPEI~
A. H. Morgan
From the experience gained with the strawberry
capper under
Hetual operating conditions in a 10011 freezing plant, it was decided
further
to streamline
the capper and to reconstruct
it so as to
improve its performance
not only mechanically
but also in capping
pfficiency.
The original drawings were redrawn and corrected, and work
was started
on rebuilding
the capper toward the latter part of
December,
1~)44. At that time also it was decided to design a
workable and inexpensive
feeding mechanism,
where none existed
before, for feeding strawberries
to the capping machine at a uni-
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form rate prior to the capping operation. The feeder was a
separate ancl distinct problem which had to be worked out and
f'olved. Several designs were discarded as unworkable before one
was decided upon. This feeder was built in the shop of the Experiment Station at Berry Hall. The reconstructed capper and completed feeder were shipped to Plant City, Florida, early in the year
for preliminary trials and tests on capping of the Missionary strawberry, a berry similar to the Blakemore.
In spite of special precautions in the redesign and reconstruction of the capper, mechanical failures continued to appear during
these trials and the capping performance of the machine was mediocre. The capper was returned for reworking, and afterward was
shipped to Georgiana, Alabama, for experimentation and trials on
the Blakemore berry. It performed much better than in earlier
trials, but not satisfactorily. During these trials, however, an important function of the machine, not previously emphasized, came
to light which later proved to be a turning point in the effort to
produce a successful machine.
Following the trials at Georgiana, the capper was returned to
the Experiment Station and reworked for the third and final time.
and for the first time the rotation of the rolls was reversed. This
was the turning point. In subsequent trials at a local processing
plant and one in Michigan over 35,000 pounds of strawberries were
passed through the machine. On the Blakemore variety, capping
efficiency was 93 percent, while on the Premier it was 85 percent.
Small-scale trials were made with Tennessee Supreme and Dunlap
berries. Efficiencies were 95 percent and 90 percent respectively.
Throughout all of these experimentations the feeding mechanism performed satisfactorily. Further work is under way.
AUTOMATIC PROCESS "FOR MECHANICAL EXTRACTION
VEG ET ABLE OILS
W. H. Baskerville and A. H. Morgan

OF

Apparatus was assembled for a preliminary trial of a proposed
automatic process for recovering vegetable oils which involves a
continuous method of pressure cooking that has been termed "fluid
eooking". A solid residue was made that contained considerably
more oil than is customarily the case, but the results showed that
the process is mechanically workable.
Further studies of this process were then made, with a laboratory, bateh, pressure cooker, and Carver laboratory hydraulic
press. A number of results indicated that the process can be used
to obtain oil recoveries comparable to present hydraulic-press practice.
A continuous rotary filter and press was then designed for
carrying out the process on a pilot-plant scale. The construction of
the pilot plant and of the press was more than half completed.
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HUSBANDRY

H. R. Duncan
EXPERIMENTS AT MIDDLE TENNESSEE
Columbia
EWE-TYPE

STATION

STUDY

The Hixth year'H comparison of native, Northwestern, and Cumberland Plateau ewes was finished, and results are given in table 22.
'1'.\/;1.1.

22·--I'cr!orl/lill/c<'

of

/1<1

ti'"c,

Northwester/l,

Item

Native

lJrcd
in IH4·1
lambing'
AVI'rag('
birth
weight
of
lambs
tlb::;.l
I'f·t'C('nt lamLs
rais('d
of l;-'W£S bred
/'\wragp
wl'ight
of lamhs
at marketing
(Ihs.l
:\vl'l'al-re
age of lambs at marketing
Idaysf
A"('I'ag(' daily
gain pcr lamb (Ius.)
A vU'agi' lamb
I'pturns
per ewe bred
A vt-'rage
wool eI i P lJeT ('we I (Ibs.)
AV('l'at!{'
annual
wool returns
lll'r
ewe
AVl'Cag(' annual g"l'OSH l"l'turns
per ewe
NUlIdwr
of eWe.;
AVPl"<tl.!e (late
{If

iWOO}

('lip. bast-'d

on

2fi natiw'.

<ll/d C1I1/1/Jerl<l/ld

G4 Northw(lstern.

~s
Dec.

~!)

$11.14
5,1
$2,29
$18.43
42

North-

ewes.

Cuml:H'rlanl!

wpstern

Platt'au

.rl

1)4

S.I
%.4
79.H
l(;U;
.44

}1Ol!

I'/<lte<l/l

I)latean

.Jall.

4

.Iall.

If)

S.t)~J

S.:-<

107.~
77.0
1I) 1.4
.'15
$1~.1l
7.li

_'8.n
7H,;J
143,;J

.4H
$9,1)4

5.7

$8.~~

$2.GG

$12.1)!)

$l1).:n
f'\Ves.

The native ewes were high-grade Hampshires bred and raised
on the Experiment Station farm from the top lambs produced in
the flock. The Northwestern ewes represented a good type of Rambouillet x Hampshire cross secured from high elevations in the
Northwest. They were brought in as yearlings. The Cumberland
Plateau eweHwere grade Hampshires produced under Plateau conditionH and added
to the flock aH
yearling::;. The
ewes in the various groups were
of
comparative
ages, v a r yin g
from 2 to 7 years.
The three groupH
were handled in
the same manner
and were bred to
the sam e purebred Hampshire
rams.
The Northwestern ewe s (Fig.
2 0) maintained
their superiority
over the 0 the r
two types, but the
performance
0 f
20-0n~
of tht' northwestern
e\ves phutographt.'d
a yearlinR
the native and Fig".
October 31, 1944, after she had be.n on the Station farm 100 da,ys.
lli"
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Plateau ewes was the reverse of that of previous years.
FINISHING YEARLING HEIFERS ON GRASS
WITH AND WITHOUT GRAIN

The study of the influence of a limited grain ration and time of
marketing on the returns from yearling heifers being finished on
grass was continued this year on a limited scale. Results are shown
in table 23.
T.\l\u:

2.l-fnflllclice
retllrns
froll/

nf lill/ited
.</raill ratioll
year/ill.'!
hcifers
{'cin.'!

awl lilli"
fillished

Lot 1
(;l'ass and
:; pounds
l'()n~cntrat{'s

Item

,1
,1;)/
62!lA
172.111
U)J
5:1.11:;
100

N umber
() f hei fer::; tHwd
Average
weight
when turned
011 grass
April
:2 (Ills.)
Average
wdght
Wh<'ll l-iold1
Obs.)
.
AVI'.'ragc gain during
gru:ling
period:!
(Ibs.)
Average
daily gain during
grazing
period
Obs.)
Average
dressing
percentage
(warnl
weight)
Percent
of car'caSSC}) grading
good
(A)
Percent
of carcasseH
grading
medium
(B)

Average cost of pasture
Average
Average

cost per lOO-Ibs.
st~lling price.

Averag'e net profit
summer
Lot
2Lot

1

1 "vas
1 was

feed

after

.

and concentrates
gain

on

(kducting

pasture

.

.

$lG.:1!l
~l.52
14.00

Lot :!.
(;ra-;:-;

onh,'
1
1,;\
';5:).0
1~14.()
1.2,
Gl.,Hl
:")0

SO
$10.011
5.1;'
12.110

winter and

costs..

SOlll .July 2;
on pasture

oj }}/(frl •.etili.'1 nIL
!Jrass.

Oil

.
lot

2, September
~)Odays; lot 2,

21.5G

1;'.7\\

2.

152 days.

The heifers that were fed grain were fat enough to sell the
first of July, when the supply of such cattle was light. They sold
higher, took less grass, and returned a larger profit than those carried on grass without grain until September 2.
ALF ALFA-BLUEGRASS

CATTLE-PRODUCTION

PROJECT

This project, in which steers are carried from the weanling
stage for 2 years on a mixed bluegrass and white and hop clover
pasture during the summer and wintered on alfalfa hay, was carried through the eighth year. Calves are added each November
and 2-year-old steers are finished and sold off grass in September or
October when they are approximately 2% years old, without having any grain during their existence in the project. Figure 21
shows the finished steers the fall of 1945. They got fat and made
an excellent grade of beef. This system of beef production has consistently produced cattle whose carcasses graded good and in many
cases choice. Each steer has used the pasture and alfalfa hay from
1.93 acres of Station land, which produced an average of 178.12
pounds of beef per acre over a period of 7 years.
TENNESSEE-GROWN
WHEAT COMPARED

BARLEY AND A MIXTURE OF BARLEY AND
WITH CORN FOR FINISHING HOGS ON PASTURE

A 3-trial average comparing Tennessee-grown barley with corn,
as reported in the 1944 Annual Report, showed that ground barley
was worth only 75 percent as much as shelled corn for finishing hogs
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Fig. 21-Three

of the alfalfa-bluegrass

steers sold in the fall of 1945.
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on pasture. Morrison states that barley is 90 percent as valuable
as corn, pound for pound. Since the Tennessee-grown barley showed
up so poorly in comparison with feeding trials with barley reported
by Morrison, it was thought desirable to check our results. Two
additional trials were conducted during 1945. The first extended
from February 22 to June 29, and the second from July 31 to November 7. The average results are shown in table 24.
'j',\BLE 24-----A·,'t:rayeof fifth
alld sixth trials comparin.'! Tennessee barley, and a
mixture of el/lltll parts of Telil/essee barley and ".lJo'lernment" wheat, with shelled
eorn for fattellin.'! hogs on mixed bluegrass pasture.

Shelled
eorn

Item
A vt'l"(-lgc
Average
AVi'rage
Average

and supplement

nunlber
of pig's
number
days in trials.
initial
wcig"ht of pi.~s
final
wlO.'ight of pigs

8.5
107.0

62.0

~~:~:~~~~
~:N~,~~I;l/';~.r
(:;~~)
(i·b··~··:.··)···········

Average

feed

per

IOO-ill's.

gain

.

.

I

~F('ed prices:

8.5
107.0
59.!)
219.5

60.3
215.3

159.6
1.492

155.0
1.448

433.3

198.4

70.7
504.0

456.2

9.0
107.5

320.3

Ground
barlev
Ground
whea"t
Supplement
I
T()tal
f('ed per 100-lbs.
Cost of IOO-nIH. gain.

parts

Equal parts
ground barley.
wheat. and
___ 8uppl_e~~_~ __

'(lbs.):

.shelled corn

1J<~qual

216.5
IG4.5
1.444

Ground
lIadey
and
supp1l'm{mi

"("illS.')
lot 1;": .
gain

j

57.3
a77.6'.

198.4
59.4

$9.79

soybean oil mHd, cottons('ed mpal, an(l tankage
Corn
((1' $1.10 bu;
or $2.50 ewi., and mixed
SUppl€llwnt

(if

$:-L12 per

('wt.

Excellent feeder pigs were secured for these trials. The barley
was recleaned and was of good grade. Self-feeders were used for all
three lots of hogs. The gains on the barley-fed hogs were equal to
those secured with corn (Fig. 22), but required considerably more
feed. The barley did not appear to be as palatable as corn and it was
difficult to keep down the waste in the barley lots.
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l•...
ig. 22-Hog-s finished on corn, mixed protein supplement, and pasture-an
excellent comhination
for holts.
The barley-fed hog's made good gainH, but the barley was worth only 70 percent ai-;much a", corn.
pound

for

pound.

These trials show that the ground barley was worth only 1.75
cents per pound, compared with shelled corn at 2.5 cents. The ground
barley was worth only 70 percent as much as shelled corn, on a
pound basis.
.
A 50-50 mixture of Tennesgee barley and "government" wheat
wag superior to barley, but was worth only 80 percent as much as
ghelled corn.
JACK STOCK

AND MULE

BREEDING

The jackstock and mule-breeding project was continued along
the lines followed in previous years. Matings were made with a view

Gypsy

42

Gypsy

4.1

Fig. 23-}<'ull hrother and sister.
Gyp'.,;y

42

:..;to()(l 14-2

hand:..; as a :)-year old and
\veig'hed
X75 poundH,
while
;,;t-ood 11)·] hands
and weighed
lOflrl at. samp
agf'.

his

:..;istt'l·,

(;yp:..;y

·\:L
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to trying out the various jacks on the jennets and mares. Great
variations were noted between full sibs from mares as well as from
jennets. An example is found in the 1942 and 1943 foals from

Fig-. 24-Jack (~olt 19 months old, out of U. T. Janis by U. T. Logan Again.
This wa:-;a gamdin.v: colt, :-;tanding- 15 hands high at ID months. He was knock-kneed. crooked
in hind It,go;.;. and stood too Htraight on hind pasterns.
This type is not Ull('ornmon
in jacks. One
oh,if'ct of this
})I'ojl'et is to (~Iimill<lte freaks .<lnd produce
a "train
of jack
which
\vill hreed truf'to

;1

rlf'sirt'd

1:\'IH'.

Fig"_ 2:1---1;

T.

MarYei

hy
Thi"

P.

'1'. Logan

Ag;ain.

i:l/·k ,,'('if>'hf'd ~I:)O

nut

of

Miss

JlCll11Hl-.; ;1:-; :1

Ezt.·II. a Lng-all-hrl'rl

:~-v{'nr--old

jt"nnt.t:.
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Gypsy Rosalie (a registered Tennessee Walking mare) by U. T.
Logan Again (Fig. 23). Gypsy's '42 foal stood 14-2 hands as a 3year old and weighed 875 pounds, while his full sister stood 15-1
hands and weighed 1055 pounds at the same age. An example of
some of the off-type and undesirable jack offspring produced is U.
T. Janis' '44 jack colt by U. T. Logan Again (Fig. 24). This colt had
little resemblance to any of his known ancestors and was destroyed
at 1% years of age because of his ungainliness and poor feet and
legs.

I"hr. 26-U .. T. Monarch Again by Limesotne U. T. Monarch, out of Miss Derryberry, an
outstanding Logan-bred jennet.
'1'hi!S.iaek weighed 840 pounds as a 3-year-old.

Excellent results were secured by other matings, as shown by
U. T. Marvel (Fig. 25) and U. T. Monarch Again (Fig. 26). U. T.
Marvel was secured by mating U. T. Logan Again to Quality Ezell,
a Logan-bred jennet. U. T. Monarch Again is the result of the crossing of Logan and Monarch strains. Most of the matings made in
1945 with both jennets and mares were made to these two young
jacks, since a number of offspring had already been secured from
the other stud jacks.
An inventory made December 31, 1945, showed the following
stock on hand:
Jacks, all ages
12
Jennets, all ages
26
Draft mares
7
Light mares
6
Mules, all ages
30
Stallions
__
--------------1
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One of the chief objectives of the project was to study mules
and mule production. Medium-sized Percheron mares, grade draft
mares, and Tennessee Walking mares have been used for mule production. Table 25 shows some of the results secured with these
T.\BLE

2S--Coll/pantti;'e
'weiyhts
alld appraised
fralll draft Jll<lres and froll/ TCllllcssee

';'alues of mulcs
i'Vallcing marcs.

AVel'agl'

Item

Mull'S

age
Dee.

Number

:n

Days

Averag"l:'

weight
Dpe.

:n

)'ounds

]~43 foals:
]\lIllIE's from
Muh~s from
marl'S

draft man',-;
Tcnness('('

from

draft

Walking;

nl~U'('S

1~J,lG foaL-;:

Mules from

dnlft

Mules

Tl'nn(,;'~sE'e

fl'Onl

man's

value

with

practical
mule

to})

price'"

Percent

1H2

!J7~

\l:!.l

!J!J

4

1;;\1

11\11,]

115

6

612

786

6

2rlS

ii!J(j

105

271

;)70

75

] ~4

Walking

man's

from Tennessee

Appraised
eompared

!Jl\J

1~q,1 foals:
Mules
Mull','"'

produccd

mares

7~

\Valking

\

mares. The data, however, show nothing about the stamina, nerve,
gait, ability to withstand heat, and other differences which mayor
may not exist in mules from different jacks and mares. For some
time it has been thought that exacting means of testing mules must
be developed before mule breeding can be carried on in a very
satisfactory manner. Considerable progress was made during the
year. With the help of Experiment Station engineers, an ergometer, suitable for testing mules singly under road conditions, was
developed (Fig. 27). This machine can be set to give a mule a defi-

Fig. 27--Madlinc huilt for testing mules at the Station. Will give any constant load deHired.
up or down hill.
Fashion ,11 i~ ~ho\Vn pulling; a load equivalpnt to 25 percent of hel" body ,",veight.
which
is
21,2 times
a nUl'mal
load. Thi::. mule, ,",vhil<'being
a POOl' individltal,
with a low sale value,
was
"tough"
in tIll' te:-;b.
Some mpthOtl
is needed to evaluate a mule's worth other than its looks
and
sale

value.
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nite load on the level and on up or down grades. During the year,
169 individual tests with 15 different mules were made. In each
test the mule pulled a load equivalent to 25 percent of his body
weight. This was an exhaustive load. A 10-percent load is a good
average for a day's work. The course over which the tests were
made was 1.28 miles long and consisted of a gently rolling chert
road. It was covered in approximately 80 minutes, which meant a
speed of 2.46 miles per hour. Readings were taken on pulse and
respiration at rest, at the end of the trial, and at ten 5-minute intervals after completion of the trial. The hour of the day, air temperature, and humidity also were taken for each trial. It was felt that
some index of a mule's make-up to do work might be discovered
in the rise in pulse and respiration rates during work or the rapidity of recovery in pulse and respiration after exhaustive work.
TABLE

26~-Com/)(lrati'"c performance

of two mules in the Tennessee

Weight
Number

._
of

860
12

trials

Dat<:'s of trialH
Average

July 17, Aug. 7
and S, IH45

tCDllwraLul'c

\"1".1

76.8
74.6

Average hlllnidity
_.....
.Len}.~:thof cuun"a~ (milfc':-5)
Load
(percent
Average
time

of body wl'ight)
on course
\minl1te~1

Pcrecnt l'eCOVel"Y
PerC~_!.lt !~~OV('I·y

tests.

Grace

Ill'lll

....

..

of pulse in 20 mintlt('~
.,
..
of re'sp_il'ation
in :!O minute,.;

--------

I

',1~

11GII
12
July
1:'-;, Aug.
and 10, UHf>
78.4
69.2

1.23
25

1.2:1
25

29.\1
83.8
87.4

29.11
n.!!
GIA

~l

Table 26 shows the results of such tests on Gypsy '42 and
Grace' 42, two horse mules of the same age but of different weights
and breeding. Gypsy '42 was out of a hot-blooded mare by U. T.
Logan Again and Grace '42 was out of a l800-pound grade draft
mare by Limestone U. T. Monarch. The advantage, if any, in training and hardening to work was with Grace '42. A statistical analysis of such tests on 11 different mules revealed the fact that there
were significant differences between different mules in the rates of
increase in pulse and respiration during work and in recovery after
work.
Four of the mules that had been put through 20 tests each
were sent to Missouri for more exacting tests by a method being
studied by that Station. These tests were made with an ergometer
and other devices with which it was possible to measure the rate
of work, pulse rate. rtlspiration rate, pulmonary ventilation rate,
oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide production, and oxygen debt.
In trials at the Missouri Station with this apparatus on other mules,
significant differences were found between mules and correlations
were observed between different factors. The four Tennessee mules
were put through a series of tests by the Missouri method, the results of which are now being analyzed. It is hoped that some correlations may be found between the Tennessee and Missouri tests and
that some method of testing workstock can be discovered whereby
an index of an animal's capacity to do work may be obtained in a
relatively simple manner. The importance of this work warrants
further study.
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The third trial of this test was finished in March 1945. Two
uniform lots of good native yearlings were fed a fattening ration
for 120 days, the only difference being that lot 1 was fed twice daily
and lot 2 once daily. The daily gains were 2.100 and 2.017 pounds
respectively. The gains this year for the two lots were close; twicedaily feeding gave only 4 percent more than once-daily. The gains
[or the first and second trials were in favor of once-daily feeding
lly an average of 5 percent. An average of the three trials is shown
in table 27.
TABLE

27-(

)//c<,-daily

7'CI'SIIS

aZ'l'nT!li'

of

Iwicc-dail:1'
Ihrel'

f<'<'dillil

Irials.

yrarlillil

call1,',-all

T~ot 2

LoL 1

Item
Cost

of

1942-1945.
1"•..,11 iwic('

('('ds
and H\'('rag't'
daily
ration~:
Silage
(1/
~7 .55 per ton (Ills.\
Curn-cob-shuck
llH'al
(1/ $4:{.;~:-{ PPI' ion
(Ills.)
('ottons(,l'd
meal
(tf
$4(i.llti JH'I' ton (lhs.)

daih

Fl'd

daily

(l1H'l'

(If

\V(·jg:hts and gain::;:
Number
of steen;

per

33.7
5.58
3.1 ~
6

year

Numher of days of pxperiment
Jnitial weight of ste('rs (lb:-;.)
Weight
of steers
at PIleI of l~O-day
(;<Lin per stc(-'}" fur
120-day lwriolI
I)aily gain
per steer
for 120 days
Cost
of IOO-Ibs.
goain
..
..,

.

}ll'riod
(Ills.)
(Ibs.)

(lbs.)

.

Financial statement:
Initial eORt (i" $11.33 ewt.
Feed cost per Hte(>r
Cost of fini~hed
~t('('r (initial
and fped)
Necessary
selling
llricp
l)(>r cwt. (w/3\:;;
shloink)
to covel" initial
and feed cost
Necessary
margin
, """"",
,.....
.."

3:J.7
5.5X

3.17
6

120

120

(i f) ''i"

li;"):l

~7:j
21(;
1.80
$IR.40

:-;7;)
222
l.X;>
$17.RK

$7 4.:j~
$3~.21

$113,(;2
$13.1\
'Z.OS

$7:UI\
$:)(I.Z,I
S11:LHi

$1:J.3:J
$2.00

Little difference was noted in the behavior of the cattle or in
the results of the two methods as conducted in these trials. It therefore appears that considerable time and labOl' might he saved by
feeding cattle only once daily. Further work of this nature should
lle done.
COHN-SOHGHUM SILAGE COMPARED WITH CHOPPED IL;\W SWEETPOTATOES FOR FATTENING
YEARLING CATTLE

The third trial of this project was finished in J 945 and an average of the three trials is shown in table 28.
Conclusions from these trials are as follows:
1. Chopped sweetpotatoes can be used as a substitute for silage in a fattening ration for steers.
2. Substituting 2 pounds of chopped sweetpotatoes for Bpounds
of sorghum-corn silage proved satisfactory in these tests.
3. With sorghum-corn silage (if' $8.00 per ton, the sweetpotatoes were worth $13.24 per ton. or approximately 33c per bushel.
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It appears, therefore, that only cull potatoes could be used profitably for cattle feeding.
Note :-A survey of 43 Henry County farms, made in 1942 by
the Agricultural Economics Department of the Univen;ity of Tennessee, cooperating with the U. S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, shows that the average production cost, exclusive of storage on
an average yield of 105 bushels per acre, was 57c per bushel. The
cost of one of the better producers with a yield of 150 bushels 1)(;1'
acre was 38c per bushel.
FINISHING

YEARLING

CATTLE

UNDER WAR CONDITIONS

Many different rations for fattening cattle have been tried at
the various Tennessee Stations. From the standpoint of economy,
simplicity, minimal-concentrate requirements, and acre-beef gains,
a ration of silage full-fed and 4% pounds of cottonseed meal daily,
TABLE

28-Comrarin[l
A summary

------_

..

sor[lhll1Jl-com silage with chor/'cd s'Weclrotatocs for
fattening yearling cattle.
of three

trials-1942-43.

1943-44, and

Average daily ration:
Sorghum-corn silage
Chopped

:30

sweetpotatoes

.

.

.

20

Corn-cob-8huck meal
Cottonseed meal
Weig-ht~. gains,
feed T('<Iuil'CmcntH,
Average
number
of steprs per
Number
of day:.; of each trial

Average
Average
Average

Average
feed

required

for

lOO-lln'i.

7.4:3

:l.O',

l-~:tin

(;

(;

lot

1~0

1~()

(;57.:\
SSS.:3

tiG7.:{
906.:3

~:31.0
I

~:i!LO
l.U\!2

1.jl~G

(lbs.):

silage

Choppeo
Hweetpoiatocs
Corn-cob-shuck
meal
Cottonseed
meal
._ ...Aver~(>
cost of !OO..:lbs.gain1

~With sorghum-corn
per ton; corn-coh-shuck

7.4:i

:~.OG
anll cost. of ,gains:

initial weight of stc{'l'S Obs.)
final wL,jght (Ibs.)
gain per ste(')' (lbl';.)
daily .gain (lb.".)

Sorghum-corn

Lot ~

Lot 1

Item

Average

1944-45.

_--

l-iilage 0': $R.OOper ion;
meal (u! ~,15.00 per ton;

lG5R
I
I
'····1

1001
:i7:i

~8(;

l.>l

TriG
$IS.Sl

ehoppeo
~nv('('t1>otato(,K (if' 30c
and CSM ('ill $50.00 per tOil.

$lS.1 S
pel"

hu" or $12.00

fed for 120 days, has proved very satisfactory for the production
of beef for Tennessee markets. The war, however, has changed and
complicated feeding practices. The supply of cottonseed meal is very
limited and corn is scarce and expensive, and less emphasiH iHbeing
placed on finish in cattle.
.
This project was set up during the fall of 1943 with the object
of studying the possibilities in the use of more home-grown roughage and less concentrateI' for the production of war beef. The second year's results are reported in table 29.
These 850-pound moderately finished cattle found a I'eady market. Although lot 2 had gained 32 pounds more than lot 1 and
appeared to be in somewhat better condition, all three lotH were
taken at the Hameprice by a local packer. It did not pay to add the
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farm-grown alfalfa hay at the market price of $40.00 per ton to the
ration. Under these conditions the ration of silage and 2 pounds
of cottonseed meal was most satisfactory from several standpoints.
These cattle were more profitable also when fed for 120 days rather
than 90 or 60 days.
A COMPARISON OF VARIOUS PROTEIN SUPPLEMENTS
AND METHODS
OF FINISHING HOGS ON CRIMSON CLOVER PASTURE IN
THE WINTER AND EARLY SPRING

The second trial of this project was begun December 21, 1944,
,md finished March 21, 1945. Seven lots of hogs were fed, as follows:
Lot l-Shelled corn self-fed on crimson clover pasture.
Lot 2-Shelled corn and cottonseed meal self-fed on crimson
clover pasture.
Lot 3-Shelled corn and soybean meal self-fed on crimson
clover pasture.
Lot 4-Shelled corn and 60 fJi' tankage self - fed on crimson
clover pasture.
Lot 5-Shelled corn and a 50-50 mixture of cottonseed meal
and tankage self-fed on crimson clover pasture.
Lot 6-Shelled corn and a 50-50 mixture of soybean oil meal
"nd tankage self-fed on crimson clover pasture.
Lot 7-Shelled corn and a 50-50 mixture of cottonseed meal
and tankage self-fed in dry lot.
The results are shown in table 30.
TABLE

29-Finishing

yearlill!! cattle under war conditions.
Lot

Item

Weights,
gains,
and COHt of gains:
Number
of ~~teerf,
.. _.._.
Number
of days of experiment
Average
initial
\vt,jght
of sh'crs

1944

_
__._.__
Nov. 26,

(Ibs.)
weight

.
at

end

Lot

2

3

Lot
~-----

Cost of feeds and average daily rations for 120
days:
Sorghum-cOI"n silage (il) $g.OO ner ton (lbs.) ....
Cottonseed meal ((J: $50.00 per" ton Obs.)
.
Alfalfa hay (,/ $40.00 per ton (lbs.)

Average

1

of 120 days

(Ibs.)

_

Average gain per head for first 60 days (lbs.)
Average gain per head for first 90 days (lbs.)
Average gain per head for 120-day p(~riod
(lhs.)
.
A verage daily gain per head for l~O-day
period
(Ibs. )
..
Cust of lOO-lbs. vain for 60-day period
Gost of 100-lbs. gain for DO-day period.
Cost of 100-lbs, gain f01' 120-day lwriod
Financial statement:
Initial cost per head ((1) $11.00
Average feed cost per head fOI· 120 days
Total eost per steer (initial and feed)
Appraised
pl'ice at (lnd of 120-day period
Average value per head of finished cattle
with :~% off final expo wt. at appraised
price of $14.00 (120 days)
_~ro_fL~_2t_~old on £l~?:"~~aHi~ __
~_~_!20days

43.4
2.0

43.0
4.5

6
60,90.120

6
60,UO,120

39.9
2.0
6.0
6
60,90,120

642
848
121
161

650
888
134
193

627
827
124
169

206

238

200

1.72
$10.6H
12.27
13.02

1.98
$11.13
12.47
14.H4

1.67
$14.84
16.39
18.49

$70.(;2
26.82
97.~~
14.00

$71.50
:15.62
107.12
1-1.00

$68.97
H7.16
106.13
14.00

11S.f;4

112.2k

t

H).~~~
17.7k

11.42

6.15
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6
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6
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6
!)O
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5~

.... - ..

~)O
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1:1:1
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Lot -1
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clover
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-~_.

:~·t'I

I~A

2:)\1
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1

-i.~A

:~A
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",A
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24
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,4
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:1:11

:1:12

i

:no

_:E

.,1:1

.7,

fOl' ('wt. gain:
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Cottonseed
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(Il". )
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Tankage
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G2
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'i

1.7,-':S
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[)

Lot
I:
!J(I

6
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fiG

1

I:

Lot

1.:~;)!)

(lbs. )

(lbs.)

;j

6
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tA77

(lbs.)
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Lot

6
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1.2;>;)
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Soybean oil meal

lS(j

}Jig-,

.

trials

Lot 1

l()(i

self-fpd
(lbs.)
self-fc(l
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--------------~-

l:~A

27~)

.GO

NOll ...
'

2/1

~2
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:10
:10

:~2;)

:):~7
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~~U;:--:
1 ;';7

I

~;;))f)

~~.2~
1Hi

~ 12.'1:1

~~.72
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$;)..12
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!Hi
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'One
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and was r~'mo\'('(1 at tIll' ('l1d of 1;0 <lnys
and replace(1
with
another
pig.
~A mineral
mixture
('ompos('d of 1 part
salt,
2 parts
.!.!l"(lund
linwstn!1c,
and 2 part..; C;U!H'I'phosphate
was sUlJpli(,(l to all lots,
Th(' millf,-~ral consumption
was h'ss than
1 Ill. \H'l'
1 (l1)-l)()UlU]S
gain,
and is not 1'('por1e(1 in detail.
:lThe crimson
elov('r was sown in August,
IH'cam(' Wl'I1 l'stahlislwd,
<lnd flll'nislvd
~~'o()d 1'00'agc
dlll'ing
the trial.
4Fepd pric('s:
Corn,
$1.40.
cottonsced
m(~:d, $[>0.00; sOY\)i'an nil meal.
S,;O,OO: 1anka~_!:('. ~.~().OO.

EXPERIMENTS

AT MINERAL-DEFICIENCY
Crossville
H. R. DUTIl~anand K. B. Sanders

FARM

The Mineral-Deficiency Farm was selected and leased in 1939
for a study of the influence of phosphorus and calcium on the growth
and reproduction of beef cattle. The 160-acre farm was an old, semiabandoned farm in a badly rundown condition. It was fenced, cleared
of brush, ditched in places, limed and phm'mhated, and seeded to a
pasture mixture in 1939 and 1940, ~lS described in the 1942 report.
A view of part of the farm is shown in figure 28. The fertilizer applications on the two areas used for this study are shown in table 31.
The setup for the cattle was as follows:
Lot I-Grazed
and wintered on forage of the low-phosphate
area.
Lot 2-Same as lot 1, plus 2 ounces of dicalcium phosphate fed
daily to cows.
Lot 3-Grazed and wintered on forage of the high-phosphate
area.
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Pig. 28-View from high-phosphorus Center Ridge field looking southeast.
Cattle of lots 1 and 2 and low-phosphorus area shown in background.
Growth in foreground
mostly volunteer orchard grass, Iespedez:a, and red clover.
TABLE

31-Acre-applicatioJls
Hem

of

lilJle and

I

Total apvlication 16();" phosphate per acre (lbs.) .... 1
AVl.'l"age
annual application 16£-/~) phosphate lwr
I

mc;t~·;;~"i;~~··;(~re

T(~~l~eal~~~i~~tion Ii
(ib~~)-·--·---_·_-··· ---\
Approximate eOf:iL of fertiliz.ers per acre (with .sliperphosphate
at $25.00 and limestone $'2.50
I
pel'

ton)

Annual cost of fertilizers
---

and
lirne
per acre
-~--~.~--

phosphate,

1939-1945.

Low-phosphorus
area

High-phosphorus
area

530

1822

7(i

260
4800

4800
$12.G2
$1.80

$28.77
$4.11

Enough hay was produced from the pastures and areas set
aside for hay to winter the cows and heifers, except for the winters
of 1943-44and 1944-45-very dry summers having been experienced
on the Plateau both in 1943 and 1944.
The growing season of 1945 was excellent, as rain was abundant and timely throughout the season. The crimson clover sown
during the summer of 1944 for each lot of cattle made good growth
in the fall and spring. The white and hop clover sown the same year
also made considerable growth, boosted the feed supply, and looked
promising in pasture mixtures for this area.
Considerable effort was made this year to study the forage
produced on the two areas, as well as the gains on the cows and
calves. Thirteen areas, comprising 16 square feet each, were clipped close on June 14 for samples, from which the acre yields and
percentages of the various species of vegetation were calculated and
analyses were made. The area was then covered with a wire cage.

32-Forage

TABLE

from upland on the high-phosphorus

and low-phosphorus areas

High-phosphorus
!

Date sample
taken
June 14,
July 2u,
Sept. 6,

'45
'45
'45

Average

Number
of
samples
"4
24
35

.. __

............... - ..

'45
'45
'45

A "~erage

I

Total
IPoundS

igtg

I

3056

'

j

2105

I

1m
:
_.=2.:...94.:...6
__
1

.

1592

Clover
Percent
39
31
22

Lespedeza
Percent
11
31
28

31

23

Percent

2i

I

!

4
10

All samples from grazed areas.
:?T-wo samples from grazed areas, oDe from hay area.
o All Ramples protected by cage since June 14.
1

b

z

different dates.
'----_

Gras~l.
Percent:
33
!
26
40
-------

I

33

--

Wee~,
Percent
17
13
11
._-14

Low-phosphorus

area

Percent

Percent

Percent

~i

6.:...1=-__
57

I

~g
-.:...32=-25

13
=-- __

!

..

_--

,

Yield of air-dry forage per acre

Pounds
June 14,
July 26.
Sept. 6,

OJ!

area
Soil

CaO
Percent
1.69
1.76
1.34
1.60

Percent

U~

Protein
Percent
.68
.70
__ .6_6

pH
0.0
5.4
._5_.3 __

13.8

.68

Percent

Percent

:n

.:...1::.:..2.:...3=--.4_1
__
1.46.47

Percent
13.7
14.7
12.9__

iU

1

__

'14.8

5.2

pH

t~

1~1_=--5_.1

!

Available P'O·;
in soil per acre
Pounds
71
9~1

,0
80

Pounds

~~

.:...5.:...7
__
5.1

46
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of forage. under cage 9. from June 14 to Scpternher 6, 1~H5. from the
"Lower Pond" field. in low-phosphorus area.

It was clipped again September 6. Six cages were set at representative places on the high-phosphate area and 6 on the low, and comparable growths during the 84-day period were secured (Fig. 29).
Nine samples were taken from the two areas on July 26, in order
to determine the yield and character of the forage on that date.
Samples were taken from both the upland and the bottom lands.
As more samples were taken from the upland, and they seemed
more consistent and representative, the data secured from them are
presented in this report in table 32.
On July 26, samples of forage were taken from the grazed highand low-phosphate areas for species analysis. The lespedeza, orchard grass, and redtop were carefully separated and chemical analyses made, with results shown in table 33.
TABLE

33-Chemical

of
Crop

LE'~p('d('i.:a

o reha I'd
Rcdtol)

graHS

analyses of comrosite samples of three speries
forage collected July 26, 1945.
Low-phosphorus area
P('rcent
Ui:i
.66
.oR

.!J6

I
I

i

:

It:~,:,t
45
:62
.:17

i-AR--

·1- ;::::~:
15.6
13.1
'
7.9
12.2

On September 9, two forage samples not reported in these tables
were taken. One was sample 7, caged since June 14, from the lowphosphorus bottom land, which had gone largely to sedge grass. The
grass was waist high and in the early bloom stage. The other, sample, 7a, was from a low-phosphorus area which had been left unpastured since June 14 in order to make hay. This sample was 81
percent lespedeza, which was 10 inches high (Fig. 30). This lespe-
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34---Anal)'scs of twu additional samples of furaye fro1l! the
low-phosphorus area, collected September 6, 1945.
Acre
Lespedeza

Percent
~
Rl

CaO

Peec('nt
.40
1.27

p ~O.-,
Pel·cent
.2B

.:10

I Prate iII
I

Perc('nt
(j.(;

11.5

deza, during a very excellent season, made a good growth and produced 21/3 tons of hay per acre. Yet, as the analyses show (table 34) ,
it was low-quality roughage, especially from a phosphorus standpoint, carrying only about one-half as much phosphorus as lespedeza from some of the phosphorus-rich Middle Tennessee Basin
soils.
The work done this year in the study of forage seems to show
clearly that the two rates of phosphate application influenced the
percentage of the dominant species, the yield of forage, and the
chemical analysis of the forage. The forage on the low-phosphate
area always seemed shorter, lower in yield, and more closely grazed
than that on the high-phosphate area, as indicated in table 32.
However, the yields from the caged areas sampled September 6, and
representing the growth from June 14 to September 6, are practically equal. This might be explained by the much greater percentage of lespedeza on the low-phosphate area, which grew well
during this period.

TABLE

35-Summary

of zt'ciyilts (lild yaills "II ()WS alld cakes Gil Jlilicral-IJc'jiciclicy
Farm
NoZ'ember 8, 1944, to October 31, 1945,
=__
--=~ -=--_-cc_=__
=--cc=c
~··==c_.
===.=-=.=.- --'- --=-==-' '-"=,-.===-,,- -------.---.
5-year-oJd

COWR

and

2-year-old

hcifer~

Num1Jer in herd Nov.!.
1944, to
Oct. 31, 1945
~umber
raising calves, 1945
A.verage weight Nov. 8. 1944
Avel'3ge weight Oct. 31, 1945
Average gain for year
Heifers 2
calve in
~umber
Average
A"erage
Average

Lot 2
1
-------1---··
---

4
4
817
11"9
212

~
.j

90"i

1093
186

Lot

1~3
4

~
817
1106
1S9

1

.-

4
4
593
S06
213

---

Lot

2

3
3
667
889
222

Lot 3
-----3
3
738
1004
266

years old that did not
1945 (prior to Nov. 1) :
.__
.
weight Nov. 8. 1944
weight Oct. 31. 1945
gain for year

ralves:
~umbel' raised, 1945
Average date of birth
_-\.Yerage age Oct. 31, when sold
(da)'5)
.
Average birth weight
_.\\'erage weight Oct. 31
.\serage

Lot

gain from birth

Average daily
._to_O_ct:.:J.1.

gain

from birth

-=

lOne subnormal calf in lot 2.

4
June 24
129
67
340
273
2.116

4
May 26
158
69
421
352
2.:227

---

Z-yeal'-old
heifers
-----------

--_

cows

4
May 10
174
62
461
399
2.29:J

4
1
576
S96
820

4
1
593
936
343

659
1020
361

58i"
951
864

3
584
970
886

4
659
1020
361

3
June

3
July

1
May

91
63
213
150

148
56
291
285

116
64
292
22S

180
54
413
859

'1.5SS

1.965

2

---

Lot

4
Aug.

1.648
'-_-'c.:..::c

....

Lot

1
May 10
174
64
359
295

1.695
1.994
-------------

Lot
4

o

0

G4
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Weights and gains on cows and calves are shown in table 35.
There were no consistent differences in the weights and gains on
the four original cows remaining in the project to October 31, 1945
-certainly
none in favor of lots 2 and 3. This situation was not
due to a difference in the initial weights of the heifers, as they
weighed 444, 452, and 448 pounds respectively, for lots 1, 2, and 3.
These cows, weighing 1129, 1093, and 1106 pounds, seemed equally
well grown and showed good weights for cows that were nursing
calves (Fig. 31). The cows of lots 2 and 3 had nursed calves for 39
days longer during the summer of 1945 than those of lot 1.

Fig-. :n-Con' Gi)4-6H5~ an ori'::dnal Ha.sin heifer of lot 2, and calf 156-157. weig"hing SORpounds on
Octoher 2~), 1!H5. when 7 months old. Cow weighed 1141 pounds same date.

The weights, on October 31, of the 3-year-old cows produced
from the original cows, which were raising their second crop of
calves, show differences in favor of lots 2 and 3. However, the gains
for the year were practically the same for the three lots. These
heifers were somewhat younger than the initial heifers, were bred
to calve at about 24 months of age, and experienced the drouths
of 1943 and 1944. Either the amount of forage available, or the
phosphorus supplied by the forage or the dicalcium supplement fed
lot 2, appears to have influenced the gains during the yearling and
two-year-old periods on this group of cows. The 1944 drouth was
particularly depressing on these heifers while they were raising
their first calves, and apparently influenced the date of calving in
1945. These cows calved, respectively, 59, 27, and 31 days later in
1945 than in 1944.
Table 36 shows that there were apparently significant differences in the weights and gains of the calves of lots 2 and 3 as compared with those of lot 1 from both groups of cows. However, the
date of birth and the age appear to be big factors in the weights
of these calves. The daily gains on the calves show little difference
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for the variou.s lots. It is of interest that a 100-percent calf crop
was produced in 1945, which correspondR to the breeding performance of previouR yearR.
BONE STUDIES

On November 1, the cows and calves were weighed, the year
concluded, the calves sold, and the cow herd Rhaped up for the following year to 10
for each lot. In adding four 2-year-old
heifers (F i g. 32)
produced from the
original cows, it was
necessarv to reduce
the oldel~herd somewhat. One mature
cow from each lot
was sold. Each of
these cows had subsisted on her respective ration for
5
years and had produced 4 c a I v e s .
When the cows and
Fig. 32-Two-year-old
heifer 88-l"\9, lot :~, weighed
1030 pounds
calveR were slaughOctober 29, 1945.
Thi~ heifer
..•
vas 28 ~'2 months
old at the time
the pidnre
was
tered, both fro n t
tal\:cn.
She was well gl'own and fat.
cannon bones from
one cow and from two calveR of similar age and weight from each of
the 3 lots were saved for bone analYRiR (Fig. 33). Weights, measurements, breaking Rtrength, and ash content of the bones for each
individual were obtained and are reported in table 37. No differences
were observed in these data to indicate better mineral nutrition in
lots 2 and 3 as compared with lot 1.
Slides were prepared from each bone for Rtructural study under
the microscope. No differences were observed, in this microRcopic
study, in the bones of the cows and calves of the various lots.
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heifers
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of lot 1. and 1!145 calf 148-149. weighing
Cow weighed on Rame date 1050 pounds.

Calf wao n~ed for bone ~tlldy.
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Dorothy E. WilliamR, Elise Morrell, and Loyce Dunn
FUSED

TRICALCIUM

PHOSPHATE

Rat-feeding tests have been continued with samples of fused
tricalcium phosphate of different fluorine content as sources of
phosphorus in the diet. Procedures were described in the Annual
Heport for 1948. The results of the effect of the fused tricalcium
phosphate products on growth were completed and were reported
in the Annual Report for 1944. The breeding experiments indicating the effects of fused tricalcium phosphate containing .2 percent
or .8 percent fluorine on reproduction and lactation in the white rat
were continued during 1945. More breeding results were obtained
and the additional data confirmed the conclusion made in our last
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report, namely, that products of fused tricalcium phosphate containing as high as .3 percent fluorine are very good sources of phosphorus for reproduction in the white rat as compared with the readily available phosphorus of Osborne and Mendel salt mixture when
they comprise 1 percent of the diet and raise the total phosphorus
level of the diet to a point adequate for normal reproduction.
A LIMESTONE-FEHROPHOSPHORUS

PRODUCT

Preliminary animal-feeding experiments performed by workers
at Wilson Dam, using a limestone-ferrophosphorus by-product as a
source of phosphorus in the diet, gave indications that the phosphorus of this material might be available for animal nutrition. Although this product has a very high iron content, which might be
expected to interfere in phosphorus metabolism, it has been pointed
out that the combination with limestone probably resulted in the
formation of a verv insoluble calcium ferrite which thus made the
iron inactive by tht, formation of insoluble phosphates.
It seemed desirable to repeat and extend the feeding experiments in another laboratory. It was decided, therefore, to apply to
the new product the rat-feeding technics developed in the Nutrition
Laboratory in the experiments using fused tricalcium phosphate as
a source of phosphorus. The diet containing Osborne and Mendel
salt mixture as the chief source of phosphorus was used as a control to compare with those containing the ferrophosphorus product
and .3 percent fluorine-fused tricalcium phosphate. It seemed desirable to compare the ferrophosphorus product directly with the
fused tricalcium phosphate to determine its relative effectiveness
as a feed supplement. Even though its biological effectiveness might
be less, the more economical production than that of the fusion
product would allow for higher feeding levels with no increase in
cost. Three diets were fed, adequate in all respects and similar except that the source of phosphorus in one was Osborne and Mendel
Ralt mixture; in another, the limestone-ferrophosphorus pro(luct;
and in the third, a .3 percent fluorine-fused tricalcium phosphate.
Three different phosphorus levels were employed for each series of
diets. They were. approximately, .23 percent, .35 percent, and .46
percent. The lowest level was chosen at about .2 percent, since this
approaches the minimal level for normal growth and phosphorus
retention when the phosphorus is in a readily assimilable form, as
it is known to be in the Osborne and Mendel salt mixture. Any lack
of availability of the phosphorus in the ferrophosphorus or fused
tricalcium phosphate products can be readily detected at this level.
Increasing the total phosphorus by increasing the amounts of phosphate products should give some evidence as to whether any differences at the low level were due to lack of availability of phosphorus or to toxicity of some other element.
The results obtained at the year's end are insufficient as a basis
for conclusions.
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DAIRY PROJECTS
C. E. Wylie
The shortage of labor, technical personnel, equipment, and
other related things made 1945 a year of little research in the Dairy
1)epartment. In general, the war situation was responsible. The
only activity to report at Knoxville is the milk goat project. Much
time and effort was required to mail)tain the dairy facilities even at
inadequate levels.
At the Middle Tennessee Experiment Station the following
projects were in progress:
1. Irrigated pastures for dairy cows.
2. Early- versus late-cut lespedeza hay for dairy cows.
8. Grazing studies on pasture plots with dairy cows.
At Jackson no new dairy projects have been started. Dairy
feed records have been discontinued on the Jersey herd. Individual
co\v-production records have been kept which may have some use
in breeding and production studies. The all-year-pasture program
for handling the herd was modified to include the feeding of concentrates.
The herd was greatly reduced in size on account of labor shortage, which seriously affected many years of breeding and production records. Twenty females were sold from the herd. Ten of these
were cows and the others were 10 heifers from a lot of 25 sired by
the bull U. T. Baron St. Nick 424893.
The past several years' data should be assembled, analyzed,
and summarized, and a report made of definite or progressive results. No experimental feeding work with the herd is in progress.
MILK GOATS
S. A. Hinton and C. E. Wylie
Since the herd of milk goats at the Knoxville Station was established. 31 kids have been born, 22 males and 9 females-an
average
of 1.83 kids for 17 kiddings. These consisted of 5 single births, 10
twin births, and 2 triplets. The single births consisted of 3 bucks
and 2 does. The twins were 5 pairs of males, 4 pairs male and female, and 1 pair of females. The triplets were 3 bucks, and 2 bucks
and a doe.
A small lot of very steep land was used as a pasture for the
goats. ThiR land was unsuited for cultivated crops and was grown
up in weeds, briarR, bushel", and honeysuckle. Particularly unsightly
was a fence row so completely covered with honeysuckle that the
fence could not be Reen. The goats have destroyed all the briars and
small bushes in the field. They have also completely cleaned the
fence of honeyRuckle. The rank growth of weeds that formerly
covered the field has been greatly reduced and largely replaced with
grass.
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Records of milk production are shown in table 38. During the
year, 5 goats milked a total of 5316 poundR of milk, an average of
6.90 poundR per day per goat. Three goatR completed lactation
recordR during the year of 2:~6, 268, and 160 dayR and produced
2230, 1514.3, and 993.:~ poundR of milk reRpectively. One goat had
a high day of 14.2 pounds.
The goatR were allowed daily acceRS to paRture and in addition
were fed grain and hay. ThoRe in milk were fed grain according to
milk production, and hay at liberty. Dry goats were fed at the rate
of 1 pound of grain per goat per day and hay at liberty. Three goats
that completed lactations during the year were fed a total of 1,970
pounds of grain and 1,602 pounds of hay in addition to pasture. At
the prevailing priceR of grain, $60 per ton, and hay, $25 per ton, the
feed cORtwas $79.01, or $1.67 per 100 pounds of milk produced. This
was 56 cents less than the previous feed CORtof $2.23 per 100 pounds
for goats kept without pasture.:l
A quantity of goat milk was separated in an ordinary cream
Reparator, and the cream churned. The resulting butter was pure
white but of very good flavor and quality.
PARASITOLOGY
A. C. Todd
HELMINTHS

IN TENNESSEE

CHICKENS

A survey designed to determine the incidence and species of
parasitic worms in Tennessee poultry has been initiated. Chickens
examined during 1945 were thoRe actually appearing on the markets, and generally only adult birds were examined.
The Laboratory examined 390 birdR from East TennesRee, of
which 370 (95';1,,) were infected by helminths. A total of 32,856
worms were collected, an average of 88.8 per infected bird. The
largest number of wormR found in one chicken was 2,229, representing 8 Rpecies of paraRites.
The worms collected are of two types, nematodes, or roundworms, and cestodes, or tapewormR. No trematode (fluke) parasites were found. The 8 species of tapewormR reported by Wehr in
Diseases
or Poulin.
1945, as occurring in chickens in the United
States have all been found in EaRt Tennessee. Arranged according
to their incidence-but
not their relative importance-theRe
Rpecies
are: Hymenolepis
corioca, 34.0,/;, ; l?aillietillo fcfrafjollo.
22.8% ; N. ccsficillus. 13.5
; R. cchil1ol,ofhrida,
10.5%; Choanotaenia
inFulldilJlflll1n.
8.9 ';It,; Amochotaenia
sphenaides.
6.1 % ; HY111cl1o!rpis cantanll7 na, 5.9
and J)avoillCIl j'ro,r;!ottina. 3.8 %.
Nine specieR of roundworms have been collected and are here
listed by their incidence: }frferakis
fjallillae,
86.6 %; Ascaridia
fjlllli.
42.3%; Capillaria
retusa. 29.4%; C. caudinf!ata,
9.4%; C. annu!atil.
8.9'}{,; Tetramerrs
americana,
8.2% ; Capillaria cO!1mtbae. 2.2<;70; Cheilospiura hamu!osa,
0.2% ; Capillaria bursata, 0.2%.
"Tenn. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bu!. 193.
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Of the parasites found in Tennessee, a number actually attack
the host tissue directly and cause widespread injury. The most damaging in this respect are two nematodes, '!'clnrll1CrCS a1JII'ricall<{ from
the proventriculus, or glandular portion of the gizzard, and Ch,'ilo.'!'illra
llOlll/flosa
from the grinding portion of the gizzard. The latter
worm has been found in only one flock of chickens, but continued
survey will undoubtedly reveal that it has a greater incidence than
shown in 1945. The worms which probably have the greatest cumulative deleterious effect on chickens are .1scaridia
I/<dli. a large
roundworm in the intestine, and 3 species of tapeworms, Rail1idilla
!clnr.r;ona.
R. I'chinoliothrida,
and R. c('st;cil11,s. These 3 tapeworms not
only attain great size (the first two nearly 10 inches in length, and
the last about 41f:.! inches), but also have suckers equipped with
spines which damage the mucosal lining of the intestine.
The hazards involved in rearing young chickens in the same
yards with older ones is demonstrated by a comparison of the average infection of adults with that of young birds. Examination of
266 adults showed 257 (97 '{) infected. The infected adult birds
averaged 107 worms, of 3.2 species. Of 124 immature birds examined, 113 (91 ) were infected; these averaged 47 worms, of 1.9
species. When young birds are entirely separated from adults and
reared in batteries or under other good conditions, and where a high
degree of sanitation is maintained, infection with parasitic worms
can become negligible.
PASTURES

FOR CHICKENS

AND THE PARASITIC

FAVNA

The reports of Parker and McSpadden concerning the fa vorable effect of pastures on the growth of chickens has stimulated an
investigation of the parasitic fauna of 4 lots of Rhode Island Reds
and one lot of Barreel Rocks. All of the lots eX'tmined received the
same adequate basal ration, and 3 lots had access to green pasture.
The cockerels from the 5 lots were examined and the results are
summarized in table 39.
Chickens in the 4 lots of Rhode Tsland Reds suffered in varying
degree from an outbreak of coccidiosis, and their worm population
was affected to some extent by the remedial measures necessary to
bring the outbreak under control.
<
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W. H. MacIntire, W. M. Shaw, and S. H. Winterberg
DECOMPOSITION

OF CALCIC AND MAGNESIC

CAlmONATES

IN SOILS

The primary objective of this lysimeter experiment is to integrate the conservation of soil bases with the capacities of soil and
subsoil to sorb calcium and magnesium from oxide and carbonate
forms under outdoor conditions. Twenty-two of the 44 units conITenn.
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tain surface soil only, whereas the soil is underlain by one foot of
clay subsoil in the other units. The variety of liming materials and
the range in rate of incorporation afford splendid opportunity to
determine differences in the long-time effects of calcic. magnesic,
and dolomitic liming materials.
The current analytical data show the amounts of calcium, magnesium, and other fertilizing elements that were leached from the
variously limed soils by rainwater during the 31st year of the experiment. The rate range assures persistence of CaCO::, MgGO::,
and the double carbonate (CaGO::.MgCO,J of dolomite over a long
period of exposure. Such persistence eventually will provide soil
media, whereby differential reactivities of the several liming materials can be established as an effect of direct contact with the surface soil, and as effects induced within the subsoil by their solutes
during gravitational passage through the subsoil. The present status
of this experiment is reflected by the data for the three mineral
carbonates in table 40. Every outgo of ea -+- Mg during 1945 was
considerably above the mean outgo for the preceding 5 years, and
the results do not indicate tendency toward diminution in the Cn -jYrg outgo from the liming materia'ls 30 years after their full-depth
incorporation. Annual outgo fluctuates within the f)-year period,
however, and stands in close relationship to the periodicity and
quantity of rainfall and to corollary leachate volumes.
Outgo from the 8-ton incorporation of limestone was as great
as that from the 32- and 100-ton incorporations. Increase in rate
of incorporation caused some increase in the outgo from dolomite,
whereas definite increase in outgo was noted for the heavier incorporations of magnesite. The Ca -+- Mg residues from the 8-ton incorporations of limestone, dolomite, and magnesite are computed to
be 11,000, 12,000, and 9,000 pounds of GaGO::equivalence, respectively, per 2,000,000 pounds of soil.
Retention of leachate calcium and magnesium by th(~ subsoil
is reflected by the invariably smaller outgo of hases from soil-sub,'oil. Such retention is attributed to the saturation of the clay complex and a deposition of carbonates of calcium and magnesium. The
retention of Ga -+- Mg by the subsoil usually is between 100 and
200 pounds CaCO::-equivalence per annum.
A representative allocation of solutes to account for an annual
CaCO::-equivalent outgo of ea -+- Mg from surface soil would be
2] 0 pounds as sulfates, 45 pounds as nitrates, and 400 to 500 pounds
as bicarbonates.
The subsoil retention of bases from the surface soil leachates
is computed to be about 6000, 7000, and 10,000 pounds of CaCO::equivalence for limestone, dolomite, and magnesite, respectively.
This corollary interaction of the bicarbonates of calcium and magnesium in the leachate waters with the clay subsoil will thus gradually bring the initially acidic clay to a state of neutralization. The
eventual determination of the extent and form of the calcium and
magnesium absorption by the soil and by the subsoil should prove
of important academic interest and of practical valui' in relation to
soil liming,
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Since the potassium content of every leachate composite waR
much less than the increment derived from the rainwater, it is
obvious that there was a retention of rainwater K by both the
acidic and the limed soils, the greatest retention of the rainwater K
heing effected by the limestone-treated soils.
ECONOMIC

ADDITIONS

OF LIMING

MATERIALS

This lysimeter study deals with the problem of large single
incorporations versus divided and repetitive incorporations of burnt
lime, limestone, dolomite, and calcium silicate into a Cumberland
"ilt loam, and is being conducted cooperatively at the Virginia Experiment Station with Onslow fine sandy loam. At the beginning
of this annual period, a surface addition of K2S01 was made to supply the 50 pounds of K20 per acre, as in the year previous. The
potassium additions were made to afford an exchangeable K buildup adequate to indicate differential effects of the variant liming
residues upon repression of K outgo.
An increase of 70 to 90 pounds CaCO::-equivalence in the current annual outgo of Ca -+- Mg over the annual outgo during the
two preceding years is attributable to the heavier and more favorable distribution of the rainfall. The effects of the residues of the
liming materials upon the outgo of Ca, Mg, K, and sulfur can be
seen from the data presented in table 41, as group averages for the
T\BI.~:
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four liming materials. The current outgo of' Ca
Mg outgo does
not reflect substantial differences resultant from mode of incorporation or distribution in relation to time. There was an average increase of 54 pounds CaCO:;-equivalence in the outgo of Ca -+- Mg
attributable to one integral incorporation of 2000 pounds CaO (3570
pounds CaCO:;) and a 104-pound enhancement from the two such
integrals. Retention of additive potassium was invariable and, in
general, was so nearly complete as to preclude present distinction
as to the extent of K fixation at this time. Nevertheless some re-
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pression in the outgo of potassium was indicated for all of the limed
soils in relation to the 14-pound outgo from the unlimed soil. Hence.
larger additions of K~SO (200 pounds of K~O per acre) were made
at the beginning of the succeeding period. These and subsequent
annual additions rna V establish differential effects of residues derived from variation's in the liming materials and in the mode of
their incorporation.
In contrast, the sulfate radical of the applied K~SO, was recovered completely in the leachates from both the limed and the
unlimed soils. The mean of enhancements in sulfate outgo from the
limed soils was 57 pounds, as CaCO::-equivalence, whereas the sulfate imput was a 53-pound equivalence.
I

LIME-POTASH

STUDIES

In the lysimeter study of the effect of moderate liming upon
the fate of heavy additions of K~SO, to Cumberland silt loam. the
unlimed surface soil yielded all of the 800-pound imput of K~O.
whereas the limed soil showed a retention of about 160 pounds. In
the unlimed subsoil parallel there occurred a 150-pound retention
of K~O, whereas the limed subsoil retained 350 pounds of the 800pound annual input. Each K~O retention reflected ionic exchange
through a corresponding increase in the outgo of calcium. A pertinent observation is the fact that the untreated subsoil not only
did not yield ea or IvIgto the rainwater leachates, but actually retained about 80 percent of solutes carried by the rainwater. Hence.
the composite of leachates from this subsoil had a "hardness" equivalent to only 6 p.p.m. of CaCO::.although the recoveries of the sulfate radical from the K~SO input were virtually complete from both
soil and subsoil.
The study on the effect of heavy incorporations of caustic lime
upon the fate of potassium sorbed from previous incorporations
into 5 soils of variant type was continued with the analysis of the
leachates to determine Ca, Mg, K, and sulfate outgo. The rate of
release of the sorbed K was governed by the type of soil. but invariably the effect of the liming was to decrease the outgo of
potassium. The highest proportionate release of the sorbe(l K \vas
from the unlimed clay subsoil, whereas the lmvest was from the
Chickamauga clay loam.
I

POTASSIUM

l\1ETAPHOSPHATE

VERSUS

POTASSIUM

SULFATE

The lysimeter study on the behavior of the two potash salts
was continued the third year on Hartsells fine sandy loam and on
Fullerton silt loam, with and without limestone and (lolomite. The
second addition of 200 pounds of K~O was made last year, whereas
those soils that had received originally 1000 pounds of K~O were
merely mixed to provide experimental parallel. In general, both
limestone and dolomite exerted repression upon potassium outgo.
This effect was more pronounced on the Hartsells soil awl more upon
the annual 200-pound additions than upon the larger quantities that
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were residues from the single initial 1000-pound input of K~O. Although there was little difference between the leachings of potassium from the sulfate and the meta phosphate of the recent 200pound additions of K:!O,the outgo of K from the quantity residual
from the large initial addition of metaphosphate continues to exceed
the release of K from the amounts remaining from the input of
potassium sulfate. The outgo of potassium from the annual additions of 200 pounds of K~O as the sulfate exceeded the outgo from
the much larger quantities of K that remained from the initial
incorporation of K~SOI that supplied 1000 pounds of K~O.
LIME-PHOSPHATE

STUDIES

The lysimeter experiment as to effects of the fluorine-phosphate
Yelationship upon phosphate availability was continued on a Clarks\ille silt loam through analysis of the leachates for Ca, Mg, K, NO::,
and fluorine. Unfavorable weather conditions were responsible for
the omission of the annual addition of CaF~ during the past season.
Outgo of phosphate continued meager, regardless of the type of
phosphate and kind of liming. Leachates from the CaFTtreated
soils showed fluorine concentrations between 1 and 2 p.p.m., and
registered outgo totals of 9 to 13 pounds of F per acre surface. The
highest concentrations of fluorine occurred in the leachates from
the tricalcium phosphate combinations. Differences in F concentration attributable to variance in type of phosphate and fluoride
combination were currently not so great as in previous years. Apparently, there was no significant relationship between the fluorine
outgo from the moderate input of calcium fluoride and the type of
limestone incorporated.
Incorporations of dicalcium and of tricalcium phosphates caused
appreciable enhancement in the Ca content of the rainwater leach:ltes, although the phosphatic radical remained virtually undissolved. It is obvious that the two phosphates underwent partial dissociation in the acidic soil svstem and released calcium, which entered the acidoid complexes' and served to neutralize biologicallyengendered acids, whereas the phosphate ion became "fixed" in noncnlcic combinations.
In another phase of this investigation, similar results were obtained through increases in the leachate outgo of Ca from respective incorporations of mono-, di-, and tricalcium phosphates to a
Hartsells fine sandy loam. Since 1938, the same soil has received
annual full-depth incorporations of 320 pounds of P~O" in the form
of a dilute solution of H::PO These additions of H::P01 have caused
a slight, yet consistent, decrease in Ca
Mg outgo, an annual
average of 11 pounds of CaCO:: for the past 7 years. This acidic
soil effected complete retention of the P~O-,from the added H"PO,.
as well as from the companion incorporations of the mono-. di-, and
tricalcium phosphates.
Similar incorporations of H::POI into an ori,tdnally neutral
Dewey silt loam induced a mean annual decrease of 37 pounds in
ea
Mg outgo, in terms of CaCOa. The noted decrease in Ca
Mg
j•
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outgo from both soils that received R;PO, is attributable to a slight
depression in the nitrification induced by the acid. Unlike its behavior in the acidic Hartsells soil, however, the H::POI incorporated
into this soil has caused significant increase in concentration of
P~O:,in the rainwater leachates.
QUENCHED

CALCIUM

SILICATE

SLAG VERSUS

LIMESTONE

This lysimeter investigation deals with the behavior of a TVA
by-product that has proved most efficacious as a liming agency that
also provides one effective incorporation of P~O:,. Objectives are
the determination of the relative dissolvabilitv and other soil effects, particular attention being given to the outgo of fluorine from
the substantial quantity of that element that is introduced by a
rational slagging. Analyses included determination of the Ca. Mg,
K, SO:I'and NO:: content of the annual composites of the leachings.
The data show the outgo totals for the second year after the
last incorporations of the several calcic materials.
The residual
effect from single 5-ton incorporations of 4-mesh materials was
greater than that registered by the 2-ton additions of either the 20or 100-mesh separates. The present outgo of Ca from the initial
incorporation of limestone is much the same as that from the slag.
The outgo from the 4 repetitive 5- and 2-ton additions of :,;lagexceeds that from the corresponding single additions, and only slight
differences a re noted as effects of rate of incorporations or flnenes:,;.
Outgo of Ca from the repetitive inconJorations of the silicate
materials, however, was about 50 percent greater than the 1000pound maximal outgo from the corresponding incorporations of
limestone. It was apparent that the slag exerted a repressive effect of liming upon the leachings of both K and Mg, but variance in
the Ca outgo exerted no apparent effect upon outgo of either nitrates
or sulfates. The leachates from the calcium silicate incorporations
continue to show relatively high concentrations of fluorides. The
heaviest annual outgo of 150 pounds of F was from the cumulative
20-ton input of 4-mesh slag, with outgo quantities almost as large
from the less heavy incorporations of materials of finer me.<.;h.The
single 5-ton incorporation of 4-mesh slag yielded ~O T)Oumlsof F.
whereas the smaner additions of 20- and IOO-meshslags yielded onl.\'
about 9 pounds. The lowest concentration of F in the leachates
from the incorporations of slag treatments was 1.5 p.p.m. and the
highest was 26 p.p.m.
Analytical studies as to distinction between the computed potential neutralization capacity of slags and their actual efficacy in
the soil culminated in titrative procedures whereby the fluorine-free
blast furnace slags and those from the rock phosphate-rerluction
furnace em be evaluated in terms of capacity to neutralize soil
8ciditv. The acidic solution of a blast furnace slag i:,;back-titrate(l
to pH 5.2 against Bromcresol green, whereas the NaOH back-titnltion of the acidic solution of the fluoride-bearing slag should be carried to a pH 7 against Bromthymol blue.
The "availability" of a slag, or degree of readivity. is a l)l'OPerty apart from the potential neutralization capadty ilHlicated by
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ea content and by titrative method~. Studie~ were directed to the
development of a chemical procedure by which specific reactivityrate can be established.
Dilutt~ acetic acid and CO·,-saturated
water have been u~ed as dissolvents to establish the rat(~s at which
slags of known neutralization effectiveness undergo disintegration
in the soil. The technic for the dissolution in dilute acetic acid constitutes a simple and expeditious routine procedure for the measurement of "availability."
However, it must be recognized that two
slags may register a decided difference in reactivity-rate under
one set of imposed conditions and then fail to register such distinction under another set of experimental conditions. Thus, the following actual and relative reactivity-rates were obtained for slags
A and B, when charges, identical as to fineness and solid-to-solvent
ratio, were ~L1spendedin dilute acetic acid for variable periods:
Exh'nt

J)ig('~li()il

period
Minuh's

4
8
16
24

of J)N~ompositiC)n

n

A
Percent

Percent

65
85
97
98

28
45
74
89

H,A

Pen'cnt

43
53
77
91

In this comparison, the rclali,'c neutralization values registered for
slag~ A and B by 4-minute digestion in acetic acid are in harmony
with the liming value established by soil reaction and plant response. A decrease in the contact period would result in an ascendant experimental error, but the widening of the dissolution ratio
of slags of (lifferent reactivity can be achieved by the use of somewhat coarser separates and a longer digestion in the acid. The
present studies on dissolution of various liming materials in acetic
acid have progres~ed to a point where the results of one or two
te,-;ts of an,v material in any limited range of particle size may be
expressed in a single constant; namely, the 101111dissolutioll
timi'
i'lIllll'.
From this established constant for any given separate of a
specitic material. the total dissolution-time value may be predicted
for other separates of the same material.
Furthermore, by the aid
of a "time-decomposition" curve, the percentage dissolution of any
cjosely-sized separate can be obtained for any desired fractional
period of the total dissolution time.
The effectiveness and the usage of Wilson Dam calcium silicate
slag as a liming material and as a phosphate carrier were dealt with
in cooperative studies. The value of the phosphate content of that
slag was shown by the respon~e of red clover and tvv'Ocrops of Sudan
grass in succession on the Hartsells soil. The response to a single
incorporation of unground slag at the rate of 4 tons potential CaCO~equivalence was (a) virtually as good as that from two, and from
three, companion incorporations at that rate, (b) better than responses from one incorporation or two incorporations at the rates
of 1 and 2 tons, and (c) better than from response to either a single
incorporation or two successive incorporations of limestone of 1, 2,
or 4 tons, each supplemented by concentrated superphosphate to
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compensate for the respective amount of P~O" introduced by the
1-, 2-, or 4-ton incorporations of slag.
The response attributable to the P ~O"of either a single incorporation of concentrated superphosphate, or a repetition, on a previously slagged soil exceeded the response induced by the P ~O"
carried by a second 4-ton incorporation of unground slag. The response to the P~O:;of a 4-ton incorporation of slag, however, was
slightly better than the response to the amount of P~O" supplied as
concentrated superphosphate to equalize the phosphate content of
either single or repeated incorporations of slag at 1- and 2-ton rates.
Moreover, a 4-ton CaCO::-equivalence incorporation of the slag proved more effective than 1-, 2-, or 4-ton incorporations of limestone
in conjunction with an incorporation of concentrated superphosphate, and even two incorporations.
In another experiment on the Hartsells soil, slag incorporations at per-acre surface rates of 1, 2, and 4 tons were compared
with surface additions. The surface applications and the parallel
incorporations were subjected to three aging periods. The slag was
spread and left six months outdoors in parallel with indoors, and
for I-month and 3-month periods indoors, with distilled-water
wettings. The surface-aged additions of slag were incorporatecl
with the upper half of soil just prior to seeding of the first of a
succession of two crops of Sudan grass.
The Sudan grass responded better to the soil-aged incorporations than to those aged in the soil surface, at all rates. This indicates that, in practice, the slag should be incorporated rather than
merely broadcast.
Maximal benefit from its liming value and from
its P~O:;content will be obtained only when the slag is incorporated
with the soil. The pot-culture findings support the statement,
"The [Wilson Dam I slag is a good substitute for limestone and one
moderate incorporation of superphosphate.":;
The glassy and crystalline calcium silicate materials have been
studied further in pot culture". The comparisons included quenched and unquenched slags and experimental slags-one with and one
without inclusion of calcium fluoride, wollastonite-raw,
fused and
unquenched and fused and quenched-and limestone, at two CaCO::equivalence rates. The materials that did not contain P~O" were
supplemented by equalizing additions of superphosphate.
Five successive crops-Sudan
grass, Sudan grass, red clover, Sudan grass,
and alfalfa-were
grown on the Hartsells and Fullerton soils.
All of the 3-ton incorporations of liming materials, with either
component or supplemental phosphate, produced yields larger than
those from the unlimed soils that received N + K + phosphate.
The best responses were from lOO-mesh unquenched slag and
wollastonite plus superphosphate.
When of such fineness, the
quenched slag proved more effective than a corresponding combination of limestone plus supel'phosphate.
The least response was
that to the unground, or 10-mesh, slag.
;''renn.

Agr. Exp.
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At the rate of 9 tons, the wollastonite-superphosphate
combination proved the most effective incorporation,
whereas the 100mesh quenched slag was the least effective.
Cumulative evidence
indicates that the repressive effect of heavy incorporations
of the
finely ground quenched slag is attributable
primarily to the development of high alkalinity
in the unleached cultures.
At the 3-ton
rate, all of the materials
induced a pH close to 7, whereas pH
values of 7.7 to 8.2 were induced by the 9-ton incorporation.
All of the materials proved efficacious for use on acidic soils
and for crops that have high lime requirements.
It is emphasized
that the "quenched calcium silicate" slag used in these experiments
"vas from the phosphate-reduction
furnaces at \Vilson Dam.
Preliminary
studies indicated that an undue content of AI~O:l
will diminish and may even destroy the liming value of a quenched
slag from the phosphate-reduction
furnace.
The effect of the infusing of ALO:: in slag of established
efficacy
and an opposite
effect of infusion of wollastonite to produce a percentage
decrease
in the ALO:: content of a similar slag of demonstrated
ineffectiveness were studied by means of changes that the altered materials
induced in soil reaction and by plant response.
When slagged with
a material whose ALO:: content had been brought from 7 percent
up to 10.6 percent, the soil registered little change in pH and there
was a substantial
decrease in plant growth from two cuttings of
red clover and a crop of Sudan grass.
In contrast, an inherently
ineffective slag having 9.1 percent content of ALO::
Fe~O:l was
improved greatly when its AI~O:: content was deereased to 4.7 by
the infusion of wollastonite
(CaSiOJ.
The beneficial effeet was
l~videnced by a eonsiderable rise in soil pH and by a twofold increase
in the total dry weight of red clover and Sudan grass.
TheRe
studies are being elaborated to include usage of materials modified
th rough infusions of AI~O:l' olivine, dolomite, limestone, and silica.
The unique type of diammonium phosphate produced at Wilson
I)am was compared with monoammonium
phosphate in pot cultures
at the rates of 80 and 160 pounds of P~Oc, per acre, in parallel with
controls of eoncentrated
superphosphate
and ammonium
sulfate.
None of the fertilizers exerted any detrimental
effeet upon the germination of either corn or cotton, and no plant-root injury could be
detected. Apparently, the mono- and diammonium phosphates were
of equal effectiveness
upon the eorn and cotton cultures.
Under the
conditions of the experiment,
both of the ammonium phosphates
seemed as efficacious
as respectively
equivalent
combinations
of
concentrated
superphosphate
and ammonium sulfate.
The fused tricalcium phosphate
from the TVA Godwin plant
was tested for P:,O" availability.
This material had a P:,Oc, content of 28.4 pereent and contained 0.3 percent of fluorine.
The 16and 40-mesh screenings contained 21.8 pereent and 20.4 percent of
2-percent citric acid-soluble P:,Oc" respectively.
The two separates
were compared when ineorporated
in pot cultures upon basis of
both total and available P:,Oc, content.
Incorporated
upon basis of
an 80-pound total input of P205, the 16- and 40-mesh screenings of
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the Godwin fused tricalcium phoRphate were as effective as concentrated superphosphate on the two unlimed acidic soils. Incorporated on basis of an 80-pound input of citric acid-Roluble P~O,,,the
40-mesh fused phoRphate proved somewhat better than the 16-mesh
material and better than the superphosphate.
On the dolomited Hartsells Roil, the response to the 16-mesh
screenings was less than that induced by either the 40-mesh
material or the superphosphate. The reRponse to the two lastmentioned materials was virtually the same, whether the P~O" incorporations were based upon total content or upon the percentage
dissolved by the citric acid digestion. On the dolomited Fullerton
soil, the response to the 16-meRh screening of fused tricalcium phosphate was virtually the same as the respom,e to the 40-mesh product, but neither response was as good as the one induced by superphosphate.
These pilot tests indicate that the fused tricalcium
phosphate is an effective phosphatic fertilizer and the findings serve
as the basis for further studies on the materials in laboratory and
in greenhouse.
In previous related investigations, it was found that the fluorine content of plants was not enhanced significantly by uptake from
heavy incorporations of slag that contained about 6 percent of calcium fluoride. The pot-culture studies were amplified to include
comparative effects of experimental slags. calcium fluoride of two
types, and limestone upon soil reaction, plant response, and fluorine
uptake. The materials were incorporated with the upper half of
Hartsells soil cultures at per-acre surface rates of 2 and 4 tons
CaCO;;-equivalence, and Sudan grass, ryegrass, and alfalfa were
grmvn in that succession.
The heavy inputs of fluorine exerted no observable effect upon
germination.
Response to the incorporations of calcium fluoride
waR less than that induced by equivalent incorporations of either of
the two experimental slags or by limestone. This held for the two
rates of calcium input, and with or without supplements of concentrated superphosphate. This experiment does not answer the question whether the limited response to calcium fluoride on the unlimed
soil is due to an inadequacy of nutrient calcium, or to a direct toxic
effect of the fluoride, or to a diminution in the availability of P~O:,
as a sequence of the induced formation of fluorphosphate. The incorporated calcium fluoride imparted to the Sudan grass, and to the
ryegrass, a fluorine content far beyond that imparted by the
fluoride content of either of the slags, or by limestone. Although
its effect upon rise in soil pH was a fraction of the rise induced by
the experimental slags and by the limestone, the calcium fluoride
incorporations did exert a measurable rise in pH.
As a prerequisite to the seeding of alfalfa as the third crall,
lOO-mesh limestone was incorporated at the 2-ton rate into the soil
of some of the pots to which calcium fluoride had been added before the seeding of the initial crop. When no supplements of superphosphate were supplied, the response of the alfalfa was about the
same for calcium fluoride, experimental slags, and limestone. How-
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ever, the response to ternary combination of limestone and calcium
fluoride and concentrated superphosphate exceeded the response
to the duct! combination of superphosphate and limestone or to the
combination of superphosphate and experimental Rlag.
The percentage of fluorine in the alfalfa tops was a small fraction of that preRent in the Sudan grasR and ryegrass crops in those
cultureR into which calcium fluoride was incorporated, either with
or without Ruperphosphate, or with limestone. The small increase in
the concentration of fluorine in alfalfa tops probably is not significant, although the increaRe that the rootR registered as coming from
the incorporations of calcium fluoride probably is significant in compari Ronwith the content shown for alfalfa grown on the slagged soil
and on the limestoned soil.
During the past year, W. M. Shaw and W. H. Maclntire have
served the A.O.A.C. as Associate Referee on Liming Materials and
General Referee on Soils and Liming Materials, respectively. W. H.
MacIntire has also served as the A.O.A.C. designate on the Board
of Gon~rnors of the Crop Protection Institute.

CHEMISTRY:

GENERAL

G. A. Shuey
FROZEN

FOODS

An ample supply of wholesome and nutritious food for adequate
living is definitely a matter of first concern to every home at the
preRent time. Many foods, both raw and cooked, can be preserved
for future use by freezing if correct procedures are employed.
Frozen products of high nutritive value, pleasing appearance, and
good taste should be the ultimate aim of the home and commercial
food processor. Every step from harvest to container, and storage
conditions, have some influence on the quality of the frozen material.
Fruits, vegetables, and meats should be of good quality to begin
with. It is impoRRibleto convert materials of poor quality into
high-grade products, regardless of the care that is exercised in
the proceRsing operations.
Our experiments have shown that the
qual ity of frozen fruits and vegetables is influenced by a number
of factors, the mORtimportant of which are (1) variety; (2) stage
of maturity, or ripeneRR; (8) promptneRR and care in processing;
(4) use of moiRtureproof packaging materials; and (5) storage of
the product in a conRtant temperature, at or near zero.
Kind and variety are important.
It cannot be assumed that
all varieties of any kind of fruit or vegetable will make satisfactory
products under Rimilar conditionR of preparation, freezing, and
storage. so that choice of variety is important.
\Vhile a particular
variety of Rtrawberry, for example, may have a high nutritive value
with respect to vitamin-C content, it may lack color or flavor, or become very soft on thawing, and therefore would not be entirely
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satisfactory
as a fro~en product.
It is well to point out that celery,
cucumbers, green onions, lettuce, parsley, radishes, tomatoes, cantaloup, and watermelon-whole,
halved, or quartered-have
not
proved satisfactory
as frozen products.
Full-ripe, good-flavored
cantaloup and watermelon may be cut into balls or cubes of from
1 to 1 t/~-inch sizes and frozen.
In texture and flavor after thawing, however, they are inferior to the fresh product.
Varieties of
many Tennessee-grown
vegetables and fruits that have been found
by experiment
to be suitable for freezing preservation
are being
listed for future publication.
Fruits and vegetables should be harvested and processed when
they have reached the proper stage of maturity.
Fruits should be
just ripe enough for good eating.
Unripe fruits lack flavor and
have not fully developed their characteristic
colon;.
Overripe
fruits, whole or cut, do not retain their crispness or shape upon
thawing and are less attractive.
This is especially true of berries.
Then, too, overripe fruits,
particularly
blackberries,
are easily
damaged in handling and hence are more likely to become infested
with eggs and larvae of the fruit gnat.
Overripe, soft blackberries
and dewberries,
and to some extent soft peaches, develop, after
freezing, an off-flavor that may be described as slightly bitter or
earth;\·.
The characteristic
fruity flavor is due to the presence in
the fruit of small amounts of acids, aldehydes, esters, ether-like substances, or a mixture of them.
The amount of water in fruits is
high, averaging about 83 percent of the edible portion, and serves
to dissolve the sugars, acids, and esters which together with the
water impart juiciness, texture, and flavor to properly ripened fruit.
As the fruit is formed on the bush, vine, or tree. some flavorless starch-like compounds are present, and the acid content usuall;\'
is high.
As the fruit approaches maturity
the starch is changed
into sugars, and there is a decrease in the amount of acid, all of
which improves the flavor.
The nature and amount of acids in unripe fruits, especially apples, is frequently
the cause of stomach
irritations
when ~mch fruits are eaten too freely.
At the other
extreme, fruits that are overripe to the point of extreme softness
if eaten freely may set up an abnormal fermentation
in some people.
From the standpoint of wholesomeness and best flavor, fruits such
as the various kinds of berries, peaches, plums, summer apples.
cherries, and lWHl'S should be harvested
when fully ripe but still
firm.
Generally the common fruits,
such as apples, blackberries,
cherries, currants, gooseberries, grapes, peaches, pears, plums, red
raspberries,
and strawberries,
contain ascorbic acid (vitamin C)
in variable quantities, ranging from 50 milligrams of vitamin C per
100 grams (8.5 ounces) in strawberries
to as low as 3 milligrams
per 100 grams in the edible portion of pears. As previously stated,
the citrus fruits are excellent sources of vitamin C.
If ripened, harvested
fruit, particularly
berries and peaches,
are allowed to remain in a warm place there is gradual impairment
of their vitamin-C potency.
Moderate to warm temperatures
are
favorable for the activity of enzymes, especially the oxidases-par-
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ticularly an oxidase-like enzyme, called ascorbase-which
destroy
this vitamin and also destroy other nutritive constituents of fruits
that collectively give them the factors of quality that are essential
to the growth and health of the human body. Chemical changes
that impair quality can be retarded somewhat by the storing of
the fruit in a cool place, such as the kitchen refrigerator, or in
contact with finely cracked ice. This also delays attack by organisms of decay.
Vegetables should be of deep color and possess good flavor.
Immature vegetables, like unripe fruit, lack full flavor; and overmature vegetables are often tough and fibrous. Such vegetables as
asparagus, broccoli, green lima beans, green snap beans, green peas,
green edible soybeans, rhubarb, spinach, okra, sweet corn, sweet
pepper, and vegetable greens should be harvested at the best stage
of maturity for eating, and then prepared and frozen without delay.
Both fruits and vegetables are living materials for a time after
being harvested, and to a certain extent are capable of carrying
on respiratory changes, in which they consume oxygen, evolve heat,
and expire carbon dioxide gas. Changes of this nature are rapid
in freshly harvested vegetables, such as those mentioned above;
and in fruits, such as peaches, cherries, and berries of all kinds.
('hanges occur also in beets, carrots, turnips, pumpkin, squash,
sweetpotato, rutabaga, apples, and pears; but the changes are at
a slower rate, and these products, therefore, may be held in cool
"torage for a longer period of time.
After harvesting, perishable fruits and vegetables should be
washed, sorted, and processed promptly to preserve their quality.
Although care is exercised in selecting and harvesting fruits and
n~getables, they must be sorted to remove immature, overmature,
and defective parts. Grading according to size adds to the attractiveness of a pack. 'Washing is necessary to remove soil particles, spray residues, and insects. Crops that grow close to the
ground and are not protected by pod or peel, such as asparagus,
sweet pepper, green snap beans, greens of various kinds, and strawberries, should be especially well cleaned by washing because they
are more apt to be contaminated with the undesirable organisms
that grow abundantly in the soil. Reasonable care, of course,
must be exercised in handling delicate fruits, as raspberries, blackberries, and strawberries, since they soften easily, and lose flavor
and color if allowed to remain in contact with water for too long
a time. Overripe, soft fruits should be processed separately from
the firm ripe. Fruits such as peaches and berries that are soft but
otherwise in good condition may be pulped and sweetened before
freezing, and later used for flavoring ice cream, or made into preserves, jams, or jellies.
Some of the good qualities possessed by choice varieties of
properly ripened, freshly harvested, green-colored vegetables, sweet
corn, and the more perishable kinds of fruits such as berries,
cherries, and peaches are lost if the products are allowed to remain
in ordinary room temperatures for too long a time. Respiratory
activity of freshly gathered produce, which is destructive of quality.
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can be slowed down somewhat if the material is cooled with cracked
ice or placed in the kitchen refrigerator.
This should be done if
there is unavoidable delay in preparing and freezing the materials
after they are harvested.
It must be remembered that the sooner
fresh materials are prepared and frozen the better will be their
quality. Generally, it is best to prepare and freeze perishable kinds
of fruits and vegetables the day they are harvested. The everpresent myriad of micro-organisms, and the fruit gnats often present where berries and other fruits are handled, are less likely to
grow if the fruits and vegetables are handled properly and promptly.
In purchasing fruits and vegetables for home freezing, care should
be exercised in selecting those that are as fresh as possible and
otherwise suitable.
The practice of preserving foods by freezing both commercially
and in the home, is expected to grow rapidly. Frozen foods of
good quality, raw and cooked, are already in considerable demand
111 the more populated metropolitan areas.
While there is a shortage of some materials and facilities for the commercial preparation
" distribution of frozen foods, freezer and storage cabinets of
many designs and sizes are slowly but surely becoming available
for home use and for the display of such merchandise. It is generally agreed that the maintenance of quality-flavor,
nutritive
value, and appearance-of
frozen foods will ultimately determine
the success or failure of freezing as a method of preserving foods.
Of the several factors that affect quality in frozen-stored foods
there is none of greater importance than the use of packaging materials that will protect the product against moisture losses while in
low-temperature storage. Since the relative humidity is low in
storage cabinets that are held at near zero, there will be a loss of
frozen water of the food product as vapor if this is not prevented.
The loss of moisture vapor from foods in the frozen state is often
the cause of "freezer burn" of poultry, and tends to toughen vegetables. It should be pointed out also that frequent temperature
changes within the freezer storage cabinet will be accompanied by
pressure changes within the packaged product, the net result being
a loss of moisture from the product and its deposition as ice crystals
on the inside of the wrapping material. The use of poor-quality
packaging materials, or frequent temperature fluctuations, will result in desiccation (drying out) of the frozen product. Wrapping
or packaging material must be used which moisture vapor will not
permeate. Our experiments with many kinds of vegetables have
shown that when moisture is lost from the product in low-temperature storage there is a decided impairment of quality.
During the past year, experiments were conducted to determine
the protective quality (resistance to moisture-vapor penetration) of
several wrapping and packaging materials.
Smooth-surfaced, rectangular pieces of ice having a total surface area of 50 square inches
were neatly wrapped (with the confectioner's fold) in the materials
to be tested. The packages were placed, unprotected, on a shelf in
the zero-degree storage room. Weighings were made in the zero
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room at the end of the first 24 hours and monthly thereafter.
were made in duplicate for each kind of wrapping material.
a\'erage percent loss in weight is recorded in table 42.
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Preliminary studies were made of the ascorbic-acid (vitamin-C)
content of fresh and frozen foods (Fig. :34). Studies were also made
of the losses of vitamin C in blanching and during storage of the
fresh products in different temperatures
fOl' several days.
Data
are being accumulated for subsequent publication.
In table 4:3 are given methods of preparing 1~)different vegetables for freezing.
Additional methods for several other vegetables, and a number of fruits, are being studied and will appear in
future publications.

Fig. 34-Analyzing

foods for ascorbic-a(~id (vitamin-C)

content.

SWEET SORGHUM

During the past two years, 5 varieties of swed sorghum cane,
often referred to as "sorgos," were grown on the University farm
and tested for yield.
All varieties were analyzed for dry matter,
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.sugars, and active acidity. The ascorbic- acid (vitamin-C)
content
also was determined.
Yield data are given in the Agronomy section of thi.s Report, and chemical analyses are shown in table 44.
DEHYDRATED

FOODS

During the past year, experimental
work on home dehydration
of fruits and vegetables was continued, the Agricultural
Engineering Development
Division of the Commerce Department
of the
Tennessee
Valley Authority
cooperating.
The most important
phases of the work receiving attention during the past year \vere
as follows:
1. Studies on packaging and storing of dehydrated products.
2. Repeated
experiments
on use of dilute sodium bisulfite
solutions to prevent browning of peaches, apples, and pears.
3. Studies of the effects and possible adaptation to home use
of a commercial
material
of high moisture-adsorptive
capacit;\,
(silica jell) for removing the last 10 or 15 percent of water from
dehydrated products.
4. Studies of the fate of vitamin C during deh;\'dration operations and after storage as compared with freezing preservation.
5. Experiments
to explore the possibilities
of partially
<lehYdrating fruits and vegetables and then freezing and hoh1ing in
00 F. storage.
6. Preparation
and dehydration
of sweetpotato-11(~anut mixtures.
Fruits and vegetables were prepared and dehy(lrated in equipment designed by us for home use. The products were packed in
different kinds of sealed containers---in
some of which the air was
displaced with carbon dioxide gas--and
storerl at zero ,md 75' F.
for six months.
After refreshing
,md cooking, it was fr)l]m1 that
the best quality was rebline(l by the dehydrate(l \'eg·etah1es that had
a moisture content of 5 percent or less, packed in moist11re)1rOof containers. and held at a low temnerature.
The slight improvement
in quality of carbon dioxide-packed vegetables over the air-packed
is not sufficient to iustifv the use of c'lrbon dioxi<le gas in connection
with home packaging of dehydrate(l
products.
Dehydrated
veget<Jbles and fruits packed in transparent
containers--cellophane
an(l
glass-darkene(l
on prolonged exposure to light.
The same containers protected the products well in the dark and at low temperatures.
Dehydrated
carrots, snap beans, corn, :Ipples, peaches.
and pears retained their quality exceedingly well in zero storage.
Other products stored at different temperatures
,Ire being tested
for keeping quality.
As a general rule, if ve\.retables are pro)1erl,v
prepared and dehydrated to a moisture content of 5 r)Crcent or lo',xer
sealed in moistureproof
containers, and kept in a dark cool place,
they will usuall;\' retain their eating qualities fairly well for winter
use.
Experiments
were conducted to ascertain the comparative
effects of sodium bisulfite solution and sulfur dioxide fumes on color
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and eating quality of dehydrated apples and peaches. It was found
that freshly sliced fruits that were submerged in a 2-percent solution of sodium bisulfite for 3 minutes retained, after dehydration,
about 85 percent of their natural color. The color was slightly
better than that obtained when some of the same fruit was exposed
to sulfur dioxide fumes for 30 minutes. This method simplifiies
the sulfuring of fruits prior to dehydrating.
Then, too, it eliminates the fumes of burning sulfur, which are an unpleasant feature
of the old method.
The temperature of fruits and vegetables gradually rises as
they lose water in the mechanical dehydrator. Long exposure of
such products to heat will result in impairment of quality. We have
conducted preliminary experiments designed to remove the last 10
to 15 percent of water by placing the product, partially dried in the
mechanical unit, in an enclosed space over a chemically inert, commercially available, material of high moisture-adsorptive capacity.
Results thus far have been encouraging, and the experiments will
be continued.
In connection with our dehydration work, we conducted experiments to learn something of the vitamin-C (ascorbic-acid) content
of green snap beans, (1) harvested at different times of the day, (2)
after blanching in steam, and (3) stored for 24 hours at room temperature and in the kitchen refrigerator. The tendergreen variety
of snap beans grown on a University plot was used in these experiments. The following is a brief summary of results:
1. Beans harvested at 9 :30 a.m., unblanched, contained 20.27
mgs.ll00 gms. (20.27 milligrams of vitamin C per 100 grams of
beans); blanched beans of the same picking contained 18.51
mgs.llOO gms. Those harvested at 2:00 p.m. on the same day, unblanched, contained 26.87 mgs.llOO gms., and the blanched of the
same picking 24.46 mgs.ll00 gms. An average of 2.08 mgs.ll00
gms. of vitamin C was lost in blanching. The afternoon picking contained about 6 mgs. more vitamin C than those harvested in the
forenoon.
2. Unblanched beans held at room temperature for 24 hours
lost 85 percent of their original vitamin-C content. while the blanched beans held under the same conditions lost 30.9 percent. Unblanched beans held in the kitchen refrigerator for 24 hours lost
:~.16percent of their vitamin C, and the blanched beans held under
the same conditions lost 13.9 percent. The latter figure includes
vitamin C lost in blanching. In both the blanched and unblanched
beans there were greater losses of vitamin C at room temperature
than at refrigerator temperature: 38 to 40° F.
3. The completely dehydrated beans of the morning harvest
contained only 24 percent of their original vitamin-C content, calculated to the original moisture basis of 88 percent; and those of
the afternoon picking retained 26 percent. Putting it another way,
an average of 75 percent of the original vitamin C content of green
snap beans is lost in the process of blanching and dehydration.
While the information is of interest from the vitamin-C point of
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view in dehydrated beans, it cannot be said that other nutritive constituents are equally damaged by the process of dehydration.
Preservation of snap beans by freezing and canning also is destructive of vitamin C. Properly matured, freshly harvested snap
beans contain about 18'; milligrams of vitamin C per 100 grams of
beans. Ten different varieties of snap beans were prepared, fro7;en,
and held in 0' F. storage for 5 months, and assayed for vitamin C.
At the end of this period the average vitamin-C content was found
to be 8.41 mgs. This represents a loss of 54 percent of the original
vitamin-C content during 5 months in 00 F. storage. Similar losses
have been noted in many other fro7;en products in the coun;e of our
studies. Cabbage lost 35 percent of its original vitamin C during dehydration, 40 percent by krauting, and 75 percent during 5 months
in 0° F. storage. These experiments show that vitamin C is destro~'ed to some extent by all methods of food processing and storage.
We have performed experiments to explore the possibilities of
partially dehydrating snap beans, carrots, peas, and African squash,
and then free7;ing them. The vegetables were prepared in the usual
way, blanched in steam, and dehydrated until about 50 percent of
their moisture was removed, after which they were packaged in cellopham~ bags, frozen, and stored for several months in 0 F. Upon
examination, and by comparison with completely dehydratec1 materials of the same kine1, the partially dehydrated frozen products
were found to be much superior. Indeed, they possessed eating qualities equal to those of the freshly-frozen vegetables. Experimenb
thus far indicate several advantages to be gainec] from employing
the process of partial dehydration and freezing, with storage of the
products in 0° F. Some of the advantages are, (l) reconstitution
(refreshing in water) of the products is rapid; (2) products retain
more of their natural characteristics, such as aroma, flavOl', color,
and nutritive values, including fair retention of vitamin C, which is
almost a total loss from vegetables dehydrated to a moisture content
of from 4 to 7 percent; (3) saving of space in storage cabinet is
achieved, since shrinkage in volume nearl.v naral1els the weight lost
by partial dehydration (com;idered from the sta IH1point of freezing preservation, the economy of storage space is important); (4)
there is less reactivated respirator.v activity in blanched, partiall~dehydrated frozen vegetables than in blanched vegebbles frozen
with their full water content.
The long exposure of fruits and vegetables, particularly the latter, to heat and air of the dehydrator during removal of the last 2[)
to 35 percent of their moisture appears to be the stage during \vhich
quality impairment is greatest. Present indications are that fresh
fruits and vegetables can be reduced in weight as much as 50 to 60
percent by removal of water in the home dehydrator unit. with little
or no damage to quality, and then further preserved h~' fn'e7;ing.
For example, fresh green snap beans having a moisturt, content of
88 percent, if dehydrated to a moisture content of 76 percent will \J('
reduced one-half in weight and considerably in volume.
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Additional work will be done on manv different kinds of fruits
and vegetables in order that the combirled partial dehydration-freezing combination procedure-may
eventually be adapted to
home use.
LEGUME

SILAGE

Studies of the making and the feeding value of legume, corn,
and corn-sorghum silages were continued at the Tobacco Experiment Station, Greeneville. Six silos of IO-tons c~lpacity each were
used. Three were filled with alfalfa, one with a mixture of alfalfa
and orchard grass, one with corn, and one with a mixture of corn
and sorghum cane. Blackstrap molasses was applied at the rate of
60 pounds per ton to one silo of alfalfa. Ground oats was applied
at the rate of 60 pounds per ton to one silo of alfalfa. One silo of
alfalfa received no preservative, and the silos filled with alfalfaorchard grass mixture, corn, and corn-sorghum received no added
preservative.
Samples from each silo were taken periodically for
chemical analysis. Feeding trials of the several silages were
conducted during the fall and winter.
Table 45 shows the chemical composition of the alfalfa and the
alfalfa-orchard grass crops as ensiled. Table 46 shows the analysis
of the 5 silages.
T \1<1.1': 45-C()/II/'llsilillll
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.JUICES AND PUREES

During the year, fruit concentrates of very good quality were
prepared from strawberries and blackberries.
The process is being
improved with respect to method of obtaining juice from fruit.
This work was limited by the scarcity of both berries amI sugar.
Several fruits were converted into purees by heating and processing through a Foley food mill and then were packed and frozen.
Fruits prepared in this manner provide excellent flavor for ice
cream bases, topping for ice cream, cobblers, and puddings. Fruit
purees should be sweetened by the addition of two-thirds cup of
granulated sugar to each cup of pulped fruit.
Experiments will
be continued with fruits as materials become available.
COTTON BY-PRODUCTS

UTILIZATION

Since the close of the war, experimental work on the utilization
of cottonseed hulls in the making of a thermosetting plastic molding compound has been resumed. Our equipment is being used, temporarily, by the National Plastics, Inc., of Knoxville, who are
in position to make the compound, according to the formula developed by the University, on a semi-commercial scale. The molding characteristics and the uses in industry will be studied. The
General Chemistry Department of the Station is cooperating in
this work.
PROTEIN

AND MINERALS

IN FORAGE

CROPS, AND RELATED

STUDIES

K. B. Sanders
PHOSPHATJ;~

RATES

AND LIMING
PLATEAU

ON KOREAN
STATION7

LESPEIlEZA

AT TilE

The phosphorus percentage in Korean lespedeza, as in other
forage crops grown on the Cumberland Plateau, often is considered
to be marginal or too low for the economic production of cattle.
Therefore, a study has been undertaken to find out whether, an(l to
what extent, the phosphorus percentage in Korean lesnedeza can be
increased by the application of phosphate fertilizer. Superphosphate at rates of 0, 32, 64, 128,256, and 512 pounds per aCl'e p"O,
equivalent, with a uniform application of muriate of potash at GO
pounds per acre K~O, was applied to unlimed and to limed Crossville
loam at the Plateau Station in the spring of 1944, and Korean lespedeza was grown. Progressive increases in phosphorus percentage
in the Korean lespedeza up to a maximum of about 66 percent increase in the drouth year of 1944, and 45 percent increase in the
subsequent good crop year of 1945, were obtained in this way:
and, simultaneously, progressive increases in yields of ha~' up to a
maximum of 45 percent in 1944 and 66 percent in 1945 were obtained. The superphosphate and muriate of potash fertilizers and lim(~stone were applied in 1944 before seeding of the lespedeza. No additional treatments were given in 1945.
7In coopt!ration

with J. B. Wai3hko, Agronulny

De:vartnl~l1t.
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RATES ON FORAI;E
AND ON SOIL
FARM. CUMBERLAND
PLATEAU"

(~razed and ungrazed forages were examined as regards botanical content. were sampled on three dates during the growing season, and were analyzed for protein, calcium, and phosphorus.
The
high-phosphate
upland forage contained a decidedly higher percentage of calcium and phosphorus, but a slightly lower percentage
of protein. It also contained a larger proportion of clovers; a smaller proportion of lespedeza; a larger proportion of grasses, especially of bluegrass and orchard grass; and a larger proportion
of
weeds, than the low-phosphate upland forage.
Grazed high-phosphate
upland fields yielded more forage per
acre than corresponding
grazed low-phosphate
upland fields that
were somewhat more heavily grazed.
However, the quantity
of
growth under cages during the 84-day period June 14-September 6
was practically the same on the two areas.
High-phosphate
upland soils contained the more available phosphorus throughout
the season, but were of about the same acidity
and field-moisture content as the low-phosphate upland soils.
Each of three species-Iespedeza,
orchard grass, and redtopwas decidedly richer in protein, calcium, and phosphorus
when
grown on the high-phosphate
area than when grown on the lowphosphate area.
A more detailed account of the work is given in the Animal
Husbandry section of this Report, in conjunction with a report on
the beef cattle at the Mineral-Deficiency
Farm.
EFiCECT OF IItHIGATION

OK COMPOSITION

OF ALFALFA

AND

KOREAN

LESPEDEZA"

Samples of irrigated and unirrigated
alfalfa
and lespedeza
were obtained at four locations in East and Middle Tennessee in
1~44. following periods of serious drouth. The irrigated and unirrigated samples at each location were grown on adjacent areas and,
as neady as could be ascertained. were at the same stage of growth.
Leaf and stem percentages were determined and leaves and stems
,,,ere analyzed separately for protein, calcium, and phosphorus.
The irrigated alfalfa (Fig. 35) or lespedeza, had a taller habit of growth. with hare stems near the base of the plant, a smaller
percentage
of leaves, and a larger percentage
of phosphorus
in
the hay, than the unirrigated.
The irrigated lespedeza hay contained a larger percentage of protein and calcium than the unirrigated,
while the irrigated alfalfa hay contained a smaller percentage
of
these constituents.
Irrigation tended to cause an increase in the protein and the
Tlhosphorus percentage
in leaves and the phosphorus
percentage
in stems, but a decrease in the protein percentage in stems. Irrigation caused an increase in the calcium percentage
in both leaves
and stems of lespedeza, but a decrease in the percentage
of this
constituent in the leaves and stems of alfalfa.
"1 tl ('iHlpCraiioll with H. R. DUlwun. Animal HII.-.iLandry
D,'pat'imcn1.
!'Th(c' sample:i were obtained by H. S. Duncan, A. L. Kennfo>lly,
and A. B. Straw!.
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Yields of irrigated alfalfa or lespedeza were about normal,
while unirrigated alfalfa yields were 50 to 60 percent of normal and
unirrigated lespedeza yields were only 10 to 15 percent of normal.
CYANIDE

IN COMMON

AND

TIFT

SITDAN'"

Sudan grass has proved of unequalled merit as a supplemental
pasture for mid- and late summer and early fall in Tennessee.1!. !:2
There is a possibility, however, of the poisoning of livestock, particularly cattle, from grazing Sudan grass under certain conditions,
especially when the grass is young and short.1:\
JI\In
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cooperation

l1Moo{'rs,
C. A .•
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Safe general rules for pasturing Sudan with cattle are, (1) not
to pasture until the grass is 18 to 24 inches high or higher (Fig.
%) ; and (2) if there is any doubt whether the grass is safe to pasture, to turn the cattle in for a short time only-not more than 15
minutes-for
a day or two, and if no bad effects are noted, thereafter to permit them to graze continuously.
Experiments are being conducted to find out which factors influence the cyanide content of Sudan grass, and also to compare
rust-susceptible common Sudan with rust-resistant Tift Sudan as
regards cyanide content. Tift Sudan contained a larger percentage
of cyanide than common Sudan throughout the season in 1944 and
also in 1945.
The young growth of both common and Tift Sudan when 8 to
10 inches high contained from .100 to .175 percent of cyanide, or
hydrocyanic acid, when
grown on a bottom-land
soil. Such percentages ~
~\"-\
"in other states have w
heen injurious or even
fatal to cattle. Although
in Tennessee no cattle
""~~
deaths attributable to ~ I
Sudan grass poisoning
h a v e been reported,
there is no assurance
that such deaths have Z~ 025
------not occurred or that
----~
----------Io-~-~~-35-~
45
so
they may not occur. As
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both common and Tift decreased sharply until maturity of the grass.
At 24 inches, the cyanide content was about .050 percent, which
generally is considered to be within safe limits for pasturing cattle.
At 36 inches the cyanide content was about .013 percent; at 50
inches, about .005 percent. Figure 37 ,show,sgraphically the effects
of height and variety on cyanide content of the Sudan,s.
Top-dressing with ammonium nitrate tended to cause an increase in cyanide content early in the season, but not after the first
cutting for hay.
Cyanide content was larger in drouthy than in moist seasons.
MISCELI~ANEOUS
Throughout the year, cooperative analytical services on a wide
variety of subjects and materials have been rendered by General
Chemistry to other departments of the Station, the Extension Service, and the College of Agriculture.

ECONOMICS

AND SOCIOLOGY

C. E. Allred14
The ending of the war during the year did not materially
change the economic situation and the immediate outlook for agriculture in Tennessee. In anticipation of postwar changes, however,
long-time researeh projects were reviewed early in the year and
some revisions and substitutions made.
AGRICULTURAL

A]).JUSTMJ<~NT

Cooperation with the Bureau of Agricultural Economics in setting up agricultural production gOqls was continued. This procedure, found useful in the food program during the war, is useful
also as a basis for current adjustments and as a guide to action agencies in the postwar period.
Analysis was made of data obtained in 1942 on cost of production and farm practices in growing snap beans for the fresh markets and for processing in Johnson, Knox, and Sevier Counties. Similar data were obtained from 65 growers on the Cumberland Plateau for 1944, and analysis of the data was begun. These studies
were made with a view to postwar adjustments in those areas.
Beans in Johnson County, as a rule, were grown on general
farms. About half were planted in winter grain stubble turned under, the remainder on either sod land or land planted to a row crop
the previous year. Johnson County beans were mostly sold at local
auctions and in the field. Knox and Sevier County growers had
small acreages, which were sold at the Knoxville produce market, to
canners, and direct to local consumers.
H

\ITh(' following p{>n-;()n~ hav(' llUrticipati.>d in work covt>l'ed by thi~ report:
B. H. LLWbkt,.
J. Hon~er.
A. H. Chamber:::.. C. C. Mantle. S. W. AtkinH. W. P. Ranney, and F. N Ma,,,tel":-;
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All growers used fertilizer. Applications averaged 272 pounds
per acre for bush beans in Johnson County, 331 pounds in Knox and
~eviel' W08 pounds for pole beans), and 479 pounds on the Plateau.
Yields of snap beans in Johnson County averaged 138 bushels per
acre; Knox and Sevier, 71 bushels (pole beans 102) ; and the Plateau (1!)44 year), 74 bushels. Labor, fertilizer, and land each yielded more beans per unit of input in Johnson than in either of the other counties.
Production costs per acre of snap beans, including marketing,
w(~re as follows: Johnson County, $78.80; Knox and Sevier Counties, $62.86 (pole beans $94.35) ; and on the Plateau, $75.61. On a
per-bushel basis, costs averaged $0.57 in Johnson County; in Knox
and ~evier, $0.88 ($0.92 for poles) ; and on the Plateau, $1.01. Johnson, Knox, and Sevier County costs were for the 1942 crop year,
while Plateau costs were for 1944 (table 1). Costs per bushel are
shown in figure 38.
---"-~---~I
Man y factors are involved
in the future of
j
snap b e a n s in
I
Tennessee.
Among them are
diseases,
yields,
market demand,
and
alternative
opport u nit i e s.
Two report:; were
issued during the
year: Monograph
No. 182, "Costs,
Ret urn s, and
>iit-~f'-"fffl:'---'if~--:f.'5~~~~~M-J~poW~"~"'~CHIN.
P l' act ice s in
Growing S nap
FiJ{. 3R-Average
cost of producing one bushel of snap beans in
thn.·e commercial areas, Tennessee, 1942 and 1944.
Rea n s, Johnson
County, Tennessee, 1!J42"; and Monograph 191, "Costs, Returns, and Practices in
Growing Snap Beans, Knox and Sevier Counties, Tennessee, 1942".
A report on the snap bean situation on the Plateau is in preparation.
An economic study of the Irish potato industry on the Cumberland Plateau was initiated. Nearly 100 schedules were obtained
from farmers in 9 counties, for the 1943 and 1944 crop years. Detailed information was obtained on production and selling practices,
labor and materials requirements, and costs. A report containing
results of the study is in preparation.

m-'~---~--------~--~-----
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In cooperation with the Federal Bureau of Agricultural Economics, a stud.v was begun of present farming systems and practicps Oll thp reel soil area of the Eastern Highland Rim, type-of-
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farming area 11. For this purpose schedules were obtained on 115
representative farms in Putnam, White, and Warren Counties. The
data have been tabulated and partially analyzed, and one preliminary manuscript has been prepared. Results of the study will be
published in two or more reports.
Another study, begun in cooperation with the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, relate to hay harvesting costs and practices.
Rutherford County, representing type-of-farming area 10, was selected for this study. Schedules were obtained on 80 representative
farms. Relative merits of conventional methods of haying, and of
different types of equipment used, were studied. Particular attention was given to the determination of the extent to which further
use of modern machinery and equipment is feasible, and the effect
of such use on farming systems.
Records of unit test demonstration farms are being analyzed
by type-of-farming areas. These records in some cases are a continuous series for a number of years on identical farms. The data
will form the basis for a study of trends, and of desirable adjustments in farm organization.
Tennessee is participating, with each of the other important
cotton states and with the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, in a
regional study of cotton production and marketing. Southern representation in Congress, anticipating critical problems in the future of cotton, have enlisted the aid of research agencies in formulating a program of adjustments to improve farming conditions in
the area. Particular attention will be given to those type-of-farming areas in Tennessee in which cotton production is most important. This Department has been given the responsibility of coonlinating the work in Tennessee. Other departments of the Station
will participate. Some preliminary work has already been done, and
it is expected that the exploratory phases of the study will be completed in 1946.
Long-time trends in the development of agriculture in Knox
County were studied. This county, situated in type-of-farming area
14, is in the industrialized valley of East Tennessee. Transportation, markets, climate, soils, and governmental policies all had important influence on farming systems practiced at a given time.
Knox County had more land in farms; produced more corn,
wheat, oats, and rye; and had more horses, mules, hogs, and sheep
on farms in 1839 than in 1939. During this period many other adjustments were made, and the character of farming changed radically. In 1939, tobacco production was 681,000 pounds, this crop
having developed almost wholly since 1920. Dairying increased
significantly, along with population growth in Knoxville.
The following reports have been issued:
"Agricultural History of Knox County, Tennessee, Part I,
From the Beginning to 1860," Monograph 186.
"Agricultural History of Knox County, Tennessee, Part II.
From 1860 to 1900," Monograph 187.
"Agricultural History of Knox County, Tennessee, Part
III, From 1900 to 1940," Monograph 188.
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PROBLEMS

Since credit agencies are in key positions to influence the agriculture of their trade territories,
an examination
was made of their
credit opportunities
and the extent to which local agencies are meeting credit needs of farmers
on the Cumberland
Plateau, an area
which is now undergoing
development.
Data were obtained from
all banks, and agencies, and from many farmers in 3 representative
counties on the Plateau-Cumberland,
Fentress,
and Morgan.
Results of the study were reported
in Monograph
No. 180,
"Farm Credit Agencies Serving the Cumberland Plateau, 1943." It
was found that local bank credit, if invested locally would be adequate to supply all farm credit needs of the area, even after allowance is made for abnormally large deposits due to the war. Actually
only 8 percent of the bank resources of the area were invested in
agricultural
loans in 1942. Figure ;)9 shows the locations of the
larger hanks outside the area with which local banks had connections.
Since the
purchase
price
of farm
lanel
represents
one
of the princip a I overhead
costs of agricultural
p l' 0duction. method of payment
for a farm is
an itenl of ma- t·'ig·. a~)-H.ural hanking- conne(~tionl". Cumberland
Plah'au-numhcr
of
hanks
having
l'orrfspondent
hank~
at t-'ach point
outsirle
the area.
1~H:L
jor importance
in farm finance. Some significant
information
bearing on this sub.iect was obtained and published in a series of four reports:
"Method of Payment and Comparative
Prices for Tennessee Farms," Monograph 181.
"Farm
Real Estate
Market
in Tennessee,
1850-1944,"
Monograph 184.
"Farm Real Estate Situation
in Five Areas of Tennessee, 1941-1944," Monograph 185.
"Factors Affecting Price of Farm Land, Humphreys
County, Tennessee, 1941-1944," Monograph 18~).
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State~ average~. The percent of ca~h ~ale~ in Tenne~see was also
above the national average in both 1943 and 1~)44. Price pel' acre
of farm land in Tenne~~ee increa~ed 68.:1percent from 1~)41to 1D44
(Fig. 40).
Data 'vvel'eo1Jtained on recent development~ in the farm real
estate market in each of 5 counties, representing 5 major type-offarming area~ of the State. The total amount of credit u~ed in
financing ~ales of farms in these 5 counties increased from a half
million to a million dollar~ from 1941 to 1944; but the ~elling price
also increased so that the mortgage debt ratio declined from 6H,2
percent in 1941 to 67.0 percent in 1944.
Individual lenders and commercial banks increased their proportiona te share of the credit extended to buyer~ of farm~ from
1941 to 1944. Credit extended 1Jyinsurance companie~ decrea~ed in
both amount and percentage.
A study of underlying factors affecting farm land value~ wa~
made in type-of-farming area 8, Humphreys County being used a~
PERCENT
the basis of study.

~:~;RA~R~OOicli
-i§-:29-::-:;:--:-.:.'P::-:'-:-:---'~6.0-.-.-.'~3000_
SOOOANOUP
1000

•.Ji.~-'----110

- 29.991

I

49.99

J

Fig. iI-Percent
of farms in l'ach pri<'t' I.HOUp with ~()il class('s
and V predominant.
Humnhn'Ys County. 1!)41-4t.

$8.70. The high proportion
in the low-price groupR that
are class IV and V farms i~
shown in figure 41.
It was found that when
one-half or more of the farm
area was of class I soilR. aclclitional proportions of this soil
were not proportionately reflected in increased price per
acre. Farms located within 5
miles of town sold for over
three times as much as thoRe
more than 25 miles away on
the same claRs of soil. Highpriced land, when compared
with low-priced, had a larger
proportion of good soil and
was nearer to market, electric
power, schools, and school bus
lines.

IV

i:~,et£~'i~~~d~~i~l~~~
soil classe~ I, II, II I.
and IV and V (combined)
were reflpecti vel"j-'"

$85.8~),

$27.77, $19.17, and

I Cooperative auction a! Cli!lrkr~e
2 QUlck-Freeu plilll'lt. Dayton
Pick up stations

2a Sunbri'iht
2b

Crossville

2c

Mooneyhan's Store

3, Clinton
•

Oak Rld'ie

5 Harrimal"),

Fi~·. ·t2~L()l'at:(lnS
of (itl ~;I:.m;; l" farnn growing
snap beans, in four ("ountie~ uf the Cumherlanci
Plateau,
and markets to which the hl'an:-; Wt'n~
delivered. 1944.
Thi" dops not include beans u~l'd at hont(·, ,.( tailt'd
locally, ()l" Rold by huekst.f'r<.;.
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PIWDUCTS

Information waR obtained on marketing practiceR, costs, and
outlets for snap beans. Relative returns were analyzed by type of
outlet, and the proportion of beans going into each type of outlet
was secured (Figs. 42 and 43).
Also, in connection with the study of the Irish potato industry
on the Cumberland Plateau, data were obtained on the present and
potential market for Plateau potatoeR in Knoxville. Wholesalers,
commission men, retailers, and eating establishments were interviewed as to origin of supplies, volume handled, Rtorage facilities,
marketing practices and costs, and consumer preferences. The data
have been tabulated and analyzed, and a report iRin preparation.
COTTON MARKETING

Cooperation was continued with the Cotton Branch, U. S. DeIlartment of Agriculture. The number of ginR cooperating in grade
and Rtaple determination waR 39 in 1~)45,compared with 41 in 1944;
and the numbers of cottonimprovement
groups, 27 and
lia-,hVllle
101
32 for the s e
yea r s. The
n u m be r of
far mer s in
theRe groups,
however, was
23,932 in 1945, }<~il!.4a-Destinations of heans sold hy F('ntre~s Cooperative Auction at
Clarkrang-f-'.
1!.44.
compared with
21,097 in 1944; and the number of acreR grown by these farmers
was 382,871 in 1945, compared with 332,173 in 1944. County-wide
organizations numbered 23 in 1945, 27 in 1944. Gins acting as sampling agencies for the farmer groups were 323 in 1945, 231 in 1944.
In cooperation with the Cotton Branch a special study was begun in 5 West Tennessee counties to determine the influence of ginning equipment and practices on the quality of cotton ginned. Detailed field data were obtained on the equipment of 44 paired gins;
and the amount and type of damage to cotton by each gin waR Recured from the Memphis office of the Cotton Branch.
COOPERATION

Because of the important role of public edueational institutions
ill furthering the cooperative movement among' farmers, data were
assembled and summarized on the activitie" of other "tates in this
field. Information was obtainecl from all "tate colleges aR to their
methods of promoting cooperation. Valuable suggestions were obtained for strengthening the cooperative program in 1'enneRsee.
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FORESTRY
R. F. Kroodsma

Greene County Forest and Farm Economic Survey.-The objectives of this survey may be stated briefly as follows:
1. To determine
what the farm woods contribute
to the farm
enterprise
and the part that farm woods collectively might play in
the economic development
of its area.
2. To determine the degree of increased income and other benefits from farm woodlands through better management.
3. To determine the relationship
between various economic factors and the presence or absence of local wood-using industries.
4. To investigate
the possibilities
of a woodland cooperative organization.
5. To develop, if possible, additional uses and outlets for farm
products.
The basis for any, if not all, conclusions to be drawn rests principally upon a woodland inventory of the area studied. Consequently, the securing of such inventory has been the primary objective of
the study to date.
The
project
[jJJJJ Woods Inventory and Economic Survey Completed
17
area embraces
7 § Inv. and Survey Complete - Data Unassembl ed
civil districts
ly- ITIID Economic Survey Completed
~
Projoct Boundary
ing within a radius of 7 to 8
miles
from
the
city
of Greeneville
(Fig.
44).
The forest survev
has been comnleted in 5 of these
districts.
Computations have been
completed
for 4
districts.
E c 0nomic data have
been gathered
in
5% dis t l' i c t s.
This report deals
only with il districts for which
completed
da t a
have been assembled.
The Woodland Inventorv.-

Fig. 44-Map

of Greene County,

T('nl1eS~l·{,.

showing- Ilroh'ct an'a.

A total
of· 679
farms in the 4 districts
have been completed
(table 47). Of this
number, 340 have 5 acres or more of woodland per farm, and :i39
have less than 5 acres. This report deals only with farms having
5 acres or more of woodland.
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of acrcs of timber, by typc and 'i'Olll111C,on wooded
in four districts.
~lth District

lJ nnH'l'chantable

Type
Acres

Boai'll red

Acres

Cords

22G.O

1.110.000

11;7.0
95.0

812

H7.4
211i.2

1,22;-;,000

IHO.O

Total

24 th Distriet

\.

5~~:~--

Total

13th District

Hartl\\,()(){I"

Mix/'d
('I'dar-ha I'd worlds

-1-

I

:~57.500
%,500
2:;12S,000 ----I'

(i53

12S
-.-s..±..
_
1311

:19.2
4:1;1.1;
12.!)

1!)0
\)22
9
51
1172

(SO farms)
1,;1;11.,,00

2:1.1

liHi.500

527.7

1,5:10,500

12th Distdet

'476

27S."

82.fi

Total

GIR.2

(12:1 f~ll'ms)
!)~l.n

I'inc
Hardwoods
,'\iliXf'd
("'(lar-ha rd\\'()()(ls

2.311,,,00

12D7.r;
244.S

f)\14,500
254,000

~l!L~

1641.1;

Total
Grand

7G.0
14:1.0
13.3
16_.2

()3,500

4~l.2
455.4

Pillt'

\177

Dtl,500
1,476,500

857.2
D1.H

50

5fdl

(,,3 farms)

44.2

I'ine
fI:lrd\\'oods
:\Jlixf·d
( '('dar-hardwoods

Ril

,,7.;1

1.;1K".000
4;1K.000
4.161.000

fl1.4

("I'd a I'-hal'd \,:()ons

farms

(84 farms)

Merchantable

Pine
'Iard\\'()ods
Mixt.'d

105

:1.1GO.000
10,R7!l.500

3:3:12.7

total

fi()

1200.0
147.0
124.1
1,,:11.0

47(j{

2i02J)

!lO27

:1S!)
8GR
Gf)()7

The total number of acres in project farms for the 4 districts
is 28,913, of which woodland occupies 6,036 acres, or 21 percent of
the farm area.
Of the total wooded area, 2703 acres, or 46 percent, consists of
unmerchantable woods. Unmerchantable woods are classified as
"wooded land running less than a thousand feet of standing timber
per acre". Such stands usually have been cut over. Often they consist of heavily grazed woods or thickets. They are usually incapable of supplying farm needs for wood products.
Wood Products Used on Farms.-Greene
County farmers as a
whole depend upon their woodlands to furnish the needed wood products. These consist of fuel wood, posts, lumber, tobacco sticks, and
tohacco poles (table 48).
T.\HLE

.

. I

48-Ycarly

Fuehvood

cOl1sum!'liol1 of wood !'rod1lcls
f01lr districts

---

Posts!

Lumbel':!

e1
Illstl"l
!l

1

Farmo

'Cor~

SG

~4
1:~
12
Total

~)Xl)

:17
661
:)4
fiOt,
D5172
12.j~
:1(;24

, 2() IH:'reen!'

of

post~

Farm,sl'-Y~_""
1)2

:3\1
57

86

S624
I

:1"G1
47\H)

F'armR
:1H

:1G
1)7

n7,Hi'
81
'2:17:10-1213-

rrob.

:-;t'iek~

Toil.

poles

for

I

Tob.

I

fuel

-Farn,2S L."ads
6~.jll)101'(') r!.m)
s 1--N'C'1(0).0·_F'a.c>r(~~I"-~"0)(·1
4
,,),
~~
I
1S!)00
;l~
. 2700
3:1
:365
:13
(;94
20~OO
!)(j
- 517n
4R
I
414
:3G ,\_10(;2
5)400., . 83 __II0~lm~
?~ __. 9~_1
:319S
1,,5150 1- 230
211SS
21"
I 2410

Fa

used on farms
were llurehas(,"-tl.
W'H'd on farms was plll'cha}-;t'd.

:~1~ })erer'ut of lumber

1Isrd /Jy .farmcrs

!

I ~g~

lOG
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The values of wood products shown in table 2 are as follows:
Fuel wood, $25,368; or $105.00 per farm; fence posts, $3,559.50, or
$15.21 per farm; lumber, $4,654.50, or $21.90 per farm; tobacco
sticks, $483.76, or $2.10 per farm; tobacco poles, $361.50, or $1.65
per farm; tobacco fuel, $799.50, or $5.75 per farm. The total value
of wood products per farm for home use is $11)1.61. Of this amount.
$9.50, or 8 percent, is used in raising tobacco.
Sales of Wood Products.-Most
farmers look UIJontheir woods
as a backlog of material for their own use rather than a source of
additional farm revenue. The survey shows that a majority of
farms have mature and overmature trees in their woods; ,vet out of
340 farmers interviewed, only 100 sold wood products over the past
10-year period. Total sales for 100 farms amounted to $10,395. The
survey also showed that the majority of farms were well equipped
to handle their woods. Most farmers had saws, axes, wedges, and
logging chains. Many also had cant hooks, and almost everyone
had a wagon suitable for hauling logs.
Forest Attitude and Forest Practices.-Considerable
time was
spent with each farmer to determine his attitude toward his woods
(table 49). The majority of farmers interviewed eXl)ressed a desire
to keep some woodland on the farm. Most owners placed intangible
values on their woodland, such as soil and water conservation, windbreak and shade for cattle. Farmers are unanimous in admitting
that their woods are the most neglected portion of the fHrm. As a
rule they have little or no definite practice in C'tring for the woods.
A large proportion consider grazing beneficial.
In table 49 a farmer is given credit for simnle practices if he
cut out dead and poorly formed trees. If in H(}ditionhe rm1ctice(1
thinning or protection from grazing or pruning, he is classified as
having definite practices.
T,\TILE

49-.1

elassificalinll

alld
Fori'st

District
Nonc

9
24
13
12
Total

7
3
9
29
48

Iheir

S
3

!

07('111'/'.1'as 10 tll,';r
tnward

tllr

lwac1i('('~

[)diJlit,,6
3
-

of

atf;llfdr

20

-1
I
I

',('oods

FOI'('~l

-

Simnh'

Good

rract;C<'s

7C'nodlalfd.

Fair
12

5K
3K
49
7~

G~
62
s;;

18

223

2;\1)

42

:;4

at.tit.w1(,
lndifi'l'l'pnt

,
:\

I

8

Anti
(j
(j
(j

n

lK

Forest fires do not constitute a problem in the farm woods of
Greene County. Farmers were practically unanimous in condemning fire. This was verifier} in the woods studies. Less than 1 peTcent of farmers' woods showed damage by fire.
Future Status.-The
trend with respect to farm woods in
Greene County is definitely downward. Statistics for 290 farms
were obtained, and 96, or one-third, indicated a reduction of :W2
acres. To offset this, 3 farms indicated an increase of farm woods
totaling 11.5 acres. The reason given for farm-woods decrease is
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mainly the need for more grazing or cropland. A few instances have
been noted of changes in ownership and a desire on the part of the
new owners to make the timber pay part of the purchase cost.
General Observations.-The
forest and farm economic survey
i,; being favorably received by the farmers of Greene County. The
number of actual refusals to cooperate is very small. Many farmer,; ,;eem anxiou,; to secure information that will enable them to
handle their woodlands more intelligently. The project also has
been very favorably spoken of by different memhers of the Appalachian Forest Experiment Station, the Tennessee Valley Authority,
the Divi,;ion of State and Private Forestry, and officials from other
research projects in forestry. The type of information being collected should be of general interest to foresters everywhere.
Enough data are on hand, though incomplete, to furnish the basis
for ,;everal short articles of a technical nature for the .Tournal of
For('s/rl'.

SUMMARY

1. Inventories of 679 farms in 4 districts of Greene County are
completed, of which 339, or 50 percent, have less than 5 acres of
woodRper farm.
2. In 4 districts of Greene County, 340 farms contain 3,333
acreR of merchantable timber with a total volume of 10,879,500
hoard feet.
3. There are a total of 6036 acreR of woodland on 340 farms in
4 districts. This wooded area occupies 21 percent of the total farm
area.
4. The area of woodland for 4 districts iR about 13 percent of
the total farm area of these districts.
5. The value of wood products used per farm per year is $151.61,
of which $9.50 is in connection with the tobacco crop.
6. Over a 10-year period, 100 farms sold a total of $10,395 worth
of wood productR. Less than one-third of the farms studied derived
revenue from their woods through sales.
7. Most farmers favor grazing the farm woods, but are against
burning.
S. The farm woods are the most neglected part of the farm.
9. FarmerR as a whole are receptive to suggeRtionR of better
woodland management, but are ignorant as to methods.
10. There is a definite trend toward leRRacreage of woodland per
farm.

ENTOMOLOGY
8. Marcovitch and W. W. Stanley
SWEETPOTATO

INSECTS

lnwstigations were carried out on the life history and habits of
the flea beetle, S'\'sl(,lla ('lOlll/alala. the pest responsible for the holes
and pits often found on sweetpotatoes. In Tennessee this insect
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probably passes the winter as an adult beetle. Some late-maturingforms may pass the winter in the larval stage, for small larvae were
found as late as the latter part of October.
The adult beetles appear early in the spring. In the summer of
1945 a search for the larvae was not made until August 28. On that
date the soil was carefully examined at the Blount County farm
around several hills of sweetpotatoes, and 3 larvae were located.
Many of the potatoes were already injured and showed the characteristic holes. Three more larvae were found in the experimental
plots of the Horticulture Department on September 3. From one of
these larvae an adult beetle emerged on September 14.
Examinations made October 10 and 17 revealed larvae on both
of these dates in the soil about the sweetpotatoes. One larva was
very small, probably in the 1st or 2nd instar. Adults also were obtained in these patches by sweeping with an insect net. Fields of
alfalfa, buckwheat, and weeds failed to reveal any beetles. On November 1, beetles were found on a leaf of one of the docks, possibly
Rumex obtusifolia .. and on narrow-leaved and broad-leaved plantain.
It is of interest that the sweetpotatoes in the victory gardens
on the University Farm and in plots of the Entomology Department
were comparatively clean, having few holes. The plots of the Horticulture Department, however, in which larvae were found, ,vere surrounded by weedy fields.
FLUORINE

COMPOUNDS

Finerty and Grace showed that potassium fluoride in drinking
water prevented the death of animals poisoned with arsenic trioxide.
The fact that both arsenic and fluorine are used as insecticides nlises the question as to the effect of cryolite on lead arsenate, since
both of these also are used as insecticides. In the Pacific Northwest lead arsenate is used in the early sprays, followed by cryolite
late in the season. Since both materials are considered deleterious.
and have a definite tolerance limit that may occur on the fruit, there
is a possibility that fluorine will neutralize any harmful effect of the
arsenic. White rats were used to test this point. One series of fiVe'
rats 4 weeks old were given lead arsenate in the food at the rate of
2500 parts per million. Another series were given the same amount
of lead arsenate plus 5000 p.p.m. of natural cryolite.
The animals in the first series all died within from g to 6 days.
while those receiving the cryolite additions were still living and
gaining weight at the end of 5 weeks, when the experiment was tel'minated. This experiment clearly indicates a definite antagonism
between arsenic and fluorine. Just how the fluorine detoxifies the
arsenic is not known, but the question is being investigated.
The subject of arsenic detoxification is of importance not onI\'
in industrial medicine but in agriculture as well. Lead arsenate is
used in spraying apples and peaches and often causes serious injury
to foliage. If cryolite added to the spray materials would counteract
the injury, a definite gain would result from its use. Tt is planned
to investigate this point during the coming season,
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SODIUM FLUOACETATE

The United States Fish and Wildlife Service has recently developed sodium fluoacetate as a rodenticide. This material is very
toxic, and since it is a fluorine compound, tests on insects were conducted with it. The chemical might be adapted to baits, and, with
that possibility in view, was tested with grasshoppers. One part of
sodium fluoacetate to 1000 parts of bran killed the grasshoppers in
48 hours. A comparable kill would require 40 times as much sodium
fluosilicate or paris green. Even a 1-8000 bait killed 65 percent of
the insects in 48 hours.
RORIC ACID

In bait tests on German roaches in the summer of 1945, boric
aeid was found to give better results than sodium fluosilicate. The
value of boric acid as a stomach poison for the German cockroach
was reported at about the same time by Bare.
Since sodium fluosilicate now is a standard insecticide for the
control of grasshoppers, it was decided to carry out tests with boric
acid. The red-legged grasshopper, M ('luno />ll1s fC11l1lr-ntl>r1t11L.
was
llsed with wheat bran in cage tests, with results shown in table 50.
TARLE

SO-Su111mar:\'

of bait tests.

The in~('et.icirles were mixed ,",dth whc'at bran ani!. water to moisten thf' bait.
Material

Sodium
H()!·j(,

Boric
Borax

fluosilicate
acid. (anhy(1rous)
acid

Dead

Strength
Percent
1
4
4
4

in hours

21

48

pprc('nt
7G
GO
37
0

PC'r('('nt

no

72
P<'rcent
~l G

R!l

JOO

84
50

!)7

SO

The table shows that over a 72-hour period the boric acid is about as effective as the sodium fluosilicate. The latter material
acts faster, however, and shows better results at the 24-hour interval. The anhydrous boric acid, containing more boron, is more toxic
than boric acid, while borax, with less boron in the molecule, is least
toxic. These results seem to indicate that boric acid may be worth
testing as a grasshopper poison under practical field conditions.
The experiments with baits against roaches in general confirmed those obtained by Bare. Roaches were observed to drink
heavily of water, and it' is perhaps for this reason that German
roaches are also called water bugs. They are always more numerous
near sources of water, such as kitchen sinks. Why not, therefore,
]loison their drinking water? The materials listed in table 51 were
dissolved in water and placed in trays with 25 female roaches. The
results show that boric acid will kill 100 percent in 4 days. The fluorides appear to be repellent, as the kill was small.
The possibilities of a water bait were given a more extensive
trial against the American roach, which was exceedingly numerous
in one of the storage rooms of the corn laboratory. A water drain
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of tests with insecticides dissobed in water.

German female roaches were w..,cd.
Material

DL'<.ul

Strength
21

Boric acid

Borax
••••••
-.. :
Sodium: il,";;;ii;~~t;:'--

i

Percent

Percent

G
G

II
II

lG

II
II

NaF

1 __

hOllrs

in

=-4R

72

Do

Percent
55

Pen~ent

l'erc('nt

~H;

30

55

100
(if)

2

H

II

II

Ii
II

in the floor was covered so that the roaches would not have acces~
to it. Trays of 5-percent boric acid solution were placed at ~everal
points about the room. At the end of 2 days a few dead roaches
were seen, while large numbers were dead at the end of 5 days.
After two weeks most of them were dead and only a very few could
be observed roosting on the ceiling.
Boric acid seems to have several advantages, such as low cost,
general availability, and comparative safety.
A few preliminary tests show that boric acid applied by the
pinch method will control chicken lice.
CONTROL OF BEAN INSECTS

The work in Johnson County on snap beans was concerned principally with field testing of new insecticides. Those used were sabadilla, P-C-H (piperonyl cyclohexeone), DDT, and basic copper arsenate. They were tried in replicated tests in comparison with the
standard insecticides rotenone and cryolite.

Fig. 4.1-Adu1t of Mexican I){'an bectle feeding nn pod.
'I'hi~

t:-r'Pt: ur

ill.jury

bc{'U('s

is called
"bug-hite"
hn'l'd
ill
abandoned

by
h('an

gTO\Vet"s

fidds

and
is the
main
and fly ill swarms

prohll'!11

to

ne\\'

in
fields.

{'old,nil.

Thl

The first tests showed clearly that neither P-C-H (.75 percent)
nor sabadilla (10 percent) would control the Mexican bean beetle
(Fig. 45). The dusts usually were applied in 4 treatments at rates
ranging from 24 to 36 pounds per acre per treatment (see front
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cover). DDT i8 of no value for bean beetle control, but was added
to cryolite and basic copper arsenate dusts at the rate of 4 percent
for control of leafhopper. After 4 treatments, practically no infestation was found, while vines not treated averaged one hopper
per leaf. In the fields selected for tests, leafhopper apparently
were not present in sufficient numbers to show any toxic effect on
the plants. Observations in Johnson County have revealed only
a few fields that were definitely injured by leafhoppers. DDT was
found to give good control of leafhopper, but whether it should be
included in the regular dusting program is doubtful. It should be
available in the county, however, for the use of any bean growers
who may desire it.
Basic copper arsenate at 20-percent strength gave as good
results as rotenone or cryolite. At the present time the supply of
rotenone appears to be limited, and a shortage is expected. In
view of this situation, it is suggested that a 20-percent basic copper
arsenate dust, which gives good control, be made available to the
growers for trial to satisfy them that the material is effective.
Observations during the season indicated that the Mexican
bean beetle was not as bad this year as last. Proof of this is found
in the fact that insecticides were used at the total rate of 80 pounds
per acre in 1944 and only 60 pounds in 1945. There was a reported crop of 3500 acres of beans in 1945, which was valued at
approximately a million dollars-the
same as last year, when 5000
acres were grown.
Growers can aid in controlling the bean beetle by destroying
the vines immediately after harvesting.
It is possible that if the
vines in every field were destroyed after the last picking, the Mexican bean beetle, as well as other pests, would be of little importance.
For best results, the destruction of vines should be carried out on a
community basis. However, each grower should destroy his own
vines regardless. Many cases have been observed in which beetles
and larvae were moving from an old patch of beans to a younger
planting in the same field.
TOXICITY

TESTS

WITH

GERMAN

ROACHES

The object of the tests with German roaches was to determine
the relative effects of dextrine and pyrophyllite (Pyrax ABB) when
used as diluents with sodium fluoride and sodium fluosilicate.
Data were obtained also on the effects of pyrethrum when used
with each of the poisons and with dextrine as a carrier.
The technic consisted in the placing of 10 female roaches in a
pan, in a special dusting chamber, and allowing the insecticide to
settle on them for 5 minutes, then removing them to clean boxes
for observation and notation of percentage killed at the end of 48
hours. For each test, 500 mg. of dust was blown into the chamber.
The dust upon settling made a deposit equivalent to about 80 pounds
per acre.
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The effects of the diluents
are
shown
in figure 46.
The
90
most striking results are at the
lower doses of sodium fluoride.
80
Dextrine with 311:\ percent and
6% percent sodium fluoride
gave an average of 34-percent
~60
and 69-percent kill, while similar tests with Pyrax ABB gave
".
less than I-percent kill. Diluz
~40
tions of 50 percent and above
,,/
showed little difference resultJ:/
30
ing from the carrier.
~/
.;;,
,0
The tests with sodium fluo."
silicate also show that the dex,
'0
trine is a much better diluent
than Pyrax ABE. The action
3le
6!-a
12!-s 25
50
7S
100
of sodium fluosilicate is much
slower than that of sodium
Fig:. 46-Percent
kill of female German
fluoride; the data (not given)
roaches. at 48 hours. with sodium fluoride and
sodium fluosicilatc as influenced hy the diluents
show that at the end of 96
dextrine and pyrophylite
(pyrox ARB).
hours the sodium fluosilicate
at the greater strengths gave nearly 100-percent kill.
Interesting results were obtained by mixing pyrethrum powder
with sodium fluoride and with sodium fluosilicate. Dextrine was
used as the diluent. The strengths tested were 6%. and l21/~ percent
of each insecticide alone and in combinations, as shown in figure 47.
The tests with 6%.
percent and 12t/~ percent
pyrethrum show 30-per12
NaF
cent and 54-percent kill.
BOTH
The same amounts of
sodium fluoride gave 69percent and 87-percent
kill; and of sodium fluosilicate, 32-percent and
:i9-percent.
When 6%.
percent p y ret h rum,
BOTH I
which gave 30-percent
....
....
iiii~i6i'AiXiPYIR!ET!HR!U!M~~~~;:
control, was mixed with
,2V,XPYRETHRUM
the same amount of sodium
fluoride,
which O-----w -------to-~ 30 40 50 6b---16--"~; -----m-o
gave 59-percent control,
FiJ!. 47-Percent
kill of female Gt'rman roaches at
the kill obtained was 85 48 hours~
using mixtures
of pyrethrum
powder with
l)ercent, and not 9!) per- sodium fluoride (NaF) and sodium fluosilicate ("Ka~SiF~).
cent, the total of the two
when used separately. The addition of 6% percent pyrethrum to an
equal amount of sodium fluoride increased the kill only 16 percent.
Mixing l21j;! percent pyrethrum, which gave 54-percent kill, with
'{,
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121/: percent sodium fluoride, which gave 87-percent kill, resulted
in 95 percent dead, or an increase of 8 percent, while the total for
the two used separately was 141 percent.
The mixing of 6% percent pyrethrum and 12% percent sodium
fluoride did not increase the kill. The data show a slight reduction,
but this is perhaps not significant. The addition of 12% percent
pyrethrum to 6% percent sodium fluoride resulted in a kill 18
percent greater than that of the fluoride alone.
The mixing of sodium fluosilicate and pyrethrum gave a greater
innease in the toxicity of each ingredient than the mixing of sodium
fluoride and pyrethrum, but did not produce as good a kill. For example, 121/~percent sodium fluosilicate gave 39-percent kill, 121/::
percent pyrethrum gave 54-percent kill, and the two together 90percent. This is an increase of 36 percent, while the similar mixture
with sodium fluoride increased the toxicity only 8 percent and gave
9f)-percent kill. Data obtained from the use of unequal amounts of
sodium fluosilicate and pyrethrum show that these mixtures give
highly increased kill as compared with either insecticide when
used alone.
TESTS WITH

DDT was found to be
excellent for control of the
Orienbl fruit moth attacking peaches. This pest
has not been successfully
con t l' 0 11 e d heretofore.
Three sprays of DDT, 11/::
pounds to 100 gallons, reducect damage to 4 percent, and 6 sprays to .3
percent. Six applications
of a f)-percent DDT dust
caused only 2 percent injury to fruit, while 4
sprays of arsenate of lead
resulted in 14 percent injury. Further work needs
to be done to establish a
spray schedule for peaches
that will give complete insect control with a minimum of spraying.
Some of the experimental bean beetle dusts
used in Johnson County
the past season contained

NEW INSECTICIDES

Fig. 48-Colorado

potato beetle adult.
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4 percent DDT for leafhopper control.
Counts
on le~LYesshowed that the
insect was easlv controlled. The Color~do potato
beetle (Figs. 48 anll 4!))
also is very susceptible.
Ryanex, another new
insecticide, is the Dnel.v
powdered wood of a tropical tree, or shrub, known
as [(vania sjJ('ciosa.
Six
sprays, at the rate of 4
pounds to 50 gallons, on
peaches, kept the damage
by Oriental fruit moth larvae down to 2 percent.
Tests on other insects.
however, showed practi-

cally no toxicity.
Sabadilla is the ground seed of a plant called .\C!zO('1I0CIIII!OIl
0({ici1la!c.
also of tropical origin. Preliminary tests];; showed thilt
sabadilla is particularly toxic to harlequin bug (Fig. 50). Reports
stated that it gave good control under practical conditions at lO-percent strength. The squash bug (Fig. 51) also responds to it. While
sabadilla may be used on cabbage worms, potato beetle larvae, and
cucumber beetles, it is less effective than other poisons. It did not
control Mexican bean beetle, but a cotton patch was freed of tarnished plant bug by a 10-percent dust. Six sprays of sabadilla, 2
pounds to 50 gallons, gave no control of Oriental fruit moth.
Benzene hexachloride, a new
insecticide
of British origin,
showed considerable toxicity to
spiders and harlequin bug in laboratory tests. A
5-percent dust applied in a dairy
barn seemed to
kill as well as a
contact poi son,
but the s tall s
soon became infested again.
Fig". .sO-Harlequin
bug· adult. with egl{s. newly hat('ht"d n)'mphs. and
partly·g-rown
.1".10111' •.

f4:('on.

Ent

:~H. No.1:

12f).I!q;)

young".
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In a smallscale
test,
.75
percentP-C-H,
failed to control
bean
beetle;
while in a laboratory test with .68
percent P-C-II on
[) tobacco hornworms, all were
killed in less than
24 h 0 u rs.
On
(;erman
roaches
a 21/~_]l ere e n t
dust gave nearly
lOO-percent
control in 24 hours;
Fig. ;)l-S(IUash
hug' 3(lult and egg"s on leaf of squash
plant.
and against
potato beetle larvae, 21/~-percent gave 100-percent kill in 72 hours.
MISCELLANEOUS

INSECTS

FOR 191"

The Hessian Fly.-Early
in the spring, reports were received from Robertson
County that the wheat crop was being attacked b~' some insect.
Investigations
during the first v'leek of
:May showed that many fields were heavily infested with the Hessian fly. Damage was confined mainly to wheat, but was observed in
some barley fields. Infested wheat fields were found also in Franklin County.'
Hessian fly control in wheat is accomplished usually by planting
after "fly-free" dates in the fall, which for Tennessee are from the
16th to 19th of October. Inquiry among farmers with Hessian fly
damage revealed the fact, however, that the planting dates were
followed.
The probable explanation
for the outbreak is that two
unusual climatic conditions existed that were favorable
for the
insect.
The first was the extreme drouth in the summer of 1944,
which was broken in time to sprout a large amount of volunteer
wheat in the early fall, in which a generation
of Hessian fly developed.
The second was the warm March of 1945, which permitted
development of the insect about a month earlier than usual.
Another outbreak would not be expected if all the farmers
followed the recommended
planting
dates.
Hessian
fly control
measures must be observed by entire communities to be successful.
Army Worm.-~In
Middle Tennessee, centered chiefly in Williamson County, the army worm and, to some extent, the variegated
worm. caused consirlerable damage in May.
The infested fields as
a rule were those of crimson clover with barley or wheat.
The
variegated
worm usually was found in alfalfa fields.
Two East
Tennessee counties, Monroe and Hamblen, also reported army worm
damage.

11(;
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Successful control was finally established by airplane dusting.
The insecticide used was a mixture of calcium arsenate and paris
green. Control on many farms was obtained at approximately
three dollars per acre. About 20 pounds of insecticide was applied
and about 1450 acres were treated.
In Monroe County, a 75-acre
barley field was treated by plane with cottonseed-meal bait, containing 10 percent paris green, at the rate of 20 pounds per acre.
An excellent kill was reported.
Poison bait was not useful as a control method, since the dense
growth of crimson clover often prevented the bait from reaching
the ground. The bait method required extra time and labor, both
of which the farmers lacked.
Sour Gnats in Blackberries.-Data
obtained by Dr. D. F. HoHman, of the University of Tennessee Bacteriology Department, on
the 1944 frozen blackberry pack, show that sour gnats (J)roso/,hilllf
spp.) were present in alarming numbers. The infestation represents an adulteration, which if continued will seriously curtail a
new crop estimated in 194~iat $600,000.
Special Circular 235 of the University of Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service suggests control measures. In a review of
the literature no similar case was found. It appears that the problem is new and that original data must be secured.
On May 30, 1945, there was a conference of representatives of
the University of Tennessee, the Tennessee Valley Authority, and
industry, in which it was agreed that certain tests should be conducted on the source of infestation and other pertinent factors. The
Commerce Department of TVA got samples from the vicinity of
Spring City, Tennessee. Berries were obtained under various conditions, placed in sealed cans, and frozen. Dr. Holtman analyzed
the samples by the approved method of the Federal Food and 1)rug
Administra tion.
Results show that a natural infestation occurs in the field on
sound berries. This infestation is small, however, and may be kept
so by proper handling of the fruit after picking. Berries left in an
open shed, such as is found under average conditions, rapidly hecame infested. The count approximately doubled during every 12
hours of exposure after picking. Injured berries at the end of 12
hours' exposure after picking have an infestation equal to that of
sound berries after 24 hours' exposure. The data obtained on sound
berries are shown in table 52.
Observations on egg laying showed that the flies preferred to
place their eggs in juice of injured berries. Only a very few eggs
were laid on berries that had no broken juice cells.
Washing the fruit reduced the count; vigorous washing removed all of the infestation. It is possible that certain types of
washers will practically eliminate the insects.
Pea Aphis.-In East Tennessee, about 1500 acres of peas were
grown for canning. The season was favorable for the aphis; approximately 100,000 pounds of rotenone dust was applied by air-
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Eggs

Picked and placed
in the fidd ..Pickell
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in open shed
P ickc{l in quart
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('nllti

boxes and
12 hours"
hox(~s and

in open Hhcd 2·1 hours
Picked

in quart

~ __?rc!1 ~h~

UOX('S

36

and

.ott <llll'l'
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Total

1.7

0.0

0.0

14.2

expo:.:,ed
expo:-wd

_". ".. _

1:J.5

28.7

;;11.;;

48.1>

('xpo~-;('d

hOI.lrs

plane to control the pest. Control measures were made difficult by
cool and rainy weather the last of April and mORtof May.
Spiders.-SpiderR are a Rummertime pest. They are troublesome chiefly in dairy barns, because of the webs, which not only
catch dURtbut are a source of discomfort to workers. Barns offer
a good environment; there are many places for the spinning of webs,
and flies breeding in manure furnish the spiders with plenty of food.
Laboratory teRts with dusts of 5 percent DDT, 20 percent
sabadilla, 5 percent and 10 percent benzene hexachloride, and 2%
percent P-C-H, showed that DDT and benzene hexachloride were
the most potent. The last-named material gave a very quick knockdown. In the University dairy barn, 5 percent DDT was applied
as a dust and a spray, and 5 percent benzene hexachloride as a dust.
Observations indicated that 5 percent DDT as a residual Rpray perhap8 gave beRt control. The spiders were readily killed with benzene hexachloride, but reinfestation developed. Although the resUltRare not conclu8ive, it appears that 5 percent DDT aRa residual
spray for flieRwill directly reduce the spider population by removing a large source of food and alRo by toxic action.

HOME ECONOMICS
Florence L. MacLeod and Mary L. Dodds
RETENTION

OF ASCORBIC Acm

IN FOODS

The food study conducted in 1944, which had as an objective
the correlation of findings based on institutional procedures and
laboratory-controlled conditions, waR continued in a series of experiments planned by the Southern Cooperative Group of nutrition
\vorkers. The design for experimental work drawn up for the
group in March 1945 was followed for the purpose of determining
the effect of fat addition on the retention of ascorbic acid in fresh
Rpinach and cabbage. Fat additions were made at 0, 2, 4, and 6
percent of the raw material, and the cooking was done on four separate days in the same vessel, the order being randomized. AnalyseRwere made for ascorbic acid (indophenol, photoelectric method),
drv weight, and fat. The fat extraction was done on the dried
sample by a blendor extraction with Skellysolve B, and can be con-
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sidered only as an estimation.
Preliminary
work, however, had
shown its value.
Because of the interest of this Laboratory
in the calculation of
retentions
of any nutritive
entity and the recognition that neither
the wet- nor dry-weight
basis permitted
valid calculations
except
when moisture loss was the only change (Progress Report No.1).
the data furnished
by these experiments
were analyzed with dryweight variations
as the objective.
The conclusions presente(l are
based on the analyses of the data by the statistician
for the Southern Cooperative Group, Dr. R. E. Comstock, of the Department
of
Experimental
Statistics
of the North Carolina Experiment
Station.
The findings, in brief, are:
1. Ascorbic-acid retention was not affected by the addition of
fat.
Since different lots of vegetable were used on different days.
there was a marked variation in the ascorbic acid content, but the
fat was not a factor in changing it in the course of the cooking.
2. For cabbage, the average retention was 31.8 percent for the
drained cooked vegetable and 45.5 percent for the drained liquid.
making a total retention of 77.ij percent.
For spinach, the drained
cooked vegetable retained ijfl.6 percent and the drained liquid 35.8
percent, making a total retention of 75.4 percent.
3. The dry \veights increased as the fat additions increased.
but there existed no accurate means of determining
i'etention of
ascorbic acid from knowledge only of amount of nutrient per unit
weight of dry matter in the cooked drained vegetable.
Even if the
amount of dry matter contributed
by added fat were known, the
loss of dry matter into the cooking' water would upset the computation of retention.
These data and conclusions have verified the already express(~d
belief that retentions
of ascorbic acid cannot be calculated for a
processed food from a knowledge of the amount of the nutrient
present per unit weight before and after the processing.
Progress reports are being prepared by this Laboratory
on the
basis of cooking studies done in the last part of 1fl44 and as a participant in the Southern Cooperative Project.
As national chairman on cauliflower for the National Cooperative Pro.iect on the Preservation
of Food Nutrients,
the junior author has prepared a bibliography
on cauliflower.
An effort made to
bring together the current work in the field on this commodity has
not been successful.
HUMAN

EXPERIMENTS

An experiment
of 8 weeks' duration on the human requirement
of ascorbic acid was conducted in January
and February
with i)
subjects.
Urine and blood analyses were made daily acconling to
the plan reported in 1943.
Because of the irregularities
reported
in 1fl44 for the summer experiment,
it seemed wise to check the
winter behavior.
In the main this experiment
corroborated
our
published work and served to emphasize the abnormalities
of the
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previous summer. These data, along with the earlier findings, were
submitted to the Department of Experimental Statistics of the
North Carolina Experiment Station. The data have not been fully
analyzed, but two suspected points have been verified:
]. Repeated use of the same subject on experiment is not
fl'uitful, as the results are so reproducible as to make the data unbalanced.
2. The variation of plasma values for a single individual at
any level of intake is so much smaller than the differences between
individuals that the most productive line of investigation is to follow
a larger number of subjects, but with less frequent analyses.
A summer experiment with 6 subjects was run from June 19
to .July 23. A Latin square design was followed which should give
information for both increases and decreases of intake. The blood
values were the expected ones, but, as in the first summer, urinary
returns were abnormal. This result had been considered a possible
metabolic adjustment to summer heat.
The work in the summer of 1945 disclosed the fact that there
is a photosensitized destruction of reduced ascorbic acid in the
urine to dehydroascorbic acid. Experiments were then conducted
\vhich revealed the following facts:
]. There is a photosensitized destruction of J'educed ascorbic
acid in urine.
2. The change goes only to the dehydro stage.
3. Riboflavin, a normal constituent of urine. is one of the factors in this change.
4. The reaction does not proceed in the ahsence of oxygen.
A review of the literature failed to show that light had been
recognized as effective in the destruction of reduced ascorhic acid in
urine, although its effect on ascorbic acid in whey and in synthetic
solutions of ascorhic acid and flavins has been reported. Riboflavin
acts as the hydrogen acceptor and itself is changed to the leuco
form, which suggests that the recog'nized loss of ascorbic acid and
riboflavin in milk on exposure to light is a linked destruction. Other
fluorescent substances also mav be effective. A continuation of
this work has shown the same ~hange to take place in hlood serum
before precipitation of the protein.
This finding has accounted for the abnormalities in the urine
"aIues of the summer work. The collecting j:11'S which are taken
home have ample chance for exposure to effective daylight, which
in the winter is not a significant factor. In the winter our results
have been fairlv constant. Future analvses of urine will be made
b~' the Roe method. which givE'Sdata for"total ascorbic acid.
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HORTICULTURE
EXPERIMENTS AT KNOXVILLE STATION
Brooks D. Drain and Joan W. Odell
NURSERY

A good crop of {''1'r/IS c!llfl'r\'!lll!l
seed waKharvested and samples
were furnished to locitl nurserymen. The rest of the seed was saved
for departmental use. Various methods of harvesting and cleaning
the seed were tried out.
A small planting of foundation stock of each of the 6 fruit
varieties-l
pear, 2 red raspberries, and 3 strawberries-recently
introduced, was maintained as a source of propagating material.
FIRE-BLIGHT

RESISTANCE

Orient, a new blight-resistant pear. was named and released.
No trees are available for planting, but nurserymen are growing
a supply. About 20 promising seedlingK from the pear-bree(lillg
project are on trial at various experiment stations in the eastern
United States. The pear plots produced an unusually large crOll
at both Knoxville and Clarksville, and man~Tseedlings fruited for
the first time. A large number of seedlings were discarded becausp
of poor fruit or other undesirable characters. Several thousand
fire-blight inoculations were made in trees in the nursery row, an(l
seedlings that blighted were destroyed. A few crosses were made
and hybrid seed saved. Care of the various pear plots is taxing
the capacity of this Department, as help is Rcarce; and new seedlings are therefore limited to replacements.
SHRUBS AND FLOWERS

A trial of various roses for roadside beautification and as covers for banks and cuts was started many years ago. American
Pillar is a tall, vigorous grower and very healthy. It tends to crowd
out other varieties in a mixed planting. Aviator Bleriot is a very
attractive rose for this purpose. The shiny, healthy foliage am]
beautiful buds tempt the passing public to gather bouquets. This
variety should not be used in mixed plantings, as taller-growing'
sorts crowd it.
A trial of 22 varieties of hybrid day lilies have been growing
for a number of years. These new varieties are of many colors,
make a vigorous growth, and are very healthy. The earliest sorts
bloom in May; the latest in July, with a few stray blossoms apnearing until late September. These new lilies were developed llY a
number of breeders, and should find a permanent place in Temwssee gardens.
A new sweet pea with '1 range of 12 colors was on trial here
the past summer. This new variety was introduced to the public in
the fall as the Cuthbertson sweet pea. It is outstanding in its
production of long stems and its ability to withstall(l high tempera-
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tures. The flowering season of the Cuthbertson is between that of
the winter flowering and summer flowering Spencer strains. This
new variety promises to be well suited to Tennessee climate.
RASPBERRIES

AND BLACKBERRIES

The Department is still struggling with the problem of securing certain species or varieties to be used as parents.
A. J. Sharp,
of the Botany Department of the University, sent this Department
both raspberry and blackberry seed from Mexico. Another lot of
N1tIJ1fS
seed was secured from Okinawa, through the courtesy of
Brig. Gen. O. P. Smith. Small populations of blackberry and black
raspberry hybrids were set in the field, and many seedlings should
fruit in 1946. Circular No. 92, published in October, describes Tennessee Luscious red raspberry. Efforts to develop an easier method
of propagating this variety have had little success. Once established, it usually grows and produces well, but the shortage of plants
limits its usefulness. A number of selections of wild blackberries
were located and marked near Crossville.
TREE .FRUITS

Apple varieties that originated farther north, such as Early
McIntosh, usually drop badly and are of questionable value. The
Methley plum escaped cold injury in the spring and produced a
large crop. Cherries showed some cold injury and produced a small
crop.
PYRETHRUM

The senior author visited the Republic of Haiti in April and
May. Samples of blossoms for assaying were taken from plots at
Haitian experiment stations, at elevations over 5000 feet, and shipped back for analysis. Assays were made for total pyrethrins by
the McLaughlin-Gormley-King Company, of Minneapolis, and found
to average much higher than pyrethrum blossoms from similar
seedlings grown in the United States at lower altitudes. Similar
assays reported by Gnadinger, from Kenya, Africa, support the
theory that high elevations in the tropics produce pyrethrum blossoms that assay high in pyrethrins.
Eleven clonal strains developed in Tennessee were shipped to Haiti and planted on government
land. The pyrethrum planting at Limestone, Tennessee, was dis<.:ontinued.
VEGETABLES

Garden Beans.-Urd garden bean hybrids secured from crosses made in previous years were found to be susceptible to mosaic.
This lack of disease resistance would ruin the hybrids for commercial planting. Further breeding work was planned so as to increase
resistance to this disease. Crosses with a number of garden-bean
varieties were tried.
Table 53 gives yields of a number of garden-bean varieties in
the spring plantings. Logan gave the highest yields and Tender-
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green the lowest, their relative productivity being the same as in
the Regional Vegetable Breeding Laboratory trials. Logan is very
uniform and of excellent quality.
TABLE

53--

I'(,/,

Yid!fs

April

Fairmont
Bountiful
Strinj.des;-; Bl. Valentine
I«('yntonian
Green

Po(l

in

1/3f-iO-acrc

Ih'aJls1

May 1 lJlantingPound;-;
'7\IG1.4
77\1·1.0
;)!15i'i.O
;)i2n;7
!)l~~)A
ilO:~~.(i
·15!11.S
,1:~5f)_O
:n'lli.(l

POlluds
7516.H
7704.0
!);J64.0
5D76.fi
4filH.H
'1n7S.2
BOSH.H
:U1H.0
:1142.~

;j,U-j,1.S

'Tcn(l('rgr('cn
grown

1 lllanting

slla!,

57GO.O
S202.0
GID4.g
r;;-Hi4.0
:nfiO.O

T'lentifuI
lnpans

of

Pounds
R40(;.O
7RH4.0
{i552.0

Logan
Shipp •• Grccn

rl\~nn.

acn'

plots.

Processed Vegetables.- Turnips, mustard, broccoli, ann garoen
peas were grown for the General Chemistry Department for processing.
Five varieties were included in the garoen-pea trials. Wanoo,
which was put on the market last year by the Regional Vegetable
Breeding Laboratory at Charleston, South Carolina, again gave
very good results. Little Marvel, Wando, and Laxton's Progress
No.9 produced the largest yields.
Asparagus.- The best crowns in the 010 asparagus bed were
divided and' a new planting was started. The old planting will be
oiscontinued as soon as the new one is well establisherl.
Sweetpotatoes.-Despite
a poor stand of sweetpotatoes, which
necessitated some replanting, there was little variation among the
plots. Plants were set deep ann shallow in alternate sections of
each row. The record gives no indication that depth of planting
influences yield (see table 54).
Tomatoes.-Low temperatures and wet weather when the first
blossoms were setting caused most of the tomatoes to orop. As
a result, tomato vields this veal' were low. Eighteen varieties \vere
includeo in the trial. Essa~y, Baltimore, and Rutgers were high
yielders as usual. Essary \vas outstanding in its uniformity of yield.
Valiant Clndan unnamed varietv which is still on trial were at the
top with the stanr1aro varieties:
TAB!.E

54-Coll/rarati·;,,'

.\'i,'lds ra
!f,'cr

Variety
Naney

POllnd~
10,BfiH.4
10,005.li
"L 0,12::\.2
0,000.0
H,227.2

Rico

Unit 1 Porto Rieo
Porto MonHlo
Louisiana No. jl
10n('

bushel

equals

(if

S7['cc!I'o!a/ocs

(rmli

shallow

of

Shallo"\v

Colt1

Edi~·,.Lo Porto

(/o·c

50

IHHlDtls.

(///(/

rlal/til/!!.

P()t1nd~
1Il"lH.~
~l.~G·1.4
~l,S(; 1 . Ii
!).:t~(j.4
S,n2k.O

}'ound",
IO.·10ti,;)
10,:~:W.!l
!),B·10.1l
!).·1:~2.0
R.S~2.G

all

lllot:-,

l!Hi.~
lSRJi
1;) 1.7
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CORN

The corn rootworm destroyed a large part of the earlier plantings of sweet corn and made the stand so irregular that no experimental records were taken.

EXPEIW\1ENTS

AT CLARKSVILLE

Brooks D. Drain
BLIGHT-RESISTANT

PEARS

This could be called a test year for blight-susceptible
pear seedlings at Clarksville.
Trees that had shown no blight for many years
developed a small amount this year. The pear orchard produced
a large crop, and many seedlings fruited for the first time. A large
number of seedlings were discarded because of poor fruit or other
undesirable
characters.
Scions were gathered
for propagation
of
some of the more promising varieties.
There remain in this planting ~:ntrees in good condition.
BLIG HT- RESIST ANT CHESTNUTS

Trees of CrlS!rllI{'{/
7ll0!iSSilllrl,
a Chinese blight-resistant
chestnut,
were transplanted
to field conditions in 19~2, and have been fruiting for a number of years. They have produced good crops of
chestnuts when planted on fertile soil. On soil of low fertility, they
have made less satisfactory
growth and suffered higher mortality.

EXPERIMENTS

AT WEST TENNESSEE

STATION

Jackson
J. P. Overcash
STIL"-WBERRY

BREEDING

and Brooks D. Drain
AND INHERITANCE

STUDIES

The three new strawberry
varieties that were developed, to,l!:dher with a promising selection, were tested in a variety trial.
There were 6 randomized plots of each variety.
The results for the
season, calculated in crates (24 quarts) Del' acre, were as follows:
nJakemore,
94.5: Tennessee
Supreme, 264.5; Tennessee
Shipper,
296.~; Tennessee Beauty, 250.2; Tennessee Seedling Number 393,
227.~; and McClintock, 164.~.
From the strawberry
breeding program of former years, 126
selections were tested for yield and fruit characteristics.
The yields
of many of these selections were very good, ranging from 33 to
1)88 crates per acre. Of these selections 23 were saved and will be
fruited again in another location.
Five are to be propagated
and
tested in randomized
plots. If they perform
satisfactorily
they
should be placed in grower tests.
Six hundred seedling strawberry
clans were fruited for the
first time this year. The plant and fruit characteristics
of each
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hill were recorded. Fifty-two seedling hills were selected for further trial, because they are possible new varieties or else contain
characteristics which may be useful in further breeding work.
PEACH

VARIETIES

Fifteen peach varieties were fruited and individual tree yield
records were made. All fruit picked was weighed and counted and
the average weight was thus obtained. Polly had the largest fruit
(table 55), although it was somewhat soft for shipping. Redelberta and Mikado averaged small. Erly-Red-Fre is a good variety of
its season and worthy of further trial.
TABLE

55-Dates

of han'est,
yields, and Humber of peaches
several <'arieties in the peach ,,'ariety trial.

Variety

Dale

of

per bushel

Average yield
per tree

harvest

for

Avenll ..~l'
peaches
1)('1'
bllshd

Bushels

Nurnlwr

J une
.June
June
June
June
July
July
.July
July

12-1~

3.1

297

14-22
IS-July
2
2K-.July \)
2S-July 9
12-24
13-27
12-2:1
25-26

.l.ti
G.O

~2,1

H.edelberta

July

20-2fi

Polly

July
.July

2:J-30
27

6.0
6.1
4.G

Mikado
.
Erly-Red-Fre
.
Fisher _..__
Raritan Rose _"'.
Fair Beauty
. _
Goldeneast
l)aeemaker
.... __
Flaming
Gold

Early Elberta

4.0

July

;·Hl-Alig'. G

,

,July

27-:JO

Elberta

I

July

2:j-i\ug.

--'--

.. ------

-_

..

2G7
~4:1

4.!l

f'umm(-'l'crest
Sungold
Georgia
Bt':'lle

t)

241
2:J5

4.:1

"---_.-'-

G.1

182

5.1
rl.5

241
~l~
27';
1(;·1
~21
262

5.0
5.3
6.2

~40
196

SMALL FRUITS

Raspberry Varieties.-The yields of several raspberry varieties
and selections from the red raspberry breeding program were recorded. This variety trial was set in March 1943. It has been
mulched continuously with straw since that time. Table 56 presents
season-of-ripening and yield data. Tennessee Luscious made a high
yield of large, firm berries that rated very good in quality. About
25 percent of the season's crop of Tennessee Autumn is produced
T,\BI.E

56--Yields

1'<'1'

Variety

or

acre of .,"",'cral re'd-raspIJerry
selection

<urieties

Early yiehl
May 22-J n ne 2.
Pints

Indian

Summer

TenneHsee
Lu~ciou~
Lathanl
_
Tpnnes"ee
Scedling

2R89
945

608
:J208
2313

W211

.Marcy
Teunessp('
Sunrise
TennCSHet'
St. Regis
TennessP€
Tennessee
Tc'nness('e

S{'(~dling

Seedling
Autumn
Scedlinl.!:

Taylor
IDoeH Hot

X844
Yk:~n

.
include

the fall

('rOll.

1945.

Total
:yicld
l\lay 2:2-.J LITH' 1:~

Pints
J;n;;g
H02
2480
504R
;jG·1~
lS21

797

7K4
Hl
1935
2268
1432

X:i:~8

Seedling

and selcctions,

:Jm7
10()~1
I

~151
:16!J4

18208

2696

585R

1354

28Rl
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in the fall, and was not recorded. Marcy, from the breeding work
at Geneva, N. Y., produced a large crop of berries of pleasing quality. Tennessee Seedling X344 produced a good crop of mediumsized fruit that handled well and more than half of it matured early
in the season.
Vine Berry Varieties.-A
vine berry variety trial was set in
March 1944 with 3 randomized plots of each variety. The yields
in 1945 are shown in table 57.
TABLE

57--Yields

in craie's (24 !!!tilrts) jler acre, for se','cral"inc
,,'arieties, 1945.

Variety
-CamCl'OIl

Lucrt'tia
"!\{'cta I'herl'y

Thornle~D
Thornless
Thorny

Thorny

Boysen herry
Young-herry

Boysen lH'rry

Young-herry

-

Ear ly yield per acre
May 28-J une 8
Grates
100
48
54
162
140
5X
110

I

berry

Total yield per acre
May 28-June 20
----_ _--Grates
122
49
.....

9X

I

168
144
97
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VEGETABLES

Cabbage Trials.-A cabbage variety trial involving 8 randomized plots of each variety gave the results shown in table 58. Golden
Acre produced a large part of its crop early in the season. Green
Acre, Marion Market, and Globe were late in developing marketable heads. Golden Acre and Copenhagen Market developed somewhat smaller heads than the other varieties in this trial.
A plant-spacing trial was conducted with Golden Acre cabbage
in which plants were spaced 12, 15, 18, and 24 inches apart in rows
3 feet apart. There were 8 randomized plots of each spacing. The
results are presented in figure 52. Yields increased with closer spacing down to 12 inches. The average weights per head, in pounds,
from the various spacings were: 12 inches, 1.91; 15 inches, 2.11; 18
inches, 2.31 : 24 inches, 2.44.
TONS PER ACRE
Three metho I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14
ods of growing
SPACED 12 INCHES
and handling cabbage plants were
SPACED IS INCHES •••::::::::::::
SPACED 18 INCHES ~
use d and the
plants were then
SPACED 24 INCHES ~I!IIIIIII!IIIIIII!IIIIIII!IIIIIII!IIIIIII!IIIIIII!IIIIIII!IIIIII~
tested in the field
Fig. 52-Yields of Golden Acre cabhage at various spacings. West
in a trial with 8
Tennessee Station. 1945.
randomized plots
of each treatment. One lot of seed was sown broadcast in the hotbed, and the plants were grown without transplanting. Another lot
\vas sown in the greenhouse, and when the plants were large enough
to transplant they were moved to the hotbed and spaced 2x2 inches
for one treatment and 3x3 inches for another treatment. The yields,
in tons per acre, from these plants in the randomized trial were:
hroadcast, 6.52; spaced 2 inches apart in bed, 7.80; spaced 3 inches

F-~----r--r~-'----'------'---,-'----'--::-J
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alld S;,~l'S of heads

of se"'l'm1
Early
May

Pflr

aen'

'rOllS

COlwnhagt'l1
Market
Dt'troit
I{('sistant
I~~arlykrop
Gloht>
Colden
Acre
CrpPI1
Acre
Hcndprson
Premie!"
Marion
Market
RacinE.'
Markel

'1.72
4.S!i
4.47

.07

Av.

Wt.

11('1'

Pounds
~.(il
2.tU
2.;J1

~.:JO

,1.:3.1
.10

:1.58

:J.O'

.:W

of ea!JlJa,!j(', 1945,

Total
yj(lI(l
May 25-81, .June 7, 1;{,

yj('ld
25-:~1

2.H2
:~.Hi
2.l1S
:1.20

fi.~)fi

'.'ar;el;"s

Iwad

:n.

:2.>-

;;(:::o~~rer\~'

~~;U~~I~ IHad

S,g:,
!1.27

~.82
10.:12
S.S:)
11.17
X.90
11.:14
10.Ii:J

2.'1"
2.7[)

:!.50
~,90
2AS

:U:,
2.,\:--;
:L~:1
2.%

apart in bed, 8.51. The average weights per head were: broadcast,
2.05 pounds; spaced 2 inches apart in bed, 2.32 pounds; spaced 3
inches apart in bed, 2.48 pounds.
Sweetpotatoes.-A
small quantity of open-pollinated sweetpotato seed was secured from the Louisiana Station. This seed was
planted in flats, shifted to pots, and transferred to the field in the
spring. The plants were set 4x4 feet apart. Notes on shape of root.
external and internal color, number, and weight of sweetpotatoes
were recorded. Seven superior seedlings were isolated from ahout
500.
Queen Mary produced a very attractive crop, but the total yield
was not large. Nancy Gold gaV{~the largest yield, averaging 327
bushels per acre.
The Cole strain of Porto Rico from Hartsville, South Carolina.
out yielded other strains of this variety, averaging 294 bushels per
acre.
Hay-Straw Test with Sweetpotatoes.-Annual
applications of
2.5 tons of oat straw. 2.5 tons of alfalfa hay, and a combination of
the two have been plowed under for 4 seasons on replicated plots.
Crops of tomatoes were grown the first 3 years, followed hy a crall
of cabbage. There were also untreated plots and a series receiving
mineral fertilizer only. These plots were used to determine the
residual effects of these treatments by planting to Porto Rico sweetpotato, no applications of hay or straw being made this season.
Oat-straw plots averaged about the same as untreated plots. Alfalfa-hay plots in all cases showed larger yields than the checks.
Sweet-Corn Varieties.-- Ten sweet-corn varieties were tested in
a variety trial with 4 randomized plots of each variet.v. Each plot
contained two guard rows from which no records were made. The
yields are shown in table 59.
The greatest amount of corn earworm injury was found on
Golden Cross Bantam, loana, Silver Cross Bantam, Top Flight Bantam, and Tristate; the least on Pontiac, Tennessee Sweet Hybrid,
and Aristogold Bantam Evergreen.
Garden Sage.-Cultural
trials with garden sage have been carried out for the past 4 years, and an account of the work has been
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alld a-,'cra!Je wei!Jhts of car for
,Iarielies, 1945.

Varid.\

Al'i",togold

Bantam

Coldl'll

CI'OSS

(;()Idt'tl

H:yhrid

Ears

2,t;)~1

((lana

I'onliac
Silv('l' Gross

se7'eraI

ppr

Bant.am

Pounds
~X4X
:;Il~

\Vt.
of
in
husk

.491

55f)(j

.lio:l
.5G1

7fiO
G:JO

(i~HIO
:l~XX
:HH)(;
4704
1X7~
~7~2

.Gl 1
,;;04
.!i!Ir;
.Gfil
.fi(;!)

725
,00

ear

Pound
.G21

;){)!):1

(jti:>

llyhrid
SW(,pt
Top Flight
Bantam
Tristat(·

A-v.

K<!O
(j()O

'!'('w!vrrll(ls1
'1\'IlIl('SSl'(,
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sweet-corll

<lC'rc

Dozens
(i50
;-)25
7R5

EvergTeen

Bantam
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published. I G Fifteen clonal strains have been isolated and propagated on the basis of vegetative characters. Further selection on the
basis of oil content was started in cooperation with Magnus, Mabee,
& Reynard, Inc. The highest oil strain isolated to date contained
1.6 percent, the lowest .9 percent. Further extractions are planned.

PLANT PATHOLOGY
C. D. Sherbakoff
Studies of plant diseases and measures for their control, such
as the use of fungicides and the breeding of disease-resistant plants,
were necessarily restricted during the year 1945 to the more important phases of the projects previously initiated. This was due
to the shortage in personnel. Much of the work on cotton, tomato,
watermelon, and the use of fungicides on raspberries was done by
.James M. Epps, at the West Tennessee Experiment Station, Jackson. PracticallY all work on tobacco diseases and a considerable
part of that on"strawberries and tomatoes was done by Dennis H.
Latham, at the Highland Rim Station, Springfield.
NEW FUNGICIDES

Of the new fungicides, only Fermate, an organic sulfur compound, was tested, on raspberries, at the West Tennessee Station.
The results obtained from various treatments" during the past
three years are given in table 60.
The one-year results with Fermate indicate that it may profitably replace the other materials for spraying raspberries in foliage.
Results with different treatments during the three seasons indicate
that at the first harvest season raspberries may be left entirely unsprayed; that during the second season delayed-dormant spraying
may be all that is needed; and that from the third season all of the
Hod.

1(;Ch'(.rcash .. 1. 1'.. Propagation
and
S('i. ·Hi: :HG-34!1. ,1 fig-s., 1 table.

1'In
11, July

1!H5. delayed-dormant
14, and August
10.

depending primarily

Culture of Gm'dt'n
Aug.

Sage

in

'l\'nnessee.

Pro('.

ArneI'.

Sew.

1!)45.

spray
was appli('d
on
During:
the other
seasons

March
K and the
foliage
thl' dates
of applicatioll

on the development of the raspberries.

f,pl'ays

vari('d

on April
snmf"wha1..
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effccts

af variolls

s/'rajJs all ras/,berry

),ields.

() timp:,;, in sin~.d('-row plot~. the () pl()t~ totaling-

Delayed-dormant and
Copper (26%.4-50)
Delayed-dormant and
Copper (26 % dust)
Delayed-dormant and

'I'ennH,spc
spray
·
·
Tenne8see
with 10l]~, wheat flour
I~"'ermate (2-100) spray
!2~!~~ed-d~rm_~~-.!-,_
an~!__i~?--=~Obordeaux
....
II

.'l('r('.

EI4:J

1944

19,15

Pints
~40
292

Pin hi

,

rints
220
211

1

202

2GG

191

201

292

in

162

260

23·1
172

Tr{'atment

~~~~ed~d~;~;;~t(l-li(O)l;;;;,,~;;;if;,I1:)·'.' ..·.··•......

1/20

..

121;
H·j

treatments employed in the test-the
delayed-dormant and the
three foliage sprays-may
be applied with profit. Of the four foliage-spray materials, the 26'/t copper dust and the 4-2-50 bordeaux
appear to be the least satisfactory. Figure 53 illustrates the value
of summer spray.

Fi2'. 53-Better

growth of raspherries

re!sulting from

SumnH'T

spray.

WHEAT

The object of the wheat-breeding project is to develop rustresistant wheats well adapted to culture under Tennessee conditions.
In 1937, a number of rust-susceptible, selected pure lines of
soft winter wheats-Leap, Trumbull, Forward, Fulcaster, Bluestem,
Fultz, and several others- and four rust-resifltant wheats-HopeHussas, Ceres H44, Supreza, and Kenya-were crossed in all possible combinations. A number of double crosses and back crosses on
some of our best selectionfl of floft winter wheats were made in l!)~R
and again in 1939.
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In 19~8 and 1939, the F1 (first generation) seed of the crosses
were varnalized-sprouted
seedlings having been kept for 60 days
at around ~6° F.-and grown in the greenhouse. The F~ seed thus
obtained was started in the greenhouse in small pots and set out in
the field the same season.
Beginning with F ~ seed, the plantings invariably were made
in single-plant progeny groups, in head rows, planted with spaced
individual kernels to permit selection of individual plants. In the
1943 harvest, some segregates appeared to be acceptably uniform
and somewhat promising for yield tests, in rod rows, and, in 1944,
even in larger plots. The wheats showed considerable variation,
however, especially in their reaction to different rusts. Only this
year's harvest gave sufficient evidence of acceptable uniformity in
main characters of the different selections-at
least in some lines.
Hence, in October 1945, 38 of the older selections were planted in the
regular yield-test plots, and the 579 remaining single-plant selections made from the wheat harvested in 1945 were planted in rod
rows. This season was the first in which no single-kernel planting
of any of the wheats was made.
From the next planting season there will be enough seed of the
older hybrid segregate selections for uniform yield tests and for an
increase in the most promising ones-those showing relative freedom from rust, resistance to lodging, high yield, and grain quality.
In regard to the grain quality, it may be stated that 10 of the
better lines exhibited a wide range of protein content. On the basis
of 14-percent moisture, they ranged from 7.46 percent to 13.21 percent for the softest and hardest of the wheats, and from ~un percent to 11.1;1percent for the others. This indicates that Tennessee
is in position to produce for our millers, at their order, almost any
grade of wheat, from the softest biscuit to the hard bread class.
The wheats that are being developed now can and should be still
further improved. Some new crosses, therefore, were made in 1944.
TOBACCO

Tobacco wildfire was very conspicuous in many plant beds in
the State this year, but the weather through the growing season
did not favor the disease, and hence no serious damage was reported. Spraying of the beds with bordeaux as soon as the first plants
begin to show, and sanitation applied to plant beds and adjacent
ground, are recommended (see Tenn. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 186).
In the work with mosaic of dark-fired tobacco, at the Highland
Rim Station, 32 different mosaic-resistant lines were grown. All
of these tobaccos were highly resistant to the common strains of
mosaic virus. All plants, both of the resistant tobacco and of the
mosaic-susceptible check, were inoculated. The latter were 100-percent infected, while none of the mosaic-resistant plants showed the
typical mottling. The quality of the tobacco from these resistant
lines will not be determined until the tobaccos have been graded and
prepared for the market.
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RED CLOVER

Anthracnose-resistant
red clover was developed by Bain and
Essary!' some forty years ago, and shortly the clover known as
Tennessee Resistant became common in the southeastern section of
the red clover-growing states.
Red clovers are practically self-sterile. Hence, the Tennessee
Resistant variety represents a mixture of great variations of plant
and seed characteri'i. This is true also in regard to anthracnose resistance. The desirability of improving red clover in general, and
of developing a clover with greater plant uniformity and anthracnose resistance was obvious. Moreover, powdery mildew disease of
red clover became very general in the United States and required
development of i'itrains resistant to this disease also.
For these reasons, in 1929 the late S. H. Essary initiated a general program of red clover studies. To start with, he brought together all varieties and strains of red clover that he could obtain
from a considerable number of farmers and seedsmen in the United
States and from many other countries. The long-time project, unfortunately, was terminated by his death, in 1935. Since one of the
important aims of Essary's red clover project was the development
of a more uniformly anthracnose and powdery mildew-resistant
clover, the studies after his death were transferred to the Plant
Pathology Department. Essary's project also called for the earmarking of resistant clover by uniform seed-color and plant characters. The writer, therefore, has given about equal attention also
to these characters.
Since red clover is practically self-sterile, to produce uniform
lines out of the mixture it was necessary first to resort to hand
crossing of like plants whenever found, and then to crossing, either
by hand or with the assistance of bumble bees under wire cages, of
plants of similar characters within the same progenies and between
different progenies. The plants always were started in the greenhouse, potted, and then set out in fields, properly spaced to permit
the study of their individual characters and utilization of the plants
for further breeding.
By 1941, a number of red clover lines of fair uniformity in resistance to anthracnose and powdery mildew and in seed and plant
characters had thus been developed. An increase in seed of the mon~
promising lines was made by Epps at Jackson, in isolated small field
plots, and the seed was used for comparison of the lines as to their
agricultural value. The field tests at Jackson in 1944, and especiall,\'
in 1945, in comparison with a commercial Tennessee Resistant clovel'; and at Knoxville, in the uniform nursery tests conducted in cooperation with the United States Department of Agriculture an(l
several other experiment stations, showed that the highly inbred
lines developed here lost some of their vigor. To increase the clover's vigor, by cross pollination, will be the next step in the breeding.
I."Tenn.

Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 7fi_l~lOfi.
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COTTON

In the tests this year with wilt-resistant cottons, developed
from various hybrids, primarily obtained in 1938 and 1939 from
crosses of Sea Island x upland varieties, certain lines apparently
showed a satisfactory degree of uniformity in the more important
characters. The lines with best lint percent and staple length, and
especially with the strongest lint, are saved for next season's tests.
The more promising of the cottons will be tested again in the greenhouse, under conditions of inoculation with the wilt fungus, for their
reaction to wilt.
STRA WHERRIES

Strawberry

test plots with disease-resistant

sorts developed

by this Department had been grown by the writer at Knoxville and
by Mr. Latham at Springfield. At Knoxville, the unusually dry sum-

mer destroyed about half the plots, rendering the yield-comparison
clata of 1945 of no significance.
In regard to the test at Springfield, Mr. Latham states that it
showed two selections to be of special interest. The strawberry 4818 produced reasonably good rows of plants and good fruit. It probably would be a very fine berry for the home garden. And the selection 136 appears to be an exceptionally high-yielding kind, giving
a yield of 5334 quarts per acre against 3342 for Blakemore. This
strawberry was originally selected at Portland, in 1943, because of
its much higher yield than Blakemore during that season. At Knoxville it has not shown such yielding capacity. The difference may
be due to some unfavorable weather condition at Knoxville. A few
seasons' tests should determine the cause.
TOMATOES

Tomato tests, in relation to wilt, have been carried on at Jackson and Knoxville, with a view to further improvement in our tomato wilt-resistant crosses. The tomatoes were grown in the field in
soil mildly to severely infested with the wilt fungus. Some recently
developed wilt-resistant tomatoes continued to yield better than the
older wilt-resistant, commercially available varieties, such as Rutgers and Marglobe. Some newer varieties-Pennred,
developed by
the Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station, and Mildglobe,
of Hastings Seed Company-also appear to be of sufficient interest
to be tested further.
Second-generation crosses made at Knoxville and Jackson to
combine desirable characters of several distinct tomato varieties,
had been tested at both locations, and a number of the more promising selections were made from them. These will be subjected to
wilt-resistance test by inoculation with the wilt fungus. The degree
of effectiveness of the wilt-resistance test when tomatoes are inoculated with the fungus is shown in figure 54.
The writer has been working on the assumption that the wiltresistant tomatoes now available, while unquestionably superior to
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old wilt-susceptible favorites in the presence of wilt, probably are
not as high-yielding as the latter where there is no wilt. To determine whether this is true, and if so to what extent, a test was conducted at Springfield this year. Four wilt-resistant varieties proved to be best when wilt was present in the soil; one orange-colored
variety developed by the Pennsylvania Station and three old favorites were grown on a piece of ground where no tomatoes had previously been grown, so far as could be determined. They were grown
in small one-row plots, in randomized triplicate, with plants unstak-
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ed, and in the same manner as staked plants. Thus the same variety
was grown in 6 replications. Owing to the extreme drouth, the yield
was very low for all varieties, with a high percentage of fruit affected with blossom-end rot. The yield data, however, show a consistent
trend in practically all repetitions, as can readily be seen from figure 55. This graphic presentation shows that in soil free from wilt
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the wilt-resistant
varieties gave dec ide d Iy lower
yields than either
of the three old
favorites, Bonny
Best, G rea t e r
Baltimore,
and
Stone. One year's
results, however,
are not sufficient
for
conclusions.
The test will be
l' e pea
ted next
season.

WATERMELONS

Watermelon wilt has been causing a great deal of damage locally, often resulting in total loss. The disease is of long standing
and the damage is steadily increasing. The wilt fungus once introduced in the soil renders the land unsafe for watermelon culture for
a long time.
Through painstaking work by a number of investigators in the
United States and other countries, the problem of control has been
largely solved by the development of wilt-resistant watermelons,
such as Leesburg, Iowa Belle, Klondike No.7, and Hawksbury.
When resistant varieties became available they were tested in
Tennessee on land where standard susceptible varieties within recent years had been severely damaged by wilt. In these tests the
\arieties have shown high wilt resistance and produced normal
crops. The fruit, however, is practically unsalable on the market
because it does not possess the size, shape, and flavor that the buyers are accustomed to. The resistant varieties should look like Stone
Mountain, or Dixie Queen, or some other watermelon commonly conceived in Tennessee to be a good watermelon. They must also be of
good flavor, texture, and color. Our watermelon breeding was initiated, in 1940, with these conditions in mind.
To assist in this and other plant pathology projects, Mr. Epps
was engaged, in February 1941, to work from the West Tennessee
Station. Since he was formerly assistant to the late Dr. L. E. Miles,
Plant Pathologist of Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station,
in the breeding of wilt-resistant watermelons, this project has been
carried cooperatively by the Plant Pathology Departments of Mississippi and Tennessee.
Mr. Epps, besides working with Miles' hybrids, has made a
number of crosses with wilt-resistant varieties on Stone Mountain,
Dixie Queen, and other varieties considered to be of high quality and
readily acceptable to consumers.
One of Miles' resistant lines (see figure 56) has been sufficiently tested for uniformity, good quality, and high wilt resistance.
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two fruits are typical of the wilt-resistant Miles watermelon. named in hon.. r flf
Dr. E. L. Miles. who started the breeding of this variety.

Mr. Epps reports that this year he planted two-thirds of an acre of
it to increase the seed stock. The field was isolated from other varieties and had been used for watermelon breeding plots for the past
four years. During the past three years susceptible varieties in the
same field have died before reaching maturity, so that the contamination of the soil with the wilt fungus was assured. This year not
a single plant died from wilt. Thus the uniformly high wilt resistance of this watermelon was again demonstrated. The quality of
the melon is excellent; it has a tough rind; and the fruits are uniform in shape and color, with white seed of medium, somewhat variable size. Several pounds of seed were saved. This is a selection
from the same line that D. M. Simpson grew at the Cotton Farm,
near Knoxville, in 1944 and 1945, without observing any wilted
plants. A crop of non-resistant watermelons was lost in 1943 on the
same piece of ground. It is planned to increase the seed stock of this
watermelon in preparation for making it available to the growers.

LIBRARY
Sarah C. Currell
The following figures are indicative of the growth of the Agricultural Library during the year 1945:

Experiment
College
Total

Station

Number of books and how acquired
Purchase
Gift
Total
42
61
103
135
132
267
177
193
370

With this increase of 370, the books on the shelves now total
21,407.
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The number of periodicals received by the Station and College
through subscription, exchange, and gift was 345, an increase of 20
over last year.
During the year, 160 volumes were bound, at a cost of $281.99.
These have all been cataloged.
There is a vast amount of uncataloged material which is most
useful. The unbound volumes of magazines total 1,773; bulletins,
44,382. This collection is intended primarily for circulation. The
books, periodicals, and bulletins circulated this year number 3,824.
This does not include the material used in the library.
The reference work is a most important part of the Librarian's
duties. Many hundreds of questions are answered in the course of
a year.
The foregoing is just a miniature picture of the main activities
of the library.

MIDDLE TENNESSEE EXPERIMENT
Columbia

STATION

L. R. Neel, Superintendent
RAINFALL

While the total rainfall at the Middle Tennessee Experiment
Station in 1945 was 53.24 inches, or slightly above the normal, the
rainfall for the critical period from June 15 to August 15 was only
5.79 inches, or 80 percent of normal. Hence, in spite of a good coat
of stable manure on rye and crimson clover land on second bottom
of Little Bigby Creek, the yield of corn was just 37 bushels per acre.
ADAPTED

FEED

CROPS DO BETTER

While corn, on the best land at the Experiment Station, produced only :37bushels per acre, or 2072 pounds of grain, which with
the stalks and leaves would furnish about 4500 pounds of total airdry subst&nce, some other crops did better. Hodo sorghum on the
same land produced 23.18 tons per acre, which would net about 19.7
tons of actual silage, with total air-dry substance of nearly 7000
pounds. The 5-year stand of alfalfa on upland produced 5.16 tons,
or 10,320 pounds, of hay to the acre.
CORN

Nitrogenous fertilizer for corn on medium upland, Maury silt
loam, again was unprofitable. Nitrate of soda and ammonium nitrate were used, at rates from 75 to 250 pounds of nitrate of soda
per acre and equivalent amounts of ammonium nitrate.
Average
yieldHof ] 4 check plots were 33 bushels per acre, and of 42 fertilized
plots, 34.5 bushels.
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LIME AND POTASH TEST WITH CORN

Most of the lime was applied 9 years ago and was increased by
a 2-ton application 5 years ago. Check plots were left, of course,
and lime was used from very low to very high rates. The soil was
Maury silt loam of southern exposure with moderate slope. No
manure had ever been used on the land, and if any crop had ever
been pastured off or turned under for green manure, this could not
have occurred for a third of a century. Results are shown in table
61.
.
TABLE

Rate of liming

61-Yields

in lime and potash test with corn.

per acre

No

fertilizer
Bushels
21.5
22.7
13.5

No lime
. .....
. "
Moderate--1/'1_ to 4 tons _
Hea'2"=6J:() 1~ to~

200 pounds mliriate
potash pt'r acrl'
Bushels
32.2
:U.fl
13.4

GRAIN SORGHUMS

In the second year of test of grain sorghums the yields of grain,
in bushels per acre (50 pounds to the bushel), were as follows:
Double Dwarf Milo, 37.9; Plainsman, 35.2; Imperial Kaffir, 35.2;
Bonita, 34.4: Early Hegari, 34.2; Caprock, 32.8; Westland, 28.8;
Club, 28.0; Martin's Milo, 22.4; Black Hulled Kaffir, 16.9; Atlas (a
sweet sorghum), 15.6; Corn (check, Tennessee 10), 56 pounds to
the bushel, 29.2.
NITROGENOUS

FERTILIZER

TEST ON SMALL GRAIN

The average yield of all check plots of wheat was 17 bushels per
acre, while the plots treated with 75 pounch; per acre of ammonium
nitrate, equivalent to 150 pounds of nitrate of soda, gave an average
yield of 23.1 bushels. Those receiving 150 pounds of nitrate of soda
per acre yielded 25.3 bushels. Comparable yields with Tennex winter oats were 26.0 bushels on all check, or no nitrate, plots and 46.5
bushels from the use of 150 pounds of nitrate of soda per acre. The
same test with barley gave yields of 23.8 bushels on all check plots
and 43.3 bushels from the use of 150 pounds of nitrate of soda. Comparable returns from rye were 10.1 bushels from all check plots and
18 bushels from the use of 150 pounds per acre of nitrate of soda.
MIXED-GRAIN

EXPERIMENT

This experiment is a study of the effect of the use of a mixture
on total yield of grain. The mixed grain would be used for feed. ClS
is most of the grain produced on Tennessee farms (table 62).
SOURCES

OF ALF ALF A SEED

Varieties in the 5-year-old stand of alfalfa from seed of different sources gave the following yields, in tons per acre, from the
four cuttings: Oklahoma, 5.2; Argentine Chubut, 5.2; Kansas Com-
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TABLE

62-Results

Seeding

IH.'r

EXPERIMENT

STATION

of 111ixcd-!Jraine.r:pcrimcnt.
acre

Yield

Ibs.
l11s.
1h5.
Ibs.
IbD.
Ibs.

wheat
harley
harley.
harley
barlc:\'
barley.

per

acre

Pounds
2100
1500
1(;74
2100
1770
1890
2130
1812
1950
--------"-

96 Ibs. barley
64 Ibs. oats
In
18
Its
(l4
18
22
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and

:~2 Ibs. oats ~~ ::~.~.~~~~
..~~~~~
Ih:-;. oats,
and ax Ibs. wheat
50 111:-:.vdwut
and
Ib,<,,;. wheat
.•. ~~~~~
.~~~
...~~~~~
~~~.. ~ ... ~~~.~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I
22 Ibs. oats: and 26
wheat
~.. ~ ~~~
..~~~~.~.~....~~.~~~~~~~~~~~
i

a2

aJl(J

a~

(;4 lbs. barley and 42 Ibs. oats ~ ..~.~~~~~
..~.. ..~~.. ~~~~
.. ~~
...~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~
'~"...~~ .,

mon, 5.2; New Mexico Common, 5.1; Arizona Chilean, 5.0; Dakota
Common, 5.0 Utah Common, 4.9; Grimm, 4.8; Arizona Common, 4.8;
Argentine, 4.8.
BURLEY

TOBACCO

Results of fertilizer and variety trials with burley tobacco are
given in tables 63 and 64.
TABLE

Treatment

63-FertiliDeI'
per

tcst with lJ1frlc~'tobacco.

acre

Y idd

160 Ills. nitl'at(-> of soda and 100 lbs. sulphate
of pota~.;h
1 flO Ills. nitrate
of soda.
800 l1>s_ 20(;{ superphosphate,
and 100 Ihs. potash
"
.
_
..
160 Ib:::;. nitrate
of Roda. :~OO Ills. 2Oflt, supprphosphat<'
12 tons stable manure
plowed
under
in winter
_
:WO Ibs. 200/0 superphosphate
and 100 Ibs. sulphah>
of
12
HiD

No

potash ..~~.~

~.,~..~;

tons manure
lbs. nitrate
fertilizer

of plow('d land
'~~~'~"'
~.~~~

on top
of soda

;

..; ..:

I

~ .:;..~~ .
~~~~~ ~..~..

.....~I

T c\BLE 64--Varicty

I"'"

Income

acr"

per

PO\ll1(!S
]~O!)

$7(;0.:;8

17(i7
1il7()
lli!)7

745.96
710.47
692.45

1575
1477
155H
14%

645.85
619.30
610.70
610.70

aCr<'

trials 'With burley tobacco.
Yield per acre

Variety

Income per acre

Pounds
Kentucky

16

1957

Kentucky 41 A
Greeneville
Barnett's

l!JlO
IBll

!l

1703
176n
lS1H

Greeneville 14
(;reeneville 10

PREPARATION

OF SEEDBED

$774.38
756.69
745.52
699.33
668.76
640.87

FOR SORGHUM

The test was made on second bottom of Little Bigby Creek.
The previous crop was rye and crimson clover. It was pastured off
fairly close and the land was manured wel1. Hodo sorghum planted
in the list without the breaking of the land gave a yield of 16.03
tons of forage per acre; that planted on a seedbed prepared by discing without breaking of the land yielded 18.81 tons per acre; and
that planted on land plowed and prepared in the usual way gave a
yield of 23.18 tons per acre.
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CLOVER

Button clover seed crop produced in 1943 and allowed to remain
on the land made a good stand in the fall of 1945. This was the third
crop from one seed crop left on the land. In the summer, the land
was used for cultivated crops. Where the button clover was followed by Sudan grass for pasture, the 1943 crops of seed left on the land
produced good stands in the fall of 1943 and the fall of 1944 without any preparation. The clover came up in the Sudan grass after
the rains of late July in 1945, but the stand was largely killed by
later dry weather, and only a very light stand entered the winter.
The button clover-Sudan mixture for cow pasture does not look so
good because of the increase of careless weeds.

Fg. 57-A

volunteer stand of hutton clover in corn.

PASTURE

Middle Tennessee Station.

WORK

The 52-acre bermuda, bluegrass, and white and hop clover pasture carried a herd of 41 beef cows and bred heifers, 34 calves for
the entire grazing season, and a bull for 100 days. Gains of beef
per acre totaled 277 pounds.

WEST TENNESSEE

EXPERIMENT
Jackson

STATION

Ben P. Hazlewood, Superintendent
WEATHER

CONDITIONS

Rainfall at Jackson in 1945 was excessive. The total was 71.62
inches, compared with the normal expectancy of 47.96 inches. Only
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the months of October and December had less than the
monthly expectancy.

normal

NEW ENTRANCE

Property recently purchased, adjoining the entrance and driveway of the Station from the Memphis highway, has made possible
much-needed improvement to this part of the Station. The driveway was too narrow to permit the safe passing of large vehicles,
and the ditches were so small that heavy rains overflowed, resulting in road damage. This situation was brought to the attention of
the Soil Conservation Service. A capable engineer from the local
district was assigned the task of designing and supervising the construction of a driveway with proper channels for water on both
sides. The waterways were of sufficient size to carry the maximum
calculated run-off for the drainage area served. The heavy rainfall
of the summer and fall demonstrated that the design for the road
and waterways was adequate.
NEW GRANARY

This Station, along with the other Tennessee substations, has
endeavored for several years to produce limited amounts of seed
representing the new varieties developed by the Station workers.
Cleaning equipment and storage space for this seed have been inadequate. During the year a seed cleaner, a disc separator, and a
seed treater were made available to the Station.
A building 40x60 feet was constructed and so arranged as to
afford operating space for the equipment, and storage for bulk and
!Jagged seed (see Fig. 58). The building and equipment were used
for the 1945 small-grain and corn crops and proved satisfactory.
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Favorable comment has come from farmers on the improved mechanical quality of seed supplied by the Station. Moreover, the convenience of the building and equipment results in a saving of labor.
FIELD

CROPS

The extensive rotation experiments continue to give valuable
information and serve as demonstrations of recommended farm

~"ig. 59-Clover and grass in rotation on range 1-near

side unlimed.

practices. Figure 59 shows, in the rear half of the plots, the influence of lime on the growth of a mixture of red clover and redtop
seeded in the spring of 1945.
No lime was used on the area shown in the foreground. Phosphate and potash were applied on the entire plot showing a scattered stand of clover in the foreground. In this rotation, 2 tons of lime
per acre, applied at intervals of 5 years, has given an increase of
1600 pounds of clover-and-grass hay. The same treatment increased
the yield of other crops in the rotation as shown in table 65.
TABLE

6S-Increase

jwr acre in yields from two tons of lime af>Pliedat
fi,'e-year intervals.
Crop

Irish
Corn

BURhe1s
14

potatoes

I:;

1.2

Bar}t>y

~oybean

Increalse

hay

.....

...

Pound:-100

Through the cooperation of Dr. J. B. Washko, Associate agronomist, this Station was supplied with seed for experimental
plantings of several new lespedezas, clovers, and alfalfas. Three
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varieties of lespedeza were planted March 14 and cut for hay August R. The average yield of hay from each variety is given in table
66.
TABLE

66-Yields

per acre of three 7Jarieties of lespedeza.
Variety

Koreall
Climax

Dry hay
TonH
2.09
3.13
2.41

.

Kolw

Seed of two new strains of alfalfa were supplied for August
1943 planting. The 1945 yield from this planting was high, probably
because of excessive rainfall.
Table 67 shows the 1945 yields of
the two varieties in comparison with the yield of Kansas Common.
TABLE

67-Yields

per acre of Kansas Call11l1onand two new strains of alfalfa
Variety

Common
Kan."'Us A-147

KanHas
Rangt'!'

1-

Dry hay
Tons
5.53
6.20
4.90

Four other varieties planted in August 1944 in comparison with
Kansas Common, and harvested for the first time in 1945, gave the
yields shown in table 68.
TABLE

68-Yields

per aen' of Kansas C01l11110nand four other varieties of
alfalfa pla/ltc'd in AlI,i7l1st 1944.
----

Variety
Kanc;ac;
Common
Buffalo
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Ol<lahoma

(Nol,th

Centnd)
(Southwest)

Dry hay
Tons
5.39
5.62
5.49
5.56
(i.l5

An application of 20 pounds of borax per acre in August 1944
gave an average increase of 20 percent on 1945 alfalfa hay yields.
A satisfactory
volunteer stand of crimson clover (Fig. 60) was
secured in 1945 from the hard-seeded strain of crimson clover planted in August 1944.
Rose clover planted in August 1944 made very little winter
growth, but the late spring growth was very good. This crop was
given an opportunity
to volunteer a stand. Results were fair, but
not as satisfactory
as from hard-seeded
crimson clover.
Through the cooperation of J. K. Underwood, Associate Agronomist, several new grasses have been supplied to this Station for
testing (table 69). A strain of giant meadow fescue has been outstanding in productivity
and in the maintenance
of a vigorous stand.
This Station has one of the uniform small-grain
variety tests
(Fig. 61) which are conducted at the main Station and each of the
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69-Yields
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seeded

during

Variety

the late

Dry

hay

Tons
1.41

-Harding grass
Orchard graBs .

~~(~;t:b~~~"'c
fescue
Rescue grasR

1.~7
2.X:~
l.H7

.

I.:H

.

RubstationR, through the cooperation of O. H. Long, Assistant
Agronomist. This test has proved very satisfactory as a means of
early determination of variety adaptability for the entire State.
The following varieties of small grains gave the highest yields at
this Station in the test harvested in 1945: Forkedeer oats, Jackson No.1 barley, Tennessee 612 (Fulcaster) wheat, Vicland (spring
oat) and Balbo rye.

Fig. 60-Volunteer

stands of rose cluver and hard-seeded

crimsnn.

A uniform corn variety test at all the Tennessee stations similar to the small-grain test is also conducted through the cooperation
of O. H. Long. Tennessee hybrid No. 10 gave the highest yield of
the ten varieties included, on both the "rich" and "thin" land.
Date-of-planting tests with farm crops are given considerable
attention. The importance of this subject is shown in figure 62.
Crimson clover seeded on a Bermuda sod October 1 succeeded, while
a like seeding ten days later was practically a failure.
In cooperation with N. 1. Hancock, Associate Agronomist, extensive cotton-variety breeding and seed-treatment tests are conducted. Twenty-five varieties of cotton were included in the trial.
A uniform variety trial with soybeans, similar to the corn and
small-grain tests, is being conducted in cooperation with O. H. Long.
Ten varieties were included in the 1945 test. The highest dry-hay
yields were made by Volstate, Tokio, and Ogden. The same varieties
gave the highest seed yields.
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Other cooperative agronomy projects are U. S. D. A. soybean
nllr~pry. cotton spinning test, and small grain-rust nursery.

Fig. 61-Uniforrn

Fig. 62-Date-of-seeding

small-grain

variety te!:'t.

test of crimson clover on bermuda sod.
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LIVESTOCK

Purebred herds of Jersey cattle and Duroc hogs and a small
flock of purebred Hampshire sheep are maintained. The usual records relating to purebred livestock are made.
A feeding test with native yearling steers, comparing limited
rations for fattening cattle, is under way; also a test with hogs comparing various protein supplements in fattening rations for hogs
having access to crimson clover pasture.
These projects are reported in more detail in the Animal Husbandry and Dairy sections of this Annual Report.
PLANT

DISEASES

Plant disease work at the West Tennessee Station is reported
in the Plant Pathology section.
FRUITS

AND VEGETABLES

Work with fruits and vegetables is covered in the report on
Horticulture at West Tennessee Experiment Station.

HIGHLAND

RIM EXPERIMENT

STATION

D. H. Latham
LAND

In a soil survey of the Highland Rim Station, members of lR soil
series were found and mapped. The upland soils are Dickson, Sango,
Lawrence, Montview, Baxter, Ashburn, and Guthrie. The colluvial
lands are composed primarily of Abernathy, Greendale, Ooltewah,
Pace, Sango, and Tanner. Ennis appears to be the only bottom-land
soil represented at the Station.
The data from the soil survey show that practically all of the
soils on the farm are strongly deficient in phosphate. According
to Maelich's rating tables, only 4 of the 13 soil series gave samples
indicating more than 50 pounds of available phosphate per acre. In
these cases there are wide variations in the amount of phosphate
shown at different depths for the same sample.
Available potash appears relatively more plentiful than phosphate. The data from the samples analyzed indicate that about onethird of the soils are rated as moderately high in available potash,
and approximately one-half are rated as high.
The majority of the soils at the Station are distinctly acid in
reaction. Fifty percent of the samples tested have a pH value of 5.0
or less. None of the samples tested are less acid than pH 6.8. The
sample having this pH value was from the top soil in a field of alfalfa. Soil from this same sample but at a depth of 24 inches has a
pH value of 5.9.
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BUILDINGS

The construction of a laboratory and a greenhouse was begun
in the spring of 1945, but, because of the scarcity of labor, progress
on the building has been very slow. The laboratory building was
near enough to completion to occupy as an office in August. Erection of the greenhouse was begun in November, but owing to conditions beyond our control it has not been completed. The framing
is all set and a few pieces of glass have been installed.
Work was begun in November on a house for the farm foreman. Weather conditions have been such that it has not been possible to make any appreciable progress on this building. It is anticipated that the building will be completed early in 1946.
The existing farm buildings were repaired where necessary
to meet temporary needs.
EQUIPMENT

The only new equipment purchased in 1945 was a power mower
and a power-driven post-hole digger.
DEVELOPMENTS

OR IMPROVEMENTS

During the year a beginning was made on the building of farm
roads. These roads are being located primarily to give access to the
plot areas. All of the newly constructed roads have been fertilized
and seeded with a mixture of grass and clover. Much work remains
to be done on these roads and others to be located as the development of the farm continues.
The main entrance to the farm from the Springfield-Nashville
highway is over a county road, which at times during the winter
becomes impassable. In June the Robertson County Highway Department put a light cover of crushed stone on a part of this road.
The stone has made it possible to use the road at all times, at least
to the administrative area. More work and additional stone will be
required to make an all-weather road the remaining distance
through the Station. It is anticipated that this road will be improved next year.
In an effort to check soil erosion in the areas adjacent to one of
our plot fields, about 3000 feet of terrace was built in October. Several of the existing terraces were repaired during the year.
LABOR

The labor problem at the Station was not nearly so critical in
1945 as it was in 1944. There have been five full-time employees
this year, with additional labor available part of the time.
WEATHER

Abnormal weather prevailed during the year. The 6.70 inches
of rainfall in May was more than 60 percent above average and more
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than 1 inch greater than the total for the next 100 days, ending September 8. The summer drouth was followed by an unusually wet
November, the rainfall being only slightly less than double the average for that month. In spite of two excessively wet periods, the
total rainfall for the year was 2.61 inches below the annual average
for the State.
March temperature averaged almost 10 degrees above normal.
It is likely that this had some bearing on the very heavy infestation
of Hessian fly that damaged the wheat crop in Robertson and adjacent counties. Temperatures during the remainder of the year were
near normal.
TOBACCO

Dark Fire-Cured, Type 22.-In breeding for resistance to tobac··
co mosaic, a total of 32 mosaic-resistant hybrids were field-tested in
1945. Because of the heavy rainfall it was not possible to get the
tobacco set in the field before May 26. At that time many of the
plants were almost too large for successful transplanting. During
the growing season all of the mosaic-resistant plants, as well as the
mosaic-susceptible checks, were inoculated. None of the resistant
plants developed the mottling that is characteristic of the disease.
Following the inoculations, every plant in the check plots became
infected. So far as growth characteristics are concerned, several
of the lines compared favorably with Madole, the standard variet~'
used as a check. The tobacco from these various lines will be prepared for market and evaluated. Because of the adverse conditions
under which this tobacco WHS produced, it is thought advisable to
grow the same lines again in 1946 before making selections based
on quality.
Four distinct varieties with two additional lines, or selections,
from two of the varieties were grown in a comparative test. Final
data on these tobaccos will not be available until sometime in 1946.
after they are processed for market and evaluated.
Burley, Type 31.-A variety test with burley was conducte(l
in which 4 standard, or commercial, variRties, 10 black root rotresistant hybrids, and 1 mosaic-resistant hybrid were used. The
tobaccos in this test were transplanted May 23. The burley was
very seriously affected by the summer drouth. Burning, due to
insufficient moisture, became so severe that it was decide(l to cut
the burley on September 3. At that time there were from 4 to 8
badly burned leaves on the lower portion of most of the plants, while
the leaves on the upper portion were still green and not nearly
mature. There was little or no difference in the degree of hurning on the different varieties and lines. Comparative data for these
tobaccos are not yet available. Burley tobacco transplanted May
30 for a topping test failed to make satisfactory growth because
of drouth, and the test was not completed.
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CORN VARIETY AND SPACING TESTS

Corn hybrid, variety comparison at uniform spacing of 24
inches.-This test was made in cooperation with the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
There were 25 hybrids and varieties, including 9 new Tennessee hybrids. Examination of the yield data shows
that each of these new hybrids gave a greater yield than either
.Jellicorse or Neal Paymaster.
The highest yield by one of the new
hybrids was more than 20 percent above the yield of either of these
varieties. Since the data are based on a single test, they should
be considered as an indication only.
Corn hybrid, variety comparison at various spacings.-Six
hybrids and 4 open-pollenated corm; were used in this test. The
hills were spaced 27, 23, and 19 inches apart, giving totals of 5400,
6600, and 7800 hills per acre. The data do not indicate any significant differences in yields at the different spacings. This likely is
due to an insufficient supply of moisture.
SWEET POTATO-VARIETY

AND FEHTILIZEH

TESTS

The sweetpotato variety test included Unit One Porto Rico,
Vining Porto Rico, Bunch Porto Rico, Porto Morado, Mameyita,
Nancy Hall, Nancy Gold, and a strain of Porto Rico obtained from
South Carolina. The plants were set on ,June 4. The unusually dry
weather during the following three months seriously affected the
growth and yield of the potatoes. Although all yields were low,
there were significant differences in the yields of No. 1 potatoes.
The yield of No.1 potatoes from the Unit One Porto Rico was 20
percent greater than the yield of No.1 potatoes from Nancy Hall.
Data obtained in a preliminary test with borax on sweetpotatoes indicate that an application of 25 pounds per acre of borax, commercial grade, had a detrimental effect on yield. The plots receiving the borax produced about 15 percent less No.1 potatoes than
comparable plots that did not receive borax.
A fertilizer test using 12 different analyses was established
on Dickson silt loam soil early in June. All treatments, including
an unfertilized plot, were made in triplicate.
The fertilizers all
contained 12 percent P20". The Nand K20 content of the fertilizers varied from 0 to 12 percent. All plots were affected adversely by the unusually dry weather during the major part of the
growing season, making all yields relatively low. The data indicate
that all of the fertilizers gave increased yields of No.1 potatoes,
over the no-fertilizer plots. It is evident also in this one test that
at any given level of potash the yield of No.1 potatoes is reduced
as the nitrogen content of the fertilizer is increased, and that at
any given level of nitrogen the yield of No. 1 potatoes is increased
as the potash content of the fertilizer is increased.
STRA WHERRY RESISTANCE

TO LEAF SPOT ANn ROOT HOT

The planting of the test of strawberry resistance to leaf spot
and root rot was made in 1944; the first crop of fruit was harvested
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in 1945. There was not a uniform stand of plants in this test. The
variation was of little importance, however, because all rows were
affected to about the same degree. There was little evidence of
leaf spot and root rot in these plots. K 18 was affected by a
chlorosis, or leaf mottling, which made the line objectionable. One
of the new hybrids, or seedlings, P 136 (81-2), is outstanding both
in growth characteristics and in yield. The average yield of No. 1
fruits which this seedling produced was more than 60 percent above
that of Blakemore.
SMALL GRAINS-VARIETY

TEST

A yield test of small-grain varieties in which 6 barleys, 8 oats,
and 7 wheats were compared, was established on Dickson silt-loam
soil in the fall of 1944. The wheat and barley yields were materially reduced by a heavy infestation of Hessian fly. Barley yields
were all under 25 bushels per acre, with Jackson No.1 giving the
highest average yield. Among the wheat varieties, Carala gave the
greatest average yield. One of the Station hybrid oats, 090 X Bond
140-17-63-75-243, was the leader in this one test.
A test was made in the spring with nitrogen applied as a topdressing on Thorne wheat and Tennex oats. Nitrogen wa~~supplied
in two forms, ammonium nitrate and sodium nitrate.
The wheat
tests were made on Dickson silt loam and the oat tests on Sango
silt loam. The nitrogen applications were made March 15. In all
tests ammonium nitrate was used at 50, 100, 150, and 250 pounds
per acre, and the nitrate of soda at 100, 200, 300, and 500 pounds.
Comparisons between wheat following corn and wheat following
both burley and dark-fired tobacco were possible, and in every case
the cornland wheat gave the highest yield. All wheat yields on
the Station farm, as well as in the surrounding area, were unusually
low because of a rather heavy infestation with Hessian fly. Leaf
rust, particularly on Thorne, a late-maturing variety, was of considerable importance in causing a very low yield of wheat. An application of 100 pounds of ammonium nitrate per acre more than
doubled the yield. The heavier applications of nitrogen gave some
additional increases. In most of the tests, at equivalent applications of nitrogen, the ammonium nitrate gave the greater increase
in yield.
The nitrogen applications on the oats made little if any difference in the growth and size of the plants. As the oats reached
maturity, however, the plots were easily located by the degree of
lodging. On those receiving the lightest application of nitrogen
approximately 10 percent of the plants were lodged, and on all other
treated plots 90 percent or more of the plants were lodged. There
was no apparent difference in the degree of lodging from comparable
nitrogen applications. There was no lodging except in the plots
that received applications of nitrogen. On the basis of this one test
it appears that it would be unwise to apply nitrogen as a top-dressing for Tennex oats on Sango silt-loam soil.
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TO DISEASES

The test of tomato varieties with reference to their susceptibilitv to disease was essentially a repetition of the test run in 1944.
Five varieties and 3 hybrids were used. The plants were potted
about 6 weeks before being transplanted to the field, on May 28.
The yields were very disappointing. This was due primarily to the
drouth of .June. .July, and August. Through August the total yields
of the unstaked tomatoes ranged from a little over 5 tons to 71/:.!
tons per acre, and of staked tomatoes from 4 tons to 81h tons. Approximately one-half the total yield was culls. Blossom-end rot
was prevalent in all varieties, but was by far the most severe on
Penn. Orange. Foliage diseases were negligible.

TRUCK-CROP INVESTIGATIONS IN THE
DOUGLAS RESERVOIR AREA
COOPERATIVE

WITH TENNESSEE
WEATHER

VALLEY

AUTHORITY

CONDITIONS

The rain that fell during the growing season of 1945 in the
Douglas Reservoir area, appeared to be ample and well distributed;
nevertheless, irrigation gave profitable increases in yields of all
crops except late Irish potatoes. Temperatures were slightly above
normal and the humidity was high. This condition was condusive
to the development and spread of fungous diseases of tomatoes early
in the season. Hot days and cool nights prevailed later. This may
have contributed to the outbreak and spread of late blight of Irish
potatoes, which made the crop unprofitable.
The study of vegetable production includes:
]. Tomato, bean, and cabbage fertilization and irrigation.
2. Variety tests for disease resistance, quality, and productiveness.
3. Adaptability of other vegetables to the soils and climate of
the Douglas Reservoir area.
4. Cultural methods for different vegetable crops.
5. Preliminary tests of new varieties of small fruits.
FERTILIZER

AND MOISTURE

ImqUIREMENTS

Tomatoes.-Data
accumulated during the past two years on
the fertilizer plots indicah~ the tomato plant's need for phosphate,
}lotash. anc! organic matter. These studies have demonstrated the
value of barnyard manure for both quantity and quality production,
as shown in table 70.
Beans.-Data
accumulated during the past two years on the
fertilizer and irrigation plots indicate the bean plant's need for
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water, phosphate, nitrogen, and potash. Irrigation increased the
yield eight times in 1944 and doubled it in 1945. There was no response to fertilizer treatment without irrigation in 1944. Beans
respond to liberal applications of nitrogen, phosphate, and potash,
provided there is sufficient moisture to put the plant-food nutrients
into solution.
Pole Beans.-Thirty
rows of pole beans were planted July 3.
Fifteen rows were irrigated throughout the growing season and 15
were not irrigated. Plot, calculated acre yields, and calculated acre
values are shown in table 71. Pole beans should be a profitable crop
to grow, provided they are well fertilized and irrigated.
Cabbage.-Irrigation
increased the yield of cabbage in all tests,
notwithstanding the fact that rainfall seemed to be ample throughout the growing season. Cabbage grown on the irrigation range
was suitable for sauerkraut,
while that grown on the nonirrigation
range
produced
heads that were small and
contained a I a r g e core, as
shown in figure 63.
Summary.-The
degree
of dryness which vegetable
crops will withstand is influenced by temperature conditions and root penetration.
Fig. 6:l-ElTect of irrigation on growth of
When the weather is hot and
Wisconsin All Seasons cabbage. Left. irrigated;
dry,
and strong winds prevail..
right, not irrigated.
.
the plants may suffer severely from lack of moisture unless the soil contains much available
water. Lack of sufficient moisture in the major root zone will reduce the yield and quality of vegetable crops.
The cooperation of A. L. Kennedy in the irrigation work has
been very helpful.
VARIETY

TESTS FOR DISEASE RESISTANCE,
AND PRODUCTIVENESS

(~UALITY,

Promising new varieties of vegetables are appearing on the
market as a result of cooperative work being carried on by experiment stations throughout the world.
Beans.- Two new bean varieties, Z No. 1 and Logan, are resistant to various bean diseases and produce large crops of superior
quality. They are products of the cooperative vegetable-breeding
program. These two varieties should be given a trial by growers
throughout this area.
Three varieties of beans were planted for a commercial canning pack. These were grown in four randomized replications of
1/16 acre each, or 1/4 acre for each variety. The calculated yields
per acre from all plots of the three harvests are shown in table 72.

-
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The yield from the first picking of Z No.1 was more than the yields
of Giant Stringless Green Pod and Logan put together. It is always
desirable to get a large picking from the first harvest. The Z No.
1 was the outstanding variety in both yield and quality.
Tomatoes.-The
Marglobe tomato produced the largest total
yield of both early and late fruit. The Indiana Baltimore was the
least desirable variety grown; 45 percent of the fruit harvested
was rotten. It appears to be very susceptible to blossom-end rot
when grown on terrace soils.
Cabbage.-Wisconsin All Seasons and Flat Dutch were grown
as sauerkraut cabbage. Wisconsin All Seasons was superior to Flat
I)utch in yield, quality, and disease resistance.
OTHER

VEGETABLES

Extensive yield tests have been made with varieties of the
more important vegetable crops, such as tomatoes, corn, beans, cabbage, and greens. Varieties of the minor vegetable crops have been
tested for quality, time of maturity, and general adaptability, because a larger market for commercial production is constantly becoming available. The results indicate that broccoli, asparagus,
pimiento peppers, pole beans, head lettuce, and various minor vegetable crops have possibilities, provided irrigation water is applied
often enough and in sufficient quantity to keep the plants growing
steadily.
PROPAGATION

AND CULTURAL

METHODS

This Station, in cooperation with the Research Section of the
Agricultural Engineering Development Division of the Tennessee
Valley Authority, conducted experiments on the propagation of
tomato plants. J. M. Culpepper and George E. Zerfoss were very
helpful in this phase of the project. Electric lamp and cable-heated
hotbeds proved to be more satisfactory for propagating tomato
plants than manure-heated hotbeds. The electric lamp-heated hotbeds consumed only 41 kilowatt-hours, compared with 121 for the
cable-heated beds. The seed in the cable-heated beds germinated
on the eighth day after planting, those in the electric-lamp bed on
the eleventh day, and those in the manure bed on the twelfth day.
The manure bed dried out more rapidly than either of the others,
and consequently required more water.
Many tests have been made on cultural methods for beans and
tomatoes. Close spacing of bush beans is more profitable than wide
spacing. Bean seed should be planted 3 inches apart in the row,
with rows 30 to 36 inches apart. Such planting will require 50 to 60
pounds of seed per acre.
Tomato plants grown in the South were less productive than
home-grown potted plants. Those grown in coldframes, and pulled
and set directly in the field, were less productive than potted or
lifted plants. Tests indicate that healthy plants, properly set, contribute much to the success of tomato production.
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of 1I1al11fr" with irrigation
for tamatocs-total
acre allli percent of rots, 1945.

Tn'atment
'Manure
H
(iOO pounds
IT'll('

tOil",

pills

0-10-fi

(jOO pound:.;
(no manure)

0-10-5

Small'

Large1

Tom ..;
8.:10
2.1l5

Tons
4.01
2.RK

were gTH(led small (1/10-a/IO
pOlino)
of rot is ba~·;{'d on Uw total yif,ld.

tomnt.ol's

~Th(· lwrecnt

and large

I

Per acre

I

Pounds

524K

IPlot equab

175

72-A·,'cra.'lC

Harve~t

Third
Total
Bushels

TOllS

Rot~::
Pen'ent

7.:)]
S.4:1

than

:~/10

:\0
:\4
lHl\lnd).

Value

Plot'

Dollars
487.50

Pounds
83

VahI('

Per acre
Pounds

132R

Husheh
41

Dollars
110.00

1/16 acre.

TABLE

.B"'irst
St~cond

Bushels

Total

l'eI'

Nonirrigated

Irrigated
PloP
~._p~~~~.328

(more

yield

yields

prr acre

of three

Imsh-1Jran

~I()rieti(s.

Z No.1

Giant StringlP,ss

Log-an

Pound:.;
1500
7292

Pounds
2100

Pounds

2000

479()

(;220

4GO

14KR

NODI'

12,252
408

K8K,\
270

K220
2',·1

CHANGES IN S1'AIi'F
APPOINTMENTS

J. R. Meyer, Associate Agronomist, February 1
A, C, Todd, Parasitologist, March 12
John A, adorn, Acting Superintendent, Plateau
Station, December 1

Experiment

RESIGN AnONS

John N, Cummings, Geneticist, January 15
Harry Cupp, Assistant Physicist, February 14
R. D. Carpenter, Assistant Forester, February 14
Juanita Smith, Assistant in Home Economics, November BO
J. P. Overcash, Assistant Horticulturist, September 30
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BULLETINS
Authors

Title

]\;0.

1 !14 Seed Searifiers

Date

Pa~~:es

H. A. Arnold

January

2".)

S. Mal'covitch
W. W. Stanley

FebnJary

2:]

J!/i; Nitrate of Soda as a Fertilizer
for Corn

c. A. Mooers

.June

Iii

1 !j7 Sericea

C. A. Mooel's

September

12

November

22

1 !lfi The

Important
in Tennessee

Peaeh

Insects

as a Soil-ImprovingCrop for Corn

1 DR Practical

Land Clearing on the
Cumbel'land Plateau

B. P. Hazlewood
J . .J. BinI

cmCULARS
L. R. Neel

.January

2

S!) Leg-ume Silage for Dairy Cows

S. A. Hinton
C. E. Wylie
G. A. Shuey

May

2

DO Matting

Thos. B. HalTison
W. lVI.Roberts

.June

2

W. M. Roberts
C. E. Wylie

August

2

Brooks D. Drain

October

4

John

December

4

88 Nitrate
Grains

Dl

Profitable

of Cottage

Off-Flavor

!)2 Tennessee

on

Small

Cheese

in Milk
Luscious Red Rasp-

beny
!Ja Conecting

Potash
in Growing Corn

Deficiency

13. Washko

MONOGRAPHS
(Mimeographed)
IRO Fan]] Credit Agencies Serving Cumberland Plateau, 1943

B. H. Luebke
A. H. Chambers
C. E Allred

February

I R J Method of Payment and Comparative Prices for Tennessee Farms

.J. H. Marshall

February

43
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Title

No.

Authors

Date

Pag'i!S

182 Costs, Returns, and Practices
in Growing Snap Beans, Johnson County, Tennessee, 1942

H. J. Bonser
E. B. Fickel
C. E. Allred

April

flR

184 Farm Real Estate Market
Tennessee, 1850-1944

B. H. Luebke
.J. H. Marshall

April

,1:,

185 Farm Real Estate Situation in
Five Areas of Tennessee, 19411944

B. H. Luebke
A. H. Chambers
Magnus B. .Johnf<on

.July

£)7

186 Agricultural History of Knox
Part
I
Tennessee,
County,
From the Beginning to 1860

H. J. Bonser
C. C. Mantle
C. E. Allred

August

~~)

of Knox
Part
II

H. J. Bonser
C. C. Mantle

August

·1S

History of Knox
188 Agncultural
, County, Tennesf<ee, Part III
From 1900 to 1940

H. J. Bonser
C. C. Mantle

Septemher

:1~)

Affecting
Price of
189 Factors
Farm Land, Humphreys County, Tennessee, 1941-1944

B. H. Luebke
A. H. Chamberf<

September

:-~,-1

History
187 Agricultural
County, Tennessee,
From 1860 to 1900

in

November

fiG

]91 Costs, Returns, and Practices
in Growing Snap Beans, Knox
and Sevier Counties, Tennessee, 1942

H. .J. Bonser
}~. B. Fickel

Decembel'

: ~~

Agricultural
in
192 Instruction
Cooperation and Marketing at
Colleges
State Agricultural

C. E. Allred

December

:m

HJO Unpublished

Manuscripts

-~

REPORTS
Fifty-Fifth
Fifty-Sixth

Annual Report, for 1942
Annual Report, for 1943
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Publication

ao:

I~olating Better Foundation
Inbreds for Use in Corn
Hybrids

F. D. Richey

Genetics
1945

455-471. 17

Pncfixing with Paradichlorobenzene to F a c iii tat e
('hromowme
Study

.las. R. Meyer

Stain Teehnology
121-125. I!J45

20:

5

CHEMISTHY
and

W. H. Madntire

Soil Science
10!l. 1945

59:

105-

5

Diveq,ent
BehaviOl' of
KPO:: an<l K~SOI in Soils,
with and without Limestone and Dolomite

W. H. Madntil'e
W. M. Shaw
Brooks Robinson

Soil Science
1G2. 1!l45

59:

155-

8

Adaptation
of the Wagner
P]'oeedul'e to the Chemical Evaluation of Fused
Triealeium Phosphate

W. H, MacIntire
Geol'l,e Pal mel'

Jour. A.O.A.C. 28: 158-- 10
IG7. 1!l45

A "Heferenee"
Preejpitated
Tricalcium Phosphate Hydrate
Preparation
and
1den ti fication

W. H. MacIntire
Geo]'g'e Palmer
H. L. Mar~hall

Ind. Eng. Chem.
1G4-1G!J.1!)45
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Determination
of
the l\eutralization
Value
of Calcium Silicate Slags

W. M. Shaw

.lou!'. A.O.A.C. ~8:
335. HJ45

Heport on Soils alHI Liming
Materials

W. H. 1\1ad ntirc

Jour. A.O.A.C. 28: 79!J. 1
1!l45
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W. M. Shaw

,Jour. A.O.A.C.28:
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799.

1

oJour. Econ. Ent.
125-12G. 1945

38:

2

Sou. FIOl'ist and Nul'.
Jan. 2G. 1945

1

Am. Soc. fOl' HOlt. Se.
4G: 34G-34!J. 1945

5

Poultry Science XXIV:
314-317. 1945

4

Soil Content of Fluorine
Its Determination
The

Materials

::l7: G

:no-

2G

ENTOMOLOGY
Pl'(~liminary Tests
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Sa-

E. H. Fishcr
W. W. Stanlcy

HORTICULTURE
l\ew Blight-Resistant
for the South

Pears

Propagation
and Culturc of
Garden Sage in Tennes~ee

Broo],s

D. Drain

oJ. P. Oven'ash

POULTHY
ILelation of Time of Day of
Artificial Insemination to
Fcrtility and Hatchability
of Hen's Eggs

oj esse

E. Pal'kel'

